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1. OVERVIEW 

A series of public events were held during the course of the RTMP.  The following 

chapters contain a record of the events that were held, the conversations which resulted 

and the comments submitted by the public. 

 

Launch Event - November 2007 

The launch event was held to generate stakeholder interest in the study and obtain 

feedback from the public about how they see their future mobility and community as it 

relates to the transportation system.  The program featured introductory remarks from 

Regional Chair Seiling, a presentation by Glen Murray (Chair of the National Round 

Table on the Environment and Energy), and a panel discussion with experts in the area 

of culture, heritage, human health and transportation.  The feedback received during this 

event was positive and reflected an understanding that the Region is at a crossroads 

when it comes to its future transportation system.  The public expressed support for 

creating a transportation system that provides greater choice and better balances the 

interrelationship between the environment, the economy and social well-being.  The 

public comment form and a summary of the comments received from the public are 

included in Appendix A. 

 

Public Opinion Survey – November / December 2007 

Ipsos Reid polled residents on issues related to transportation and possible 

improvements to the transportation system, and compared the results to a similar study 

conducted in 199712.  Overall, the results showed that there is more awareness about 

the transportation challenges facing the Region today than in 1997, including the health, 

                                                

1
 Ipsos Reid Public Affairs. Region of Waterloo Transportation Master Plan Public Opinion Survey 

Final Report. February 28, 2008 

2
 Angus Reid Group. Working Paper #5 Waterloo Region Transportation Master Plan Public 

Opinion Survey Final Report. June 1997. 
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social and natural environment impacts.  Residents are supportive of the direction to 

provide greater transportation choice in the future.  To attract more users to transit, the 

group to focus on appears to be those who currently use transit occasionally and those 

who do not use it at all, but are open to using it if upgraded service is provided. 

 

Public Workshop 1 – February 2008 

The purpose of Public Workshop #1 was to explore key issues relating to growth in the 

Region, as well as transportation related concerns, and discuss how the public wants the 

community to develop and how they want to travel around the region.  An overview of 

the Regional Transportation Master Plan study process was presented followed by group 

discussions, where the dialogue focused on the vision for the future of transportation in 

the Region; how walking, cycling, transit, roads and the movement of goods will fit into 

this vision, and the public‘s role in the study process.  Overall, the workshop discussions 

were in support of the direction suggested for the RTMP, specifically the development of 

a transportation system that puts moving people first and provides more opportunities for 

mode choices and which recognizes the interrelationship between the environment, the 

economy and social and cultural resources.  The public comment form and a summary 

of the comments received from the public are included in Appendix B. 

 

Public Workshop 2 - November 2008 

The purpose of Public Workshop #2 was to review and discuss key elements of the 

RTMP including goals, principles and objectives and suggested travel demand 

management (TDM) strategies for the Region.  The goals, principles and objectives are 

critical to the development of a new RTMP as they form the framework or map for future 

planning and decision making relative to the development of the transportation network 

within the Region.  With input received from these workshops along with feedback from 

the Steering Committee, the Goals and Objectives were refined.  The TravelWise (TDM) 

options were also refined and priorities were set for specific items that will be part of the 

final plan.  The public comment form and a summary of the comments received from the 

public are included in Appendix C. 
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Public Workshop 3 - June 2009 

Public Workshop #3 was specifically designed to gain feedback on the proposed study 

direction for transit ridership targets, future preliminary transportation alternative 

networks, along with the proposed evaluation criteria.  An overview of current travel 

trends and projected future travel demands as well as information on the implications of 

a ―business as usual‖ approach to transportation planning and the recommendation to 

pursue transit mode share (TMS) targets for critical corridors within the Region was 

presented followed by group discussions.  Preliminary TMS targets for key screenlines 

within the Region were identified for discussion as were alternative future networks and 

the criteria to be used in evaluating these networks.  The public comment form and a 

summary of the comments received from the public are included in Appendix D. 

 

Public Consultation Centres – April 2010 

The draft RTMP, detailing the components of the preferred transit oriented network, 

and the associated transportation priorities, recommended investment priorities and 

supporting policy was presented at these Public Consultation Centres, which were 

arranged as Open House forums.  The comments were generally supportive of the 

preferred alternative and some suggest that more should be done in terms of transit and 

active transportation modes, and done faster.  However, many recognized that the main 

mode of transportation will remain the auto in the future and change will take time and 

financial commitment.  The public comment form and a summary of the comments 

received from the public are included in Appendix E. 

 

Public Input Meeting – June 2010 

A Public Input Meeting was held at Planning and Works Committee on May 18, 2010.  

Seven delegates appeared before Committee to voice their opinions about the draft 

RTMP.  A detailed summary of the received comments and the project team responses 

are included in Appendix F. 
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2. LAUNCH EVENT - NOVEMBER 2007 

On November 22, 2007 the Region of Waterloo hosted a launch event for the new 

Regional Transportation Master Plan – Moving Forward 2031.  The event took place 

from 6:00pm – 9:00pm at the Delta Hotel in Kitchener and featured a keynote speaker, a 

panel of experts, and an opportunity for the public to participate in a ―conversation‖ 

regarding the future of transportation in the Region of Waterloo. 

 

The objective of the Regional Transportation Master Plan is to identify the principles and 

priorities for the Region‘s transportation system for the next 25 years and beyond.  The 

last RTMP was completed in 1999. 

 

2.1 EVENT OBJECTIVES 

The launch event established the initiation of a community-wide ―conversation‖ that will 

permit the Region of Waterloo and the Project Team to understand how residents view 

the state of the current transportation system and what their expectations and visions are 

for transportation service and community mobility for the next two decades.  The RTMP 

Study will build upon goals and objectives articulated in the Regional Growth 

Management Strategy (www.region.waterloo.on.ca/rgms).  The Region of Waterloo‘s 

Rapid Transit Study recommendations will also establish a framework for a future 

transportation vision and strategy. 

 

The launch event was designed to inform the public of the overall RTMP study objectives 

and to facilitate the initiation of rich and meaningful discussions regarding the future 

vision for transportation in the Region.  Participants in the workshop were encouraged to 

discuss their thoughts regarding the relationship between a strong transportation system, 

a vital economy and a healthy community.  The event was structured to be provocative 

and set the tone for further ―conversations‖ and dialogue relating to the development of a 

relevant Transportation Master Plan for the Region of Waterloo. 

 

http://www.region.waterloo.on.ca/rgms
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2.2 EVENT FORMAT 

The launch event was an interactive session comprising introductory remarks from the 

Regional Chair, Mr. Ken Seiling, a multimedia presentation, (a copy of which can be 

found on the Project website at www.movingforward2031.ca), a presentation by the 

keynote speaker, (Mr. Glen Murray, former Mayor of Winnipeg and Chair of the National 

Roundtable on the Environment and Energy), and a panel discussion involving experts 

in the area of culture, heritage, human health and transportation.  These activities were 

followed by roundtable discussions.  Each roundtable group was invited to provide a 

summary or commentary on their discussion to the larger group. 

 

Prior to the formal component of the launch event, attendees were given the opportunity 

to view static displays provided by: 

 Grand River Transit (GRT); 

 The City of Waterloo; 

 Region of Waterloo Public Health; and 

 Region of Waterloo Travel Demand Management (TDM). 

These displays were manned by representatives from each of the appropriate agencies 

or municipalities. 

 

Approximately 145 attendees signed the event registers placed at each of the roundtable 

discussion tables.  It is estimated that a total of between 230 and 240 individuals 

attended the session and participated in the discussions.  All registered attendees were 

added to the project mailing list.  Each of the attendees was also provided with a public 

consultation form and a public information booklet.  The public consultation form 

contained a series of questions including: 

1) What do you see as Waterloo Region‘s key transportation related issues, 
challenges and opportunities?; 

2) How will your future transportation choices affect the quality of life for you and 
others? How does travel by car, walking, transit and biking fit into your choice?; 
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3) What community and transportation elements will make your neighbourhood an 
even more desirable place to live in the future?; 

4) Take a moment to think about a place where you are comfortable walking, taking 
the bus or cycling. What were the characteristics of that place that made it 
comfortable?; 

5) What key themes, messages or ideas are you taking away from this event?; 

6) Any other comments?; and 

7) Did this event meet your expectations and why? 

 

These questions also formed the basis for the roundtable discussions that followed the 

panel discussions.  The Public Comment Form is included in Appendix A, along with 

summaries of the comments received and summaries of the roundtable discussions. 

 

Mr. Murray's keynote address focused on a variety of issues facing urban communities 

and the Region of Waterloo.  He discussed his vision for creating vibrant and healthy 

urban centres.  His presentation stressed the importance of creativity when considering 

land use, economic and transportation issues.  Mr. Murray suggested that aligning land 

use, economic and transportation considerations in a creative manner will result in an 

increased ―wealth‖ for the community.  He stressed that it is not only major climate 

change that is underway but also increased urbanization, along with other factors that 

are contributing to a fundamental shift in the Canadian economy.  Mr. Murray indicated 

that the Region of Waterloo is well positioned as the country moves from a 

manufacturing based economy to an economy that is focused on the knowledge sector 

(idea creation and management). 

 

A high level summary of comments from Mr. Murray‘s presentation are as follows: 

 Our current approach to transportation and city building is not sustainable; 

 Major climate change is underway – much of the rapid change is attributable to 
our use of energy (including fuel for transportation). Climate change has major 
implications for water quality/quantity, food supply, health, etc.; 

 If we are to build great cities it is time again to emphasize ―livable culture‖. It is 
within our capacity to create great places to live, work and play; 
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 Increased urbanization and other factors are contributing to a fundamental shift in 
our economy. ―There is a marked decrease in manufacturing. There is a marked 
increase in our knowledge sector.‖ Innovation is vital to future success to building 
a great city; 

 Given epochal shift in our economy and this ―innovation revolution‖ - we need to 
think of where transportation fits into the mix and how it contributes to community 
vibrancy. 

 There is a need to look at every street as more than a means of moving vehicles 
– there is a need to consider social activity, economic potential, etc. In essence, 
street and transportation planning needs to be approached in a holistic manner; 

 There must be an increased focus on transit and walkability – that allows people 
to get to and around destinations; 

 There is a need to view and treat infrastructure as cultural assets; 

 Culture and sustainability pay! Enhancements in these areas can deliver 
tremendous benefits. 

 

2.3 KEY THEMES 

It is difficult to assimilate all public comments from the event into a concise consensus 

statement; however the following summary of key themes reflects the essence of the 

discussion that followed the panel and roundtable conversations.  These points reflect 

some of the higher level themes raised by the panelists and members of the public and 

will help in the establishment of a transportation vision as the Region moves forward with 

the RTMP.  These themes are not intended to stress every point raised by participants at 

the kick-off events; rather they are intended to provide a broad overview of the nature of 

discussions held during an eventful and successful initiation to the RTMP: 

 Transportation can‘t be isolated from other things in the community – from land 
use, to urban design/form, and so forth (all of these are integrally connected); 

 Depending on what we choose to do and how we do it, transportation-related 
decisions can have a tremendous impact on our sense of, and ability to, create a 
vibrant community. It‘s essential that we consider the full breadth of social, 
environmental and economic considerations in our planning. 

 The Region is at a crossroads, a kind of nodal point in its transportation history. 
We can‘t continue with the ―same old, same old‖. We can‘t ―road build‖ our way 
out of congestion. That‘s not sustainable over the longer-term. Change is coming 
and there is a need to look at a full complement of options and opportunities that 
are right for the Region and right for the times. 
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 There is a desire (if not a need) to improve transportation choice; to offer 
enhanced competitive choices that are blended into a more comprehensive, 
seamless system. 

 The Region can‘t do everything…at least not all at once. There will have to be 
some priority-setting and some difficult decisions concerning multiple choices. In 
a way, determining what won‘t be done will be as important as determining what 
will be done. 

 Rapid Transit – make it as complete as possible, keep it fast. 

 We need rail. Only offering the bus limits the appeal of public transit. 

 Major challenge: the layout of the Region (city) affects how we service the 
suburbs. 

 The most challenging transportation issue in the Region is not only the growth of 
sustainable options but the smooth and attractive connectivity of them into one 
system. 

 Need to provide a more sophisticated level of public transit. 

 To be healthy, more ―people powered‖ support 

 With expanded bus/train systems, we would lower our pollution and decrease the 
use of health care. 

 It seems as if the Region is finally getting the idea that we must plan our cities 
better. 

 The fact that the ideas presented are the ones that will create a successful and 
vibrant economy and Region. 

 The future is rife with potential and possibility. Though there are many issues and 
challenges, there is also a spirit of hopefulness, optimism and confidence about 
what can be accomplished. 

 

2.4 SUMMARY 

Based on the response of the audience and the responses in the consultation summary 

forms, the launch event can be considered a success.  The majority of those who 

completed the public comment form indicated that the event met or exceeded their 

expectations.  Glen Murray, the Keynote Speaker, was provocative and challenged the 

audience in the community to ―build a great city‖ with a recognition of culture and 

sustainability, in a design of a transportation plan and subsequent infrastructure, will 

result in a more livable and economically viable community.  Clearly the public support 

as expressed during the meeting and as contained in the public comment form 

responses suggest that the direction of the RTMP is supported, i.e. creation of a 
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transportation system and network that provides more choice and which recognizes the 

interrelationship between the environment, the economy and social and cultural 

resources. 

 

The event set the tone and standard for the RTMP and provided input that was 

considered in the development of a vision for the transportation within the Region of 

Waterloo. 

 

3. PUBLIC WORKSHOP #1 – FEBRUARY 2008 

In late February, the Region of Waterloo hosted public workshops for the new Regional 

Transportation Master Plan – Moving Forward 2031.  The workshops took place from 

6:00pm – 9:00pm at three different locations over a one week period and provided an 

opportunity for the public to participate in a ―conversation‖ regarding the future of 

transportation in the Region of Waterloo.  The dates and locations for these workshops 

were as follows: 

 Wednesday, February 20, 2008  

First United Church  

16 William St 

Waterloo 

 

 Thursday, February 21, 2008  

Regional Administrative Headquarters  

150 Frederick St. 

Kitchener  

 

 Thursday, February 28, 2008  

United Kingdom Club  

35 International Village Dr 

Cambridge 
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3.1 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of these workshops was to explore key issues relating to growth in the 

Region, and transportation related concerns and discuss ideas about how the public 

wants to see the future community develop and how they and their family want to travel 

around the region.  These ideas helped to guide the development of the new Regional 

Transportation Master Plan and the future transportation system in Waterloo Region.  

The Project Team also looked for input on the work program associated with the 

Transportation Master Plan. 

 

As part of the discussion, the Project Team presented results from a public opinion 

telephone survey, conducted by Ipsos Reid during November and December 2007, and 

information about the existing policy framework guiding the Region‘s growth, the 

supporting transportation system and a summary of the public comments shared at the 

launch event held in November, 2007. 

 

While aspects of the vision have been defined by Provincial and Regional directives, 

other supporting policies and priorities need to be created.  At the workshops the public 

discussed a series of questions directly related to views on the future of transit, the 

development of the road network, walking, cycling and how best to build these elements 

into the community. 

 

The workshops were designed to inform the public of the overall RTMP study objectives 

and to facilitate the initiation of rich and meaningful discussions regarding the future 

vision for transportation in the Region.  Participants in the workshop were encouraged to 

discuss their thoughts regarding the relationship between a strong transportation system, 

a vital economy and a healthy community.  The event was structured to be provocative 

and set the tone for further ―conversations‖ and dialogue relating to the development of a 

relevant Transportation Master Plan for the Region of Waterloo.   
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3.2 WORKSHOP FORMAT 

The workshop format was an interactive session which began with an introductory 

presentation made by Paula Sawicki and Doug Allingham, followed by roundtable 

discussions.  Each roundtable group was invited to provide a summary or commentary of 

their discussion to the larger group. 

 

In total, approximately 94 members of the public attended the workshop: 

 Waterloo location: 37 attendees 

 Kitchener: 42 attendees 

 Cambridge: 15 attendees  

 

All attendees who signed the registration form were added to the Project mailing list.  

Each of the attendees was also provided with a public comment form and a public 

information booklet. 

 

The public comment form contained a series of questions including: 

1. How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, 
commercial vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within 
them?; 

2. What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region? What changes would you 
make to the system to make it more convenient for more people to use? i.e. 
attract even more riders. 

3. What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle 
to get to work, shopping and recreational activities? 

4. How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of ―place‖ in 
our community? What non-transportation initiatives would create a greater sense 
of community? 

5. When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific 
groups, individuals or stakeholders that you feel it is important to consult with? 

 

These questions also formed the basis for the roundtable discussions that followed the 

panel discussions.  The Public Comment Form is attached as Appendix B, along with a 

summary of the comments received and summaries of the round table discussions. 
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Prior to the formal component of the workshop, attendees were given the opportunity to 

view static displays summarizing: 

 Key findings from the public opinion survey; 

 Examples of potential muli-modal and urban landscapes (before and after 
pictures); and 

 Summaries of key Region of Waterloo guiding policies and principles related to 
growth and travel in the Region. 

 

3.3 KEY THEMES 

There were numerous comments, ideas and suggestions provided by the attendees at 

each of the sessions.  A summary of selected and representative comments associated 

with each question posed to the participants on the comment form and as part of the 

round table discussions is provided below: 

 

1) How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, 
commercial vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within 
them? 

o Make developments more pedestrian friendly 

o The Region requires a policy to add pedestrian and cycling facilities at 
every opportunity 

o The needs/comfort levels of various cyclists must be addressed in 
planning and design 

o New roads (right-of-way) should accommodate all activities – 
Transportation corridors should be multi-use 

o A more comprehensive network of useable cycle and pedestrian 
pathways should be developed 

o Freeway (Highway 401 and Conestoga Parkway) is a barrier for 
pedestrians and cyclists 

o Winter maintenance is an issue for pedestrians and cyclists 

o Bridges are dangerous for pedestrians and cyclists 

o The Region should create a hierarchy of roads with different functions and 
cross-sections 

o Design (post) roads at slower speeds 
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o Need to make facilities safer for scooters/wheel chairs 

o Provide shorter pedestrian crossings (distance) at intersection i.e. provide 
pedestrian refuge islands or remove turning lanes 

o Adjust priorities in the design process – higher for pedestrians and 
cyclists 

o More driver education 

o Designate lanes specifically for transit 

o Make pathways more direct to transit stops 

o Dedicate lanes for vehicles, transit, cyclists, etc. 

 

2) What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region? What changes would you 
make to the system to make it more convenient for more people to use? i.e. 
attract even more riders. 

o Look at non-traditional ―ways of transit‖ – smaller vehicles, different 
servicing strategies 

o Transit has to have priority within the transportation network – planning, 
design and operations 

o ―Free transit‖ 

o Higher order transit required – LRT and BRT 

o Combine different forms of transportation (park ‗n ride-transit, cycling-
transit, walking-transit) 

o LRT is a good idea 

o More small communities connected to GRT 

o Provide secure lockers (bikes) at major bus stops 

o Better maps and service information 

o Frequency – 10 – 15 mins required to make transit competitive with the 
auto 

o Wait too long for transfers 

o Increased service to rural areas 

o Electronic payment (fare cards) 

o Integration of suburbs 

o Connection outside the Region (GTA) 

o Accessibility for all 

o Dedicated bus lanes 

o Simplify transit routing 
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o Higher density makes land more valuable – transit becomes more 
attractive 

o Grid system required 

o Subsidize transit passes 

o Provide integrated services 

o Provide advance traveler information services 

o Implement 5 minute policy walking distance to transit 

 

3) What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle 
to get to work, shopping and recreational activities? 

o More frequent pedestrian crossings 

o Implement road pricing (no specific suggestions) 

o Provide bicycle parking 

o Create mixed use neighbourhoods 

o Connect trails to each other and destinations 

o Develop safer expressway crossings 

o Provide more crossings of the Grand River 

o Maintain trails through the seasons 

o Continuity and consistency must be provided 

o Showers at workplace should be a requirement 

o Walking school buses (groups of children escorted to school) 

o Employers to provide bus passes to employees 

o Lighting on walkways and pathways 

o Rapid transit in a dedicated lane 

o Tax break for transit users 

o Better amenities – shelter, signing 

o Provide secure bicycle storage facilities 

o Focus on safety 

o East-west connections for cyclists 

o Incorporate transit into development plans 

o More roundabouts 

o Transit oriented development 

o Employer run carpools 

o Tax on parking spaces 
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o Support more telecommuting (work at home) 

 

4) How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of ―place‖ in 
our community? What non-transportation initiatives would create a greater sense 
of community? 

o World class architecture for community places 

o Mixed use development on street-level – denser nodes 

o Major transit stops/hubs become destinations 

o Develop a transportation hub in downtown Waterloo 

o Major recreational/cultural areas/facilities accessible by transit 

o Public squares 

o Create destinations at rapid transit stops 

o Faster more reliable LRT to link the area 

o Better integrate modes of transportation (transfers, connectivity, etc) 

o Create outdoor pedestrian malls 

o Incorporate art into transit stations 

o Zoning changes to create identity/theme areas/districts 

o Create walkable streets, pedestrian malls, etc. 

o Transportation is a destination as well as a mode  

o Improved signage – tourists 

o Improved planning at Secondary Plan level – recognize pedestrian 
requirements 

o Key locations should be linked by direct transit routes 

o Real time transit information 

o Complete missing links in network – including rail system 

o Build new development around existing transportation system 

 

5) When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific 
groups, individuals or stakeholders that you feel it is important to consult with? 

o School boards, universities, major employers, Transport 2000 

o Seniors and the financially challenged 

o Businesses 

o Municipal employees 

o Environmental groups 
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o Developers 

o Social services agencies (low income groups) 

o Neighbourhood community associations 

o Mennonite community 

o the disabled 

o BIA‘s 

o GRAAC 

o Students 

 

3.4 SUMMARY 

The majority of those who attended these sessions indicated that the event generally 

met their expectations.  It was evident that the direction suggested for the RTMP is 

supported.  That is, the development of a transportation system that puts moving people 

first and provides opportunities for more choice and which recognizes the 

interrelationship between the environment, the economy and social and cultural 

resources. 

 

4. PUBLIC WORKSHOP #2 - NOVEMBER 2008 

In late November 2008, the Region of Waterloo hosted public workshops to provide an 

opportunity for the public to participate in a ―conversation‖ regarding the future of 

transportation in the Region of Waterloo.  The workshops were held in the evening from 

6:00pm – 9:00pm at three different locations as follows: 

 

 Tuesday, November 18, 2008 

United Kingdom Club 

35 International Village Drive 

Cambridge 

 

 Wednesday, November 19, 2008 

St. Andrew‘s Presbyterian Church 

Iona Hall  
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54 Queen Street North 

Kitchener  

 

 Thursday, November 27, 2008  

First United Church  

Hilliard Hall 

16 William Street 

Waterloo 

 

4.1 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of Workshop #2 was to build upon the discussions from Workshop #1 and 

the comments provided by the public.  The objective of Workshop #2 was to review and 

discuss key elements of the RTMP including goals, principles and objectives and 

suggested travel demand management (TDM) strategies for the Region of Waterloo.  

The goals, principles and objectives are critical to the development of a new RTMP as 

they form the framework or map for future planning and decision making relative to the 

development of transit oriented network within the Region of Waterloo.   

 

A number of new TDM ideas were presented for review by the public to determine which 

strategies/elements are considered feasible and acceptable to the residents of the 

Region of Waterloo and could be used to complement TDM measures currently in place.  

The future transportation policies, priorities and programs developed in the RTMP will 

help the community meet their overall goals and objectives and shape the future of the 

community.   

 

4.2 WORKSHOP FORMAT 

The workshop was designed to be an interactive session with two brief presentations 

including: 1) an overview of the goals and objectives; and 2) the proposed transportation 

demand management (TDM) plan.  A group discussion followed each presentation 
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Attendees were given an opportunity to view information display boards summarizing: 

 Project status to-date; 

 An overview of the proposed goals, objectives and principles; and 

 A summary of proposed travel demand management strategies including a 
discussion of why TDM is important. 

 

Attendees were provided a public workshop information booklet containing general 

information regarding the RTMP, the objectives of Workshop #2 and a broad overview of 

the goals, principles and objectives and TDM strategies.  Attendees also received a 

public comment form which contained a series of questions used to lead the group 

discussions.  The questions related to goals, principles and objectives and the TDM 

strategies as follows: 

 

1. Beyond those identified in the presentation material, what are any additional 
transportation-related problem areas or network ―hotspots‖ in the Region of 
Waterloo? 

2. What is your view of the goals, principles and objectives? (Do you have any 
additions or refinements)? 

3. How would you prioritize the objectives?  What are the most important to you?  
What are the least important to you? 

4. Beyond ideas identified in the presentation, what additional TDM initiatives 
should the Region of Waterloo consider as part of its expanded program? 

5. Of which ideas for expanding the Region‘s TDM program are you most 
supportive?  Why? 

6. Of which ideas for expanding the Region‘s TDM program are you least 
supportive?  Why? 

7. Which TDM initiatives do you think are likely to work best in the Region of 
Waterloo – which have the best immediate chance of increasing the number of 
walking, cycling or transit trips you take? 

8. Additional comments? 

9. Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes or No?  Please tell us why? 

 

A copy of the public comment form, along with summaries of the comments received, 

and summaries from the group discussions is included in Appendix C. 
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In total, approximately 111 members of the public attended the workshops: 

 Cambridge location:  13 attendees 

 Kitchener location:  33 attendees 

 Waterloo location:  65 attendees  

 

All attendees who signed the registration form were added to the Project mailing list. 

 

4.3 WORKSHOP THEMES AND IDEAS 

The following represents a brief summary of the feedback from Public Workshop #2. 

 

 There is a need for the Region to pay attention to both urban congestion ―hot 
spots‖ as well as rural ―hot spots‖. 

 In rural areas there is a need to ensure that non-motorized traffic (buggies and 
farm equipment) is protected from conventional traffic. 

 Improved transportation and mobility services between the Region and other 
economic centres should be investigated, including expanded GO rail and bus 
service. 

 The Region must take into account future development and growth in considering 
the expansion of the transit system. 

 The bicycle network should be expanded and consideration should be given to 
developing an integrated cycling/pedestrian network that is separate from traffic. 

 Winter maintenance standards must be improved to ensure improved 
opportunities and conditions for pedestrians and cyclists particularly with respect 
to access to transit amenities. 

 There is a need for seamless transportation and integration between modes. 

 Providing alternatives to the automobile that are competitive should be a priority. 

 There is a need for improved integration of land use and transportation 
infrastructure planning to provide more convenient access to pedestrians, cyclists 
and transit riders. 

 There is general support for what the Region is doing today as part of their Travel 
Demand Management (TDM) program and many residents felt that many of the 
proposed TDM measures are a good next step. 

 Residents appear to favour incentives rather than penalties to encourage 
changes to travel behaviour. 
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 There is a desire on the part of residents to be more visionary in terms of 
addressing land use and transportation issues within the community.  
Sustainability is a high priority for residents and should be central to the plan. 

 The community would like to see developments that are better designed and that 
are more friendly to transit and pedestrians. 

 System reliability is an issue for the community and this affects the 
competitiveness and attractiveness of various modes. 

 There is a desire to create complete streets where all of the functions within the 
roadway are recognized, not just moving traffic. 

 Public safety and security should be a consideration in planning and developing a 
transit system. 

 There is a desire to see a long term view of transit taken allowing for 
technologies that do not currently exist, i.e. build flexibility into the system. 

 There is a desire to see an improvement in transit frequency.  This was 
considered a key to making transit more reliable and competitive with the 
automobile. 

 The automobile must not be ignored – it is still going to be a critical and important 
form of transportation for the community.  There is general support for the goals, 
principles and objectives as presented at the public workshops, although there 
was a desire to prioritize and reduce the number of objectives listed under each 
goal. 

 The process to effectively shift between modes and to reduce auto use is 
daunting but must occur to create a more sustainable community. 

 There is recognition that cooperation between municipalities within the Region 
and the Region itself will be a key to success.  The importance of marketing and 
obtaining community support and by in for TDM is important. 

 

5. PUBLIC WORKSHOP #3 - JUNE 2009 

In June 2009, the Region of Waterloo hosted public workshops to provide an opportunity 

for the public to participate in a ―conversation‖ regarding the future of transportation in 

the Region of Waterloo.  The workshops were held in the evening from 6:00pm – 9:00pm 

at three different locations as follows: 

 Tuesday, June 9, 2009  

United Kingdom Club  

35 International Village Drive  

Cambridge  
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 Wednesday, June 11, 2009  

St. Andrew‗s Presbyterian Church  

Iona Hall  

54 Queen Street North  

Kitchener  

 

 Thursday, June 16, 2009  

First United Church  

Hilliard Hall  

16 William Street  

Waterloo  

 

5.1 WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES  

The purpose of Workshop #3 was to build upon the discussions from previous 

workshops and the comments provided by the public.  The project team presented 

information on the implications of a ―business as usual‖ approach to transportation 

planning and the recommendation to pursue transit mode share (TMS) targets for critical 

corridors within the Region.  Preliminary TMS targets for key screenlines within the 

Region were presented for discussion, as well as several alternative future networks, 

and evaluation criteria. 

 

The public were generally in agreement that the goals, principles and objectives are 

critical to the development of a new RTMP as they form the framework or map for future 

planning and decision making relative to the development of transit oriented network 

within the Region of Waterloo.  

 

5.2 WORKSHOP FORMAT  

Similar to Workshops 1 and 2, Workshop 3 was designed to be an interactive session 

and included three brief presentations including: 1) an overview of current and future 

travel demands within the Region along with TMS targets; 2) preliminary future (2031) 
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network alternatives; and 3) network evaluation criteria.  A group discussion followed 

each presentation.   

 

Attendees were given an opportunity to view information display boards summarizing:  

 Project status to-date;  

 A summary of network alternatives; and  

 An overview of project ―next steps. 

 

Attendees were provided with a information booklet containing general information 

regarding the RTMP, the objectives of Workshop #3 and a broad overview of the topics 

to be covered. 

 

Attendees were also provided a public comment form which contained the following 

questions used to lead the group discussions.  

1) What comments, if any, do you have on the analysis done to date and the 

directions in which the project is headed — that is, a focus on: a transit oriented 

network with strategic road improvements, and establishing and achieving Transit 

Mode Share targets?  

2) In your view, what needs to happen to achieve the level of transit use identified? 

What is most essential?  

3) In considering the ‗North Network Alternatives‗ as a group:  

a. What do you like most and/or least about the components of this set of 

alternatives?  

b. What additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you suggest?  

4) In considering the ‗South Network Alternatives‗ as a group:  

a. What do you like most and/or least about the components of this set of 

alternatives?  
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b. What additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you suggest?  

5) What additions, deletions or refinements, if any, would you suggest to the 

proposed criteria for selecting a preferred transportation system alternative?  

6) To what degree do the proposed criteria capture the factors and considerations 

that are important in selecting a preferred transportation system alternative? 

What makes you say that?  

7) Additional comments?  

8) Did this event meet your expectations? Yes or No? Please tell us why?  

 

A copy of the public comment form along with summaries of the comments received and 

summaries of the group discussions are included in Appendix D. 

 

In total, approximately 141 members of the public attended the three workshops:  

 Cambridge location: 23 attendees  

 Kitchener location: 39 attendees  

 Waterloo location: 79 attendees  

 

All attendees who signed the registration form were added to the Project mailing list.  

 

5.3 WORKSHOP THEMES AND IDEAS  

The following represents a brief summary of the feedback from Workshop 3. 

 

5.3.1 Current Trend and Future Travel Demand  

 Planning for the future is essential  

 Need to examine more economic benefits  

 Support a greater focus on transit  
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 Need to ensure we are using realistic population and employment forecasts  

 Need to better understand the costs of a transit oriented network  

 Respect the environment  

 Plan must be integrated with cycling and walking  

 Transit should be considered an essential service  

 General agreement that we need to take a new approach to planning for growth 

that emphasizes non-auto modes of travel  

 

5.3.2 Transit Ridership Targets  

 Setting transit targets (TMS) is a reasonable approach  

 Ensure that cycling and walking  

 Supportive of the concept of transit mode share targets  

 Transit service needs to be Region wide  

 Need to increase frequency of service on all major routes  

 An improved transit plan assists auto driving  

 Need a comprehensive PR plan to encourage transit use  

 Need to improve both intra and inter regional transit services  

 Great regional coverage required including access to the airport and other cross 

town routes  

 Need a long term plan that is sustainable  

 Transit needs to be competitive with auto travel times  

 Construction of LRT is essential  

 Reduce transfer times  

 Need smaller buses to be successful  

 Better reliability required  
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5.3.3 Alternative Networks  

 Networks seem similar from a transit perspective  

 Difficult to compare alternatives without the benefit of a preliminary evaluation  

 Improve access for industry  

 Give priority to transit when road windings are considered  

 Include car pool lots in the networks  

 Resolving traffic/transportation issues should be a priority  

 Need socio-economic equity – all areas need to be considered in the 

transportation plan  

 Improve trail systems as part of the plan  

 Improve access to GO and VIA and the Waterloo Airport  

 Need a transportation system that suits a dense urban core  

 Need improved transportation corridors between S-W Kitchener and Cambridge  

 Road improvements are required to support transit improvements  

 Transit first when developing or redeveloping  

 Need more parking areas near transit  

 Streamlined payment methods  

 Inter-city connections via transit important  

 Locate Highway 401 connections to keep development concentrated  

 

5.3.4 Evaluation Criteria  

 Covers every aspect of making the Region transit oriented  

 Add travel time and convenience  

 Energy use should be considered  
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 Put environment first  

 Sustainable development over other goals  

 Needs a greater focus on ―active transportation‖   

 Need a focus on economic development  

 

6. PUBLIC CONSULTATION CENTRES – APRIL 2010 

In April 2010, the Region of Waterloo hosted Public Consultation Centres (PCCs) to 

provide an opportunity for the public to participate in a ―conversation‖ regarding the 

future of transportation in the Region of Waterloo.  The PCC‘s were held in the evening 

from 6:00pm – 9:00pm at three different locations as follows: 

 

 Thursday April 8, 2010 

United Kingdom Club 

35 International Village Drive 

Cambridge 

 

 Tuesday April 13, 2010 

St. Andrew‘s Presbyterian Church 

Iona Hall 

54 Queen Street North 

Kitchener  

 

 Thursday April 15, 2010  

First United Church  

Hilliard Hall 

16 William Street 

Waterloo 
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6.1 PUBLIC CONSULTATION CENTRE OBJECTIVES 

The purpose of Public Consultation Centres was to present the draft RTMP and elicit 

feedback from the public.  The preferred transportation network, developed to meet 

future transportation demand in Waterloo Region, includes an integrated rapid transit 

and bus network and strategic road improvements to best meet the Region‘s 

transportation goals and objectives.  The plan also includes the preferred transportation 

priorities, recommended investment priorities, supporting policy for transportation for 

the RTMP planning horizon (20 years), and recommendations for transit, active 

transportation (walking and cycling) and Travel Demand Management (TDM). 

 

6.2 PUBLIC CONSULTATION CENTRE FORMAT 

The Public Consultation Centres were held as drop in sessions with participants 

encouraged to drop in at any time during the session, review the material and speak 

one-on-one with members of the project team, including Regional staff, about the 

materials presented and the RTMP study.  A short video was available for viewing which 

summarized the RTMP study conclusions and recommendations and provided key facts 

and information regarding the existing and future conditions of the transportation 

network. 

 

Attendees were provided with public workshop information booklet which contained a 

summary of the information presented at the PCCs and provided direction to more 

detailed summary report which had been prepared and made available on the study 

website. 

 

Attendees also received a public comment form which posed the following questions 

designed to encourage participants to identify the strengths and weaknesses of the draft 

RTMP and recommendations contained within. 

1. What are the strengths of the preferred alternative for the Regional 

Transportation Master Plan? 
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2. How would you improve the preferred alternative for the Regional Transportation 

Master Plan? 

3. Additional comments? 

4. Did this event meet your expectations? Yes or No? Please tell us why? 

 

A copy of the public comment form, along with summaries of the comments received 

from each session, and a summary of comment received via email are provided in 

Appendix E. 

 

In total, approximately 231 members of the public attended the three PCCs and 17 

comment sheets were submitted: 

 Cambridge location:  33 attendees / 2 comment sheets 

 Kitchener location:  74 attendees / 4 comment sheets 

 Waterloo location:    124 attendees  / 11 comment sheets 

 

All attendees who signed the registration form were added to the Project mailing list. 

 

6.3 PUBLIC CONSULTATION CENTRE COMMENTS 

The following provides an overview of the input/feedback obtained at the Public 

Consultation Centres.  Generally, many of the comments that were submitted were 

similar in nature and can be classed under the common themes or areas of focus within 

the preferred Regional Transportation Master Plan noted below.  The Study Team has 

provided below some information to further explain the preferred alternative for the 

RTMP and the associated recommendations as well as the policies proposed to support 

implementation of the preferred alternative.  
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6.3.1 Preferred Transit Orientated Network Alternative  

Strengths 

 Good to see planning being done ahead 

 It‘s worth the tax increase 

 It is excellent to see the city promoting sustainability and reduction of emissions 

 Preferred alternative is best – creates a strong central corridor and encourages 

growth in transit use, best for the economy, best place for growth to occur also 

improves wait times and efficiency of transit services 

 There‘s a good balance between tax increases, need for the plan and good 

timelines established 

 Incorporation, focus and funding of active transportation 

 Emphasis on transportation choice, realistic, forward looking and specific (i.e. 

projects and timelines) and ties transportation with land use 

 That this is happening and the Region is aiming for more livable cities 

 With modified alternative C it seems that conviction and courage is decreasing – 

stick to the plan 

 

Improvements 

 Slower implementation timing means slower change 

 Some elements are missing, e.g. a faster route to 401, an expressway on the 

west side that was suggested some time ago, car pool lanes, reduce parking 

supply 

 More links with nearby cities including GO services 

 Expand Fountain Street / Bleams Road / Trussler Road / Huron Road now – 4 

lanes is needed sooner than 10-20 year timeline 

 

Additional Comments 
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 Please address the existing problems first 

 Hate roundabouts 

 Need more commuter options to Guelph and Toronto 

 Do not support the plan to move forward with LRT as part of the RTMP  

 

Study Team Response 

 Network improvements include enhanced access to Highway 401 for the SW 

Kitchener Area through an upgraded connection from Fischer-Hallman Road to 

the Cedar Creek interchange.  Once the current construction on Hwy 8 is 

completed, this route will also provide enhanced access to the Highway 401 

corridor. 

 A west side expressway is not warranted based on projected growth forecasts, 

and would significantly detract from the objective of controlling urban sprawl and 

encouraging more transit use.  A new freeway at the edge of the community 

would also increase pressure to allow growth beyond the Countryside line, which 

does not comply with the Regional Official Plan. 

 The RTMP includes a parking strategy that is supportive of transit growth and 

includes policy direction aimed at managing the supply and cost of parking in 

urban growth areas. 

 The plan recommends improved transit linkages and services between the 

Region and the Greater Toronto Area (GTA) and the Region is continuing 

discussions with Go Transit related to the provision of Rail service into the 

Cambridge-Kitchener-Waterloo area. 

 Fountain Street widening is included in the 10-20 year planning horizon - we will 

review the timing for this improvement. 

 

6.3.2 Active Transportation 

Strengths 
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 Incorporation, focus and funding on pedestrians and cyclist facilities 

 Trail map is a good idea 

 When laying a new road or resurfacing an existing one put a bike lane in – its 

2010 

 

Improvements 

 Include more active transportation components 

 Put bike lanes on all new major roads and include a buffer between car and 

cyclist lanes to increase safety 

 Consider changes to existing one way roads (Erb / Bridgeport) which are 

highways through town and which do not encourage active transportation users 

 Enforce rules of the road on cyclists to increase safety 

 Implement lighting in parks / on trails to encourage use by improving safety 

 More bike racks on buses 

 How do you plan to promote cycling/walking? 

 

Study Team Response 

 The RTMP includes a number of policy directions with respect to active 

transportation.  Included in this is a recommendation to update the Cycling 

Master Plan and to prepare a Pedestrian Master Plan. This update will also 

include consideration of the new corridor design guidelines presented at the PCC 

in determining the optimum mix of on road and off road cycling facilities. 

 The transportation policy component of the RTMP also includes a number of 

policies affecting land use, urban design, and how new developments are 

designed which are intended to create more pedestrian and cycling friendly 

neighbourhoods.   
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6.3.3 Transit / Transportation Demand Management / Technology 

Strengths 

 Relatively well placed express bus corridors, especially BRT route west of 

Region, Cambridge 

 Strategic improvement including more buses and greater frequency of transit is a 

good idea 

 Good to have routes with stops closer together 

 I strongly believe the Region should proceed with rapid transit but ensure that 

routes are coordinated 

 Focus on transit system is great 

 

Improvements 

 If Waterloo has no more room to expand, why is the LRT needed? 

 More direct bus routes along major arterials 

 Connect with frequent Via and GO service 

 Free transit for seniors 

 For each road improvement, an improvement should be made to transit, walking 

or cycling networks 

 Bus and future train stops should be further apart to encourage more walking and 

to move transit vehicles faster 

 Use a monorail 

 More buses, greater frequency and longer service hours 

 

Study Team Response 

 The Region will continue to grow and through the policies in the Regional Official 

Plan, much of that growth will be directed into built up areas such as the Central 
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Transit Corridor.  This will include higher densities around transit stations which 

will encourage more transit usage and limit sprawl. 

 The proposed transit network plan includes a number of different types of transit 

routes, including local service routes with frequent stop spacing and express 

routes which travel at higher speeds and have fewer stops.  Another major 

change in the proposed plan is the increase in transit frequency on the majority of 

the routes, with many routes offering service at 10 minute frequency or better. 

 

6.3.4 Timing / Process 

Strengths 

 At least you‘re thinking ahead 

 

Improvements 

 Make the changes happen sooner 

 Do it faster – 20 years is too long 

 

Study Team Response 

 The proposed implementation strategy has been established to provide a 

measured increase in transportation funding over the life of the plan that is 

realistic in a climate where there are a number of other services and program 

areas that are competing for limited funding. 

 The transit components of the RTMP will be implemented through the annual 

GRT business planning process, and funding will be allocated by Regional 

Council during the annual budget process.   

 The study team will be recommending a monitoring program to track and report 

on progress in achieving the plan objectives.  This monitoring program will allow 

Regional Council to adjust the funding program accordingly to respond to 
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opportunities that arise or changing financial conditions that permit an 

acceleration of the program.   

 

7. PUBLIC INPUT MEETING – JUNE 2010 

A Public Input Meeting was held at Planning and Works Committee on May 18, 2010 

with seven delegations appearing.  These delegates spoke of their concerns regarding 

specific roads, transit service, cycling facilities, intercity rail passenger service, giving 

greater emphasis to active transportation, and integrating conventional transit services 

with Rapid Transit.  Individuals wanted assurance that the RTMP would be updated on a 

regular schedule and align with other transportation studies. 

 

The project team addressed these comments by developing written responses which 

were distributed to the delegates.  The responses reiterated that the RTMP is a guiding 

document to provide direction for future transportation decisions and as such it will be 

regularly updated to reflect changes within the Region.  The proposed transit oriented 

transportation network features Rapid Transit, supported by conventional transit service 

with strategic road improvements.  The plan includes the implementation of a suite of 

policies and a monitoring program.  The RTMP represents a significant shift in modal 

share and places greater emphasis on active transportation. 

 

A detailed summary of the received comments and the project team responses are 

included in Appendix F. 
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Regional Transportation Master Plan  

Kickoff – What Moves You? 

Public Comment Form 

 

Public consultation is an essential and ongoing part of the Regional Transportation 
Master Plan. Please take a moment to share your ideas on the questions below. If you 
would like to take a bit more time to think about your responses, feel free to send us your 
comments via our online comment form or by e-mail, fax or mail by December 7, 2007. 
 
Thank you for participating in the community conversation. 
 
The Moving Forward Team - Region of Waterloo 
150 Frederick Street, 8th Floor 
Kitchener, Ontario  N2G 4J3 
Phone: 519-575-4572 
Fax: 519-575-4449 
e-mail: movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca 
website: www.movingforward2031.ca 
 
 
1. What do you see as Waterloo Region‘s key transportation-related issues, challenges 

and opportunities?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
2. How will your future transportation choices affect the quality of life for you and 

others? How does travel by car, walking, transit and biking fit into your choice?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca
http://www.movingforward2031.ca/
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3. What community and transportation elements will make your neighbourhood an even 
more desirable place to live in the future? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4. Take a moment to think about a place where you were comfortable walking, taking 

the bus or cycling. What were the characteristics of that place that made it 
comfortable? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
5. What key themes, messages or ideas are you taking away from this event? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6. Any other comments? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
7. Did this event meet your expectations? Yes □  No   □ 
 
8. Why? 
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Moving Forward 2031 - Region of Waterloo 

Public Consultation Form Summary 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 What do you see as Waterloo Region’s key transportation-related issues, challenges and opportunities? 

 1 
 Need to develop a long term strategic plan (good job on moving forward!!) 

 Buy in from residents 

 More stringent guidelines for streetscapes for builders/developers. 

 2 
 In my area, Erb St/Fischer-Hallman area to get to downtown Waterloo, Erb St is very busy and will become 

more so with vehicles (large trucks included).  What can be done to lighten the noise and pollution for 
pedestrians and cyclists?  There is no other option until Westmount Road to pick up Dawson Street. 

 3 
 Rapid transit – make it complete as possible, keep it fast. 

 Bring the GO train to Kitchener-Waterloo-Cambridge! 

 Better service into downtown Kitchener – it is very bottle necked. 

 4 
 It is interesting that the Region is planning this but we allow the little kingdom of Waterloo, Kitchener, 

Cambridge and the townships to continue to act irresponsibly allowing the sprawl for $$ and building 
empires. 

 5 
 We need rail.  Only offering the bus limits the appeal of public transit.  There are many people out there 

who will never take the bus.  People are also less likely to get motion sick on rail transit 

 7 
 There are large corporations which are expanding in the region which is good however far too many of 

these employees are commuting in from the GTA via car.  We need a good rapid transit link to Toronto be 
it GO train or other. 

 We also need to create the diversity here which will attract those GTA commuters to move here 
permanently.   

 8 
 Moving people fast and efficiently and getting them out of their cars. 

 Include transit from Cambridge through the Twin Cities up to and including St. Jacobs and Elmira. 

 9 
 Moving people from the suburbs to the places they want to go.  A bus going through a subdivision does not 

? the need to move quickly between areas.  We need to focus on those of us with special needs.  
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Major challenge: the layout of the city affects how we can service the suburbs.  The ―snakyness‖ of the 
streets is a major challenge. 

 10 
 Integrating outer areas with our strong central corridor so that you can get anywhere in good time. 

 We also need to be better at integrating the townships. 

 12 
 Challenges: congestion, less car use, need better transit, balance. 

 13 
 Use any technology so long as it is rail.  Rail has class.  Rail must be classy. 

 14 
 Public transit – fully utilized rapid LRT lines 

 Pedestrian/bike friendly routes throughout the downtown 

 15 
 Biggest issue – Region will go for cheaper choice rather than smart one. 

 16 
 Knowing where and when people are going.  Knowing where and when the buses are. 

 17 
 Challenge – To contain urban sprawl and educate people of the benefits of urban living 

 Opportunity – To create a dynamic urban environment and capitalize on the many already existing assets 
and infrastructure. 

 18 
 Land use planning integration with transportation.   

 Need higher buildings 

 Encourage people to use parks – opportunity 

 Build more essential stores in downtown core 

 Discourage parking spaces in front of businesses 

 19 
 Effective communication re: transit, incentives, marketing 

 Affordable, accessible transit 

 Opportunities to walk on trails, use safe bicycle lanes 

 Providing clear, accessible transit information 

 Opportunity to convert ―drivers‖ to ―riders‖ 

 Opportunity to reduce pollution and improve health status 

 Make trails (network) connect to each other – presently fragmented 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 20 
 With many cities and regions striving for many of the same goals that ―Moving Forward‖ does, how can 

Waterloo Region maintain or create a region/city unique unlike any others? 

 21 
 Public transit access to outer lying areas is infrequent sometimes. 

 Pedestrian ways lack lighting in parks occasionally. 

 Far too many commuters rely solely on single occupancy vehicles. 

 22 
 Traffic congestion between King Street in Kitchener along Highway 8 into Cambridge 

 Congestion on Hespler Road corridor. 

 23 
 Too many suburban wastelands where cars are the only feasible transportation option 

 A car centered culture – walking and biking are seen as odd and even unsafe. 

 24 
 Get the rapid transit system up and running plus walkways, cycle paths and green spaces new and 

renewed. 

 25 
 Subdivision should be planned around transportation not the other way around. 

 26 
 The most challenging transportation issue in the Region is not only the growth of sustainable options but 

the smooth and attractive connectivity of them into one system.  We can only compete with the privately 
owned automobile when there is total integration of walking, cycling, transit, carpooling, car sharing, taxis 
and intercity services.  Major institutions, employers and community groups should be literally trained in 
the use of these options. 

 28 
 Disconnect of cycling paths 

 Inefficient east/west public transportation routes 

 Better connection to outside municipalities, i.e. Guelph (shuttle to Guelph needed) 

 Lack of clearing of bike route/paths in winter 

 30 
 Integrating the suburbs into mass transit and other alternative transportation 

 Getting good links to the rest of Ontario (especially Guelph and Toronto) without scaring Ken Sealing 

 Building mass transit options alongside improved highway access 

 Getting people around without preaching 

 Getting the people who own the lofts to live in the city.  Where are these people? 

 Good connections to the tech places in N. Waterloo 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 31 
 Issues – previous plans are poor and have created an ineffective system.  The main issue is that we are 

far too car dependant. 

 Challenges – other levels of government are not being on side, and continuing to plan using antiquated 
models. 

 Opportunities – Our wealth, both public and private to initiate better forms and set a national example. 

 32 
 Busing – lack of it for outer laying communities, to and from, Waterloo and Kitchener 

 Conestoga, Elmira, St. Jacobs, Bloomingdale, Winterbourne, etc. – Cambridge – Hespler, Galt, Preston. 

 33 
 Issues: Getting to Toronto quickly without a car, suburb to core, transportation quickly, low commuter cost, 

accessible for all people. 

 Opportunities: We are and should continue to build the core areas with more residential space. 

 34 
 Money 

 36 
 Challenges: Commuters need efficient on time trains for outside our cities.  Commuters by LRT. 

 37 
 Challenges: congestion, needless car use, auto dominant weather, weather, lack of density, serious rules 

about where people grow (spreading out too much), Region‘s roads are too wide, too long a distance 
between lights for pedestrian crossing, LRT does not address this 

 Opportunities: Stopping Highway 7 expansion, must not forget the trees, opportunity to build density well-
sense of place vs. sense of concrete, opportunity to do green density. 

 38 
 Need to provide a more sophisticated efficient level of public transit 

 More effort at transit connectivity 

 Get more people out of their cars 

 Plan for future growth by providing an efficient modern transit system, incorporating light rail transit. 

 39 
 Cooperation with MTO to facilitate completion of Highway 401, Highway 8 and Highway 7 (to Guelph) 

improvements. 

 Rehabilitate deteriorating transportation infrastructure and balance this need against other long range 
plans, such as transit expansion. 

 Cycling and pathway facilities are ―least cost‖ facilities and should be considered in all new or upgrading 
projects. 
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 41 
 Integrated bike paths – destination oriented 

 Fast rapid transit that gets people out of their cars – minimize environmental impact 

 Rapid transit needs to go the distance – one end of the Region to the other. 

 More issues until transit has routes frequent 

 Connection to other major transportation ? 

 42 
 Traffic congestion and poor movement of transit riders. 

 43 
 Need nodal development in walkable neighbourhoods 

 Need to make cars less desirable – few roads, paid parking 

 Individual perception that transit/walking/biking is not as comfortable, respectable, convenient – need to 
dispel.  

   

2 How will your future transportation choices affect the quality of life for you and others?  How does travel by car, 
walking, transit and biking fit into your choice? 

 1 
 I honestly want to stop using my car and walk more but the Region/City don‘t make it easy for me to do. 

 2 
 Walk 90 minutes round trip to work daily 

 Would prefer to walk and cycle to more places in Kitchener-Waterloo but need more pedestrian and cycle 
friendly routes. 

 Rapid transit would encourage more visits to Cambridge. 

 5 
 The more I can avoid cars the better off me and everyone will be.  I‘ve been all over Europe and seen first 

hand that not relying on cars works. 

 7 
 I will always travel by foot and bike where possible.  I love the train and I love my car but I hate the bus. 

 Obviously, the more opportunities to walk, bike, or take public transport will improve my quality of life but 
that is dependant on public infrastructure. 

 8 
 Is it accessible?  Is it convenient? Car and transit fits my choice. 
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 9 
 I do not drive so public access to safe, fast and efficient transit.  We need to make places to go and fun.  

This is my home and I want it to be the best place to live and work. 

 10 
 I like to walk and I use buses.  I do not drive.  Anything that improves the sidewalks and walking areas and 

improving the efficiency of buses would be the best for me. 

 11 
 As often as I can I like to travel by bicycle but when there is a need to carry things like groceries, I take the 

car.  Time is often an issue when taking public transit so there is a need to increase frequency.  We must 
be aware of the needs of those with disabilities, who are unable to take the walking or cycling choice. 

 12 
 Still use cycling and walking as recreation rather than transportation to work. 

 Poor transit options to get to work. 

 14 
 Dramatically my 2 children will have to deal with the choice we make today.  We as a region and as a 

global society will be forced to deal with the decisions we make today.  We have to drive less and buy less 
and start planning for environmental sustainability. 

 15 
 To be healthy more people powered support, transit and activity in clean air, therefore fewer cars and 

trucks (big). 

 16 
 Cars are becoming more obsolete.  I will only live where good transit is available.  It is the cornerstone of 

my life and my ability to live. 

 17 
 I currently live downtown Kitchener by choice – to be central and live in an area with a sense of place and 

atmosphere.  As energy prices will continue to rise, urban living will become more accepted.  Urban sprawl 
requires too much dependence on the car. 

 19 
 I am setting a 3 year goal to get rid of my car, join a car co-op and use public transit for one year as an 

experiment.  If it is successful I will do without my own car permanently.   

 22 
 I live within a five minute bike ride from both downtown cores as such I bike when weather permits.  I use 

my bicycle as my primary vehicle and have better health.  If destinations were better connected and were 
competitive with car traffic it would further increase sense of community. 

 23 
 I commute by bicycle to work (transit occasionally). My family owns one small car but we bike and walk 

whenever practical.  We shop locally (by bike) whenever possible. 

 24 
 I want to walk, use transit and bike but make it work. Pave the main bike paths, stop allowing buses and 

others to block the access of sidewalks and pathways.  Show people that there is money to be made. 
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 26 
 I chose not to drive for two primary reasons.  First for the environmental benefits (especially the climate 

system) and the social benefits to the community vibrancy.  Second, I want my travel hours to be useful 
time spent reading, working, eating and having conversations instead of operating a vehicle on a high-
stress road system. 

 28 
 Bicycling will keep me healthy, active and remove a car from the road.  I walk or bike first, take transit 

second and lastly drive.  Working out in the country unfortunately requires at this point more driving then I 
would like. 

 29 
 Look at different cities – Toronto uses mass transit but not ―social‖ while Manhattan transportation is very 

social (people interacting).  Montreal with ―no?‖ in the centre of subdivision and transit takes people 
between nodes as could happen locally with subdivision hubs, Belmont Village, uptown Waterloo, Victoria 
Park, Downtown Galt, etc.  Identify the areas of interest and link them.  Local IXpress increase of 14% 
ridership primarily from commuters.  Calgary LRT brought increased ridership with fast, focused and clean 
systems.  Current Kitchener-Waterloo - narrow use – we should work to expand and broaden the ridership 
to include all people of our community rather than only the students or poor people. Perhaps a campaign 
that centres a day or a week where we are all encouraged to ―try it‖.  I can help with that.  John R. Turvey, 
519-749-8243, john@strategynow.ca  

 30 
 Yes – I do not drive.  If I cannot get to where I need to go by foot or bike then I am in trouble.  I do not like 

waiting for transit.  I do it for long trips but don‘t like to do it for close. 

 31  
 I will NEVER own a car so long as they pollute and destroy communities as they do today.  I will always 

choose public transport, biking and walking and will create my future life in this way.  I am a young student 
and could end up anywhere in the world but would like to stay here where I grew up.  If the Region doesn‘t 
get better transit systems I will move away and I know I am not alone in this. 

 32 
 With increased bus/train systems we would lower our pollution, decrease the use of health care.  Money, 

time, space for our children and all people. 

 33 
 We plan to move to downtown Waterloo when we can afford to buy a home.  We want to be able to walk 

more. We will also look for a home that is on bus routes as we only have one car and want to continue to 
only have one car. 

 36 
 My choices depend on cheap, available, accessible transit which is environmentally sensitive. 

 They fit if a good transportation system is available.   

 Try integrating LRT with our RR station – we must advocate for more trains and dedicated tracks from here 

mailto:john@strategynow.ca
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to Toronto etc.  Get the commuters on trains. 

 38 
 Prefer to use public transit, cycling/walking – for sustainability and personal health. 

 39 
 The need to have a vehicle will not go away!  The selection of fuel efficient ―new‖ vehicles will help the 

environment, and I aim to achieve this goal. 

 Strategic vehicle trips will help the environment – selection of other modes of travel where possible 

 Government at all levels needs to look at the efficiency and emission controls of heavy trucks which are a 
major source of CO2 pollutants. 

 41 
 I want to do them all but more too dependant on the car – if I did walk or bike or even use the transit for all 

the things I need to do in a day, I would only get ¼ of it done. 

 42 
 Recreational transport, biking/walking will play a bigger part as demographics age. 

 43 
 Love the combination of walking and transit – saves money, good for me, good for the environment 

 Will be perfect once transportation system is up to snuff and services choose to locate based on transit. 

   

3 What community and transportation elements will make your neighbourhood an even more desirable place to live 
in the future? 

 1 
 I live at Ottawa/Westmount – it is now an isolated island cut off by big box stores and horrible 4 lane roads 

– there is no community. 

 2 
 Parks, activities, anything to get more people out into community – the community which does not exist at 

this time. 

 Where/how can trails be connected to areas from Fischer Hallness to King Street from University Ave over 
to Columbia Street 

 3 
 More places to grow – convenience stores 

 Bike lanes – mandatory with road repair 

 Transit subsidized by taxes 

 5 
 Transit needs to be available on ALL routes until 11pm at night at a minimum or people won‘t be able to 
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give up cars.  GRT needs to work on this (i.e. #2 route). 

 7 
 Need revitalization and re-urbanization 

 Need more dense housing areas, with interesting things to visit. 

 8 
 Getting transit therein 

 9 
 Accessible, affordable transit.  We need to go places and we need to connect better with streets that circle 

around, we need to make places to go.  Access to shopping, ease of moving and social activities in 
separate areas, especially in my neighbourhood. 

 10 
 Having a grocery store is very important. 

 11 
 Frequent public transit access.  Pedestrian facilities and bicycle facilities.  Pleasant walking routes to 

destinations. 

 12 
 Accessible transit 

 14 
 Pedestrian/bike friendly lanes in the downtown 

 Rapid transit; more car free potential 

 15 
 Slower road speeds for cars therefore safer pedestrian and cycling crossings. 

 16 
 Real time information, smaller buses, more routes. 

 17 
 Continue to build more residential developments downtown – people shop where they live. 

 Taxes 

 Unique and special streetscapes 

 Downtown grocery store 

 Good urban design 

 Walkability 

 19 
 Continued planting of trees to up our urban forest.  Protection and expansion of green space/parks.  

Affordable housing. 

 Bicycle lanes; controlled speeding in residential areas; trails for pedestrians and bicycles connecting 
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together to allow for travel across the Region; transit shelters. 

 21 
 Pedestrian ways that cater to all users. 

 Streets that have right-of-ways fit for cyclists and cars (ie. Cars can drive over bumps that are huge 
obstacles for cyclists). 

 22 
 More bicycle infrastructure; sheltered bike locks, park and ride, etc. 

 Better creation of nodes making bus stops a destination rather than a way point (future uptown square for 
example) 

 23 
 Increased frequency of public transit and increased availability of routes 

 Better access to bike routes 

 More availability of local shops and restaurants. 

 24 
 Bus routes that work and bike walkways that cross the entire region. 

 26 
 A buffer between the sidewalk and vehicle lanes 

 High pedestrian connectivity mid-block across the street 

 Buried utilities and lampposts instead of high lights and wires. 

 Bicycle parking provided all along each block 

 Places to comfortably pause with neighbours (beyond retail) 

 Connected trails with priority street crossings 

 Wider definition of standard working hours to extend peak service capacity over the whole day. 

 27 
 A bus takes you somewhere 

 Buses were cheap or free in the core 

 Free bus services to the core 

 Hop on – hop off 

 28 
 More mixed use centres (i.e. like the Byward Market in Ottawa) 

 Shuttle bus to and from neighbouring communities (i.e. Guelph) 

 Bike lane connecting paths, cleared during the winter 

 Walkable communities 

 Farmers markets close by 

 Less parking lots and more parks 
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 Development of community centres for social networking and local activities, etc. 

 More arts, museums, local cultural elements for things to do. 

 30 
 Straight streets, sidewalks, people sitting on their porches, good fast transit with good connections 

 I really like the bike carriers on the GRT buses.  Chop down the parking lots and build housing and parks 

 No highways without parallel mass transit 

 31 
 Better bike lanes, better connectivity to different neighbourhoods.  Less cars on the surrounding roads and 

more things (business, culture, etc) closer.  I live a 5 minute walk from uptown, yet feel that there isn‘t 
much close to me.  My neighbourhood also needs higher density, there needs to be more people in the 
core.  This will mean that I can actually visit friends who are currently too far away and difficult to get to. 

 32 
 Better increased bus service 

 Increased funding to transportation research – hydrogen, solar, etc. 

 33 
 More bike paths and walking paths.  Places to gather, restaurants, coffee shops, etc.  Green spaces, 

places to help us continue to be active in the winter: ice rinks, cross country ski trails, etc. 

 36 
 Highly walkable connectedness 

 Communities need proper walking links so that pedestrians can reach the main streets and the bus stops. 

 Don‘t build miles of ―sound barriers‖ they create a wall which exclude the human foot from reaching major 
through fares and bus routes 

 Neighbourhoods must be walkable. 

 38 
 Better more frequent and efficient transit – more good and services within walking distance 

 39 
 Imaginative and well planned communities providing for all elements of ―environmental living‖ need to be 

encouraged. 

 Bureaucratic ―approved road blocks‖ need to be lifted so that conscientious developers can create 
attractive, environmentally sensitive communities. 

 Congrats to the City of Waterloo for objecting to Big Box development proposed for Water Street. 

 Place emphasis on trails, trees and outside clotheslines. 

 Increase use of ―roundabouts‖ in new planning. 

 40 
 Rail has class but it also must be classy rail.   

 Neighbourhood markets – more places to walk to 
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 Cycling paths – more destinations 

 Attractive LRT system 

 41 
 More trails, bike paths and cycling 

 42 
 Connection to main transit routes 

 43 
 Walkable neighbourhoods – they need to start happening NOW 

 Can the Region make local municipalities include basic services within walking distance in all 
neighbourhoods (especially the newly developed ones)? 

 Transit should be frequent and direct.  Make it a grid on major roads – maybe some van type vehicle could 
pick up the seniors that can walk 5-10 mins. 

   

4 Take a moment to think about a place where you were comfortable walking, taking the bus or cycling.  What were 
the characteristics of that place that made it comfortable? 

 1 
 The Iron Horse trail 

 Queen Street because of the boulevard 

 2 
 Away from noise and pollution of traffic 

 Perception of safety in route 

 Shaded from hot summer sun 

 3 
 Well groomed trails, nature short cuts through neighbourhood 

 5 
 Narrow roads, wide sidewalks and streetcars, Amsterdam.  Gigantic multilane intersections suck for 

pedestrians. 

 7 
 It was close to where I lived and I had something to do there. 

 8 
 It was convenient, safe and fast 
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 9 
 The places are well lit, clean and inviting.  They were open, people oriented places.  The lighting focusing 

on street lighting not to say would be appreciated.  The statement that notably resonates is ―we need wide 
walkways and narrow streets‖. 

 10 
 Light, people, flat walking surfaces, distance from traffic, nature 

 11 
 Quieter not a lot of traffic noise, trees, safer access i.e. bike lanes, sidewalks, trails, pathways. 

 12 
 Green space 

 14 
 Green space – trees 

 Culturally interesting – things to look at 

 15 
 River walk – San Antonio – water, trees – no cars 

 Hyde park – Toronto – links neighbourhoods and common areas 

 Grand River trails – river, trees, live vegetation but poor start and end intersections - few links into city 

 16 
 Anywhere in Kitchener/Waterloo, Cambridge is a little slow and convoluted. 

 17 
 Old Westmount in Waterloo 

 Unique streetscapes (boulevards) 

 Diverse houses (no urban sprawl blight) 

 Trees 

 Close to downtown 

 Sense of place 

 19 
 Many users of transit and bicycle use 

 Safe opportunity to walk and bike with well defined laneways and trails 

 Regular buses with schedules readily available and posted at bus stops 

 21 
 Cycling – safe (well lit, flat and separated from core traffic and pedestrians) 

 Walking – well lit, flat, well drained (no puddles) 

 22 
 The roads I mostly use to bike are quiet and suburban, yet still direct (Ellis Ave).  Reduction of automobile 

traffic and bike lanes make traveling more enjoyable and more importantly SAFE (back draft from transport 
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trucks is horrendous when traveling along King by the Grand River).   

 23 
 Low traffic with wide lanes to enable room for cyclists and cars 

 Separation of cyclists and pedestrians – bikes should be considered traffic 

 Proper lighting for commuting in the dark 

 Proper facilities for locking a bicycle securely 

 Designated cycle networks are ok but drivers need to be aware that bikes belong on the road and won‘t 
always be in the bike lane (when turning left, for example). 

 24 
 Austria – all pathways were paved – one pass was used for the bus, subway, etc.  You could get to the 

National Forest on the local bus. 

 25 
 Ottawa – very many buses – many riders 

 26 
 UW campus – most connections between buildings have no cars.  Cycle parking at most buildings.  

iXpress transit service, many mixed uses, cars expect jaywalking and drive (usually) with respect for 
pedestrians ready to yield. 

 27 
 Inner city trail from old railway track – streets are safer than trails.  Iron Horse trail reverted to a transit 

corridor. 

 28 
 Lots of trees and people – recreation users and commuters 

 Lots of lighting 

 Small local shops around 

 30 
 Straight streets, clean streets for cycling without a lot of stops and left turns. 

 Kids playing on the streets and people sitting on their porches 

 I don‘t really like shared cycling/pedestrian paths 

 I like it when the places I shop/go are on the way 

 I like walking by the llamas in Waterloo Park. 

 31 
 I have not traveled enough to give specifics, but it has always been in core areas where there is good 

public transit where there is lots to do (like Victoria, Quebec City, Montreal).  The key aspect has always 
been less cars and a low emphasis on cars. 

 32 
 Trees, wildlife, water, coffee shops (real cups) 

 People – children and adults 
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 33 
 Trees, greenery 

 Coffee shop where you can wait for the bus/train 

 34 
 Lots of people and interesting things to see and do 

 36 
 Comfortable, feel safe/is safer, well lit cycle racks - greened area 

 A ―coat check‖ system for bicycles (to prevent theft) 

 Lots of people – ―eyes on the street‖ 

 Streetscape beauty 

 Sense of place – cultural interest 

 38 
 Vancouver direction – Granville Island –next transit system – service levels, connectivity, great shopping, 

café, etc – attractive public spaces. 

 39 
 Carmel California  

 Wide sidewalks and shops/cafes in downtown area 

 Classy residential area with pathways/cycle paths 

 Modest transit system 

 Well planned community 

 41 
 Sense of place – deliberate design to facilitate social contact, interesting places, shops, cafés, etc. 

 42 
 Iron horse trail is great 

 Walter Bean trail 

 RIM Park multi-use paths 

 43 
 Populated, well connected in transit, access to shops, restaurants, neighbours that you know, focal point to 

meet. 

   

5 What key themes, messages or ideas are you taking away from this event? 

 1 
 Accelerate the plan!!! 
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 2 
 Economic rewards in every way (health, social, cultural, etc) with appropriate transportation system 

 3 
 Using transit to grow Kitchener, Waterloo, Cambridge in a scalable way 

 Waterloo Region will become another Copenhagen or another Detroit depending on choices we make 
today 

 5 
 We need to consider a sense of place when designing 

 Need to consider economy, environment and social places 

 7 
 That the Region is trying to improve transit within the city, and some things which are going to create better 

urban streetscapes 

 8 
 Economy will depend on ideas rather than manufacturing and connectivity 

 9  
 Changes must include all aspects of projects – health, transit, community 

 10 
 We have an opportunity to do a great job at planning 

 12 
 Balance, transportation choice, connectivity 

 14 
 Less talk and more action – there is little time to waste 

 15 
 Glen Murray – Provocative collection of ideas and practical experience and approach 

 16 
 Technology will change the way we travel 

 17 
 Kitchener/Waterloo is more open and interested in transportation than other communities 

 This can be very profitable for the Region if done properly 

 As the world progresses this is not just a good idea but a must. 

 19 
 Integrate transit and multi use areas.  Stop building parking lots. 

 21 
 That the Region is interested in improving alternative transportation and not so interested in 

accommodating single occupancy vehicles 
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 22 
 The developing of community centres around transit stops. 

 Increasing pedestrian traffic by zoning denser development 

 Interconnectivity, diversity 

 23 
 Smart transit is a revenue growth, not a cost. 

 24 
 I feel the Region is on the right track. 

 26 
 Glen Murray‘s last point about how vibrant communities pay for the transit provision that made it possible. 

 28 
 Transportation not isolated from the community 

 Building up tax base through dev. public transportation 

 Dev. tax base from infrastructure (i.e. businesses on bridges) 

 30 
 Lots of communities are getting poorer.  Why concentrate all the smart people in one place?  It spreads 

inequality. 

 Therefore spending more money to increase property taxes sky rocket? 

 I don‘t get why the children‘s museum is such a flop.  Does that fit into theory? 

 31 
 It seems as if the Region is finally getting the idea that we MUST plan our cities better in a very different 

way that they have been.  The fact that the ideas presented (which have been discussed by progressive 
thinkers/planners in the past) are the ones that will create a successful and vibrant economy and Region. 

 32 
 Community involved in transportation needs.  Sustainable use of transit systems to lower carbon 

emissions.  

 Integrated transportation systems culture and environment and transportation. 

 33 
 I feel more hopeful about the transportation systems future.  I have heard many people around me say 

they won‘t use transit.  I see people not using transit.  Thank you Glen! 

 34 
 The better the transportation, the better our community will be to live, work and play. 

 We need to go all the way with our transportation system.  Cleaner, faster, more convenient. 

 36 
 Make our cities beautiful, make them people friendly 

 Bridges can be beautiful, create interesting streetscapes 

 Culture pays, sustainability pays, beauty pays 
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 Transit defines place – people, places must be designed  

 Can be a cost but also a profit through tax invoices 

 This is not a rapid transit issue but a major transportation issue – A safety issue! 

 38 
 Sense of urgency in improving public transit/public spaces re environmental issues 

 39 
 Transportation planning principles and their relationship to community developments is out dated and must 

refocus.   

 Regional government must ―walk the talk‖ and agree to work with the private sector in facilitating exciting 
development/redevelopment opportunities.   

 41 
 Importance of creating plan, respect for the heritage, quality of new construction, importance of past, 

reflected in the new i.e. bridge design as Glen Murray pointed out. 

 42 
 We can create a better city with better transportation hubs 

 43 
 People should be able to choose how to be mobile.  Right now cars dominate and that is not good for 

people (health, economic, social) or the environment (pollution, sprawl) 

   

6 Any other comments? 

 1 
 Great meeting.  The keynote speaker was fabulous. 

 2 
 An example of an urban centre that is not pedestrian friendly is uptown Waterloo.  Four lanes of traffic, 

major hub for buses, with traffic lights that are not red at the same time – William – Willis Way- Erb St  -
Bridgepoint Rd – to allow people to cross the street.   Pedestrians will not walk a distance out of their way 
to cross at a light.  Therefore all along there are people darting across between bumpers. 

 3 
 I am all for putting tax dollars into rapid transit and bringing GO service in 

 6 
 Perception about transit is quite an important pull factor for increasing ridership. 

 Once transit is implemented it should be kept at the same level as in the beginning. 
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 7 
 Inter city transit (i.e. to GTA) isn‘t being considered enough. 

 I like riding the train.  I refuse to ride the bus. 

 8 
 With a good transportation system parking lots could be redeveloped into viable assets for the community. 

 9 
 Panel was a waste of time.  They reiterated the guest speaker and therefore unnecessary.  The questions 

were wasted on the panel. 

 On smog days the buses should be free. 

 12 
 Seems there is a lot of talk about what we should do – when will set specific short term measurable actions 

to show we have DONE something!  Less talk and more action. 

 16 
 Please contact me I have great ideas and want to be involved in anything transit related.  Joe Wennechuk  

youcanreachmehere@hotmail.com   

 17 
 The idea of building a great rapid transit system will act as the ―spine‖ for a body of great neighbourhoods 

and improved livability.  If you build it, people will come.  Density is good.  People need to realize sprawl is 
terrible and ugly. 

 19 
 Provide transit to Waterloo Region Airport.  Consider incentives perhaps initially to get people to use 

buses. 

 Support and promote car co-ops. 

 22 
 I really like the idea of magnetically guided buses.  The ones that had appearance of light rail.  They could 

be taken up to (80km/hr) higher speeds on directed right-of-way yet still operate on narrow streets in 
uptown, downtown and the Galt and Preston cores.  The technology is adaptable and much of the 
infrastructure is pre-existing. 

 23 
 Please make proper bicycle parking/lock ups available and clearly indicated at the location of your next 

meeting. 

 26 
 Our improvements in our transportation system are a vital part of meeting our climate change crisis.  

According to conservative consensus-based, peer-reviewed, scientific fact, we must cap global emissions 
in the next seven years and reduce by 85% in the next forty.  We must move faster than that in a rich 
country like Canada to allow the developing world their opportunities, vital to our collective security. 

 30 
 I wish Glen Murray spoke longer.  I would vote for him.  Cookies and fruit were good.  The location was 

good and central. 

mailto:youcanreachmehere@hotmail.com
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 31 
 I am really excited to see that the Region is finally doing things right and it has made me re-consider 

leaving when I am done university.  The other really important thing is that this transportation will create 
culture which we desperately need. 

 32 
 I have hosted young people from other countries.  The one comment of all my guests is our lack of 

adequate transportation.  Bus/train service in the Region. 

 33 
 Downtown Kitchener is not a very desirable place to be.  It makes a bad place for a transportation hub.  

However, it is getting better.  Need to continue making it a safe and interesting place to be.  Also, the hub 
at Conestoga Mall is in the middle of a parking lot.  The only thing to do is go in the mall or get on another 
bus.  No culture. 

 34 
 No more buses.  LRT is the way to go. 

 36 
 The opening video showed a crowded Highway #8.  Let‘s suppose #8 is closed for a couple of weeks 

(remember the James Snow Parkway fire).  How would we get people out of and into the Region - East to 
Guelph (Hwy #7 is to be upgraded) – south to 401 by Conestoga College – what about the west side and 
northern region?  We need a Trussler Road/Erbbville Road corridor (or one in this area). 

 38 
 Keep up the consultative process of informing and being informed by the public in your public meetings. 

 39 
 The Region must be sure of the timing of any LTR installation.   

  
 It must be cost effective and justifiable/defendable, ensure dividends will be realized in terms of adjacent 

redevelopments and carefully designed so as not to destroy the integrity of existing transportation 
corridors. 

 42 
 Emphasis should be placed on better connection with Toronto, i.e. GO trains, more than one train to 

Toronto per day. 

 Multi passenger lanes should be in place, slower traffic on regional goads within the city limits. 

 43 
 Need to ask yourself about transportation options when looking at purchasing – is there training offered to 

the realtors? 

 Could more senior high children us the municipal bus system instead of having so many school buses? 
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7 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes, No.  Why? 

 1 
 Yes 

 2 
 Yes.  Enthusiasm for moving forward 

 Amount of work ahead to bring the hundreds of thousands of fellow citizens in the Region along into the 
future. 

 3 
 Yes. 

 5 
 Yes.  Great speakers. 

 7 
 No.  I don‘t think I learned enough about the Region‘s plans.  It was quite motivational though. 

 8 
 Yes.  Got a different perspective on reasons for developing transit to a variety of destinations. 

 9 
 Yes.  Good but as stated – waste of time with the panel discussion. 

 10 
 Yes. Informative overview and invitation for more input. 

 12 
 Would have been better to have more time for discussion, less presentations/speakers. 

 14 
 Yes 

 15 
 Yes 

 17 
 Yes.  Creating more awareness for a great idea, very professional.  The MC (Ken Seiling) did an awesome 

job. 

 19 
 Yes.  Excellent keynote speaker.  Informed panel. 
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 22 
 Yes 

 24 
 Yes.  The update was enlightening. 

 25 
 Yes. 

 26 
 Yes.  Well chaired, refreshments/location 

 28 
 Yes.  Great speakers and discussions 

 30 
 Yes/No.  Glen Murray‘s speech was great!  Panelists were kind of boring. 

 31 
 Yes.  It went above my expectations.  It gave me hope that we might do this right and that excites me. 

 33 
 Yes. Engaging! 

 34 
 Yes. 

 38 
 Yes.  In part due to Glen Murray‘s intelligent observations 

 Sense of opportunity and urgency that he conveyed. 

 39 
 Yes.  Very informative and well organized.  All components of the event were well orchestrated.  Great job! 

 41 
 Yes.  Glen Murray – always agree with the messenger. 

 42 
 Yes.  Great speakers. 

 43 
 Yes.  Good momentum and time for discussion. 
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Regional Transportation Master Plan  

Workshop #1 

Public Comment Form 

 

Public consultation is an essential and ongoing part of the Regional Transportation 
Master Plan. Please take a moment to share your ideas on the questions below. If you 
would like to take a bit more time to think about your responses, feel free to send us your 
comments via our online comment form or by e-mail, fax or mail by March 7, 2008. 
 
Thank you for participating in the community conversation. 
 
The Moving Forward Team - Region of Waterloo 
150 Frederick Street, 8th Floor 
Kitchener, Ontario  N2G 4J3 
Phone: 519-575-4572 
Fax: 519-575-4449 
e-mail: movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca 
website: www.movingforward2031.ca 
 
 

1. Roads accommodate a variety of uses. A road is made up of everything from the 
sidewalks and auto lanes to the utilities and landscaping. 
 
How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, 
commercial vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within 
them? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2. What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region? What changes would you 
make to the system to make it more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract 
even more riders! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca
http://www.movingforward2031.ca/
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3. What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to 

get to work, shopping and recreational activities? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
4. How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of ―place‖ in our 

community? What non-transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of 
community? 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

5. When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, 
individuals or stakeholders that you feel it is important to consult with?    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Any other comments? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Did this event meet your expectations? Yes □  No   □ 

 
Why?  

 

 

 
Optional 
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Tell us how you heard about this project (check all that apply). 

   
-mail    

 Other______________________  
 

Name:  

Address:  

Email:  

Organization (if applicable):  

 

Thank you for your participation in this important project! 

 

Collection Notice: Personal information requested on this form is collected under the authority of the 

Municipal Act and will be used to assist Region staff and Regional Committees in making a decision on this 

project.  All names, addresses and comments may be included in material made available to the general 

public.  Questions regarding this collection should be forwarded to the staff member indicated above. 
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Moving Forward 2031 - Region of Waterloo 
 

Public Comment Form Summary 
Workshop #1 – Feb 20.08 - Waterloo 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

 1  One must have enough ―energy‖ for pedestrians and cycling before one restricts vehicular use as one may 
end up killing commercial activities (businesses)  

 2  Dedicated bike lanes, rapid transit lanes 

 3  More landscaping – new roads need to be more pedestrian friendly – medians with trees 

 4  Clearly delineate pedestrian areas – buffered by landscaped features and street furniture (benches, 
planters, etc). 

 Be consistent – avoid ―dead zones‖ between destinations where sidewalks disappear 

 5  Keep cycling lanes clear of leaves and debris 

 Restrict commercial vehicles to off hours 

 Give transit priority 

 Bury hydro lines 

 6  Arterial roads = 2 lanes and bike lane each direction 

 Greater enforcement of education 

 7  Bus lanes – cycle lanes – sidewalks – joint use 

 Bus bays 

 Purposes can vary by roadway 

 Pedestrianised cores 

 Transit lanes only 

 8  Multi tier - stacked  

 9  See flip chart – Leslie Scott table 

 10  Better snow removal 

 11  Transit – dedicated lane 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Bike lanes 

 12  Reduce speed limits along pedestrian corridors through traffic calming methods such as creating buffer 
zones for pedestrians 

 13  Difficult to achieve due to lack of space.  Throughout the Regional corridor on a large centre median you 
could have a meandering sidewalk that could accommodate pedestrians/cyclists.   

 Planting of trees could offset gardens along the path.  Roadway would be one way in either side of median 

 Lanes one wider for commercial only and some auto 

 Narrower for autos only.  Parking only within restricted hours 

   

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

 1  GRT serve train station 

 VIA and Greyhound ticket holders get on GRT for 50¢ like in Oakville and Burlington get to go on GO 
trains. 

 Improve passenger rail to have 28% of GRT riders going on or off Greyhound and VIA. 

 GRT buses should look at double decker bus like other Canada trains systems.  

 Include Guelph in some fashion in a transit like system. 

 2  Make it easier to transfer 

 4  Pay per zone/trip length/rechargeable cards 

 Connectivity - more direct routes north/south that meet east/west 

 Service to Breslau Airport 

 Connection outside of the Region! Guelph/Milton/Toronto 

 5  More frequent service 

 Day passes 

 Connect to train station 

 Marketing – free days, transit tours, etc. 

 Secondary shuttles for neighbourhoods – call up 

 Grid system – east/west connections to IXpress and north/south routes, east and west of main corridor 

 Employer/employee incentives 

 6  More frequent service 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Not one express, but multiple express routes 

 7  LRT rapid inter-regional service – increased bus frequency – customer service 

 More express buses 

 Linking transportation modes (bus and rail) 

 Public policy bias for public transportation 

 Control parking to ? of public transit 

 Company subsidized bus passes 

 Station/transportation  – hubs as commercial zones 

 Pay less for short trips 

 9  See flip chart – Leslie Scott table 

 11  Mainline – connecting buses 

 I-Xpress more 

 Higher density building 

 VIA connected to local 

 12  Integration with GO Transit in Kitchener, Guelph 

 Increased VIA rail service, double track to Toronto 

 Relocation of train station to King and Victoria, integration with Rapid Transit and bus service 

 Competitive travel times – auto vs. transit (dedicated ROW)  

 Transit terminal at UW 

 13  I think that timing is very important.  Keeping to schedules and making sure stops are quick and that way 
riders can get to their destination quicker.  Frequency along routes. 

 I feel that the LRT is better because it takes congestion off the roadways. 

   

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

 1  School as well 

 See additional sheets (please reference Mr. George Bechtel‘s comments (G. Bechtel comments Feb 
20.08.pdf) 

 2  Bike to work competition between companies 

 More frequent pedestrian crossings 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Fix the puddles in bike lanes 

 More trails 

 Encourage shops to have bike racks 

 3  Bus lanes 

 Electronic payment 

 Payment geared to length of trip 

 4  Create trails for transportation – not just recreation based (wandering) 

 5  And school 

 Don‘t approve anymore big box stores 

 Bicycle parking 

 Mixed use neighbourhoods 

 Alternatives for large shopping trips – i.e. groceries for families, i.e. grocery store delivery 

 Encourage recreational activities close to home – each neighbourhood should incorporate a community 
centre, soccer field, library, etc. 

 Connect trails to each other and destinations 

 Safer expressway crossings 

 6  Bridges over G. River – mostly shared/hogged by vehicles 

 Transit to Bingeman Park, Waterloo Memorial Recreation Complex 

 7  Wider, friendlier sidewalks – more cycle lanes 

 New subdivisions need more shopping nodes 

 Cycle/pedestrian crosswalks on major routes 

 Make bike trails more functional; not just recreational 

 9  See flip chart – Leslie Scott Table 

 11  Walking 

 Bike paths that connect 

 Pedestrian lights and islands 

 Signs 

 12  Build and maintain region length bike lane  

 Make transfers between buses easier by synchronizing departure times/arrival times 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Look at Toronto‘s proposed bicycle network, New York City 

 13  Maintain trails throughout the seasons.  When roadways are bad/filled there is no place to go when slush 
get launched.  Pedestrians are better left on their own away from autos. 

 Trails if possible to come off LRT lines directing to common parks, shopping, etc. 

   

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

 1  World class architecture for community places please.  Design sells. 

 Iron Horse trail has missing pictures – been missing for years. 

 4  Mixed use on ―street level‖ 

 More pedestrian/commercial interaction with covered walkways (shelter from Canadian weather). 

 Urban design standards for projected canopies or recessed main floor to provide patio areas. 

 5  Major stops become destinations (café, parkette, etc.) shelter 

 Transportation depot in uptown Waterloo 

 Transit, cycling, walking designed into developments to be important components.  

 7  Major recreational/cultural areas accessible by transit – key locations 

 Day pass would facilitate development – a sense of place 

 Public squares eg. Waterloo 

 Community role of Iron Horse trail – recreation, transit, socializing – pride of place 

 ―Class‖ pass on transit for school kids – to public places/facilities 

 7  It was close to where I lived and I had something to do there. 

 9  See flip chart – Leslie Scott table 

 11  More trees 

 Variation of architecture 

 12  Create destinations at Rapid Transit stops with green spaces/public courtyards with retail, high density 
residential, workplaces. 

 13  Really, I think a faster more reliable LRT will better link our area.  I relish the thought of getting on the LRT 
to go to the market or some cool boutique.  

 Shops in Cambridge being able to promote this, as ease of transit with no parking is key.   

 Longer stops perhaps could decrease transport times and then have the connecting bus routes from there. 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

   

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

 1  School boards 

 Universities 

 Major employers 

 Municipal employees 

 Bus drivers 

 Set up transit users group 

 Seniors 

 Cycling businesses 

 Transport 200, Green Transport Committee 

 5  The school boards 

 Waterloo uptown BIA 

 Universities 

 Senior‘s residences 

 Major employers 

 Transit users 

 6  Kitchener-Waterloo Field Naturalists Club 

 7  School boards 

 Senior‘s residences 

 BIA association 

 Major employers role i.e. public transit 

 Bus drivers 

 9  Students!! 

 10  Uptown Vision Committee (City of Waterloo) 

 11  Ticket availability 

 Employees – industrial park 

 Elderly, poor – subsidized housing 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 12  Glenn Murray, artists in collaboration with architects, make the building the public art (turning torso Malmo, 
Sweden, Chicago, The Loop) street films, Org. 

 13  Businesses along route for sure!  These will be the places that will draw the ridership to an area.   

 Incentives to have good variety of shops along trail routes in city centres.  The problem with most public 
groups is that they take the Nimby route.  Good idea but not in my backyard. 

   

 Any other comments? 

 1  See additional sheets please reference Mr. George Bechtel‘s comments (G. Bechtel comments Feb 
20.08.pdf) 

 2  Everything is so far away/spread out for pedestrians.  One solution may be to build underground parking or 
more parking houses.  A lot of area is taken up by parking lots now.  It takes a lot of time to cross or go 
around parking lots. 

 Make pedestrian only areas – with shops, cafes, bike racks, street furniture. 

 5  Better integration/consultation between cities and region for transit and roads especially where regional 
roads and city streets meet.  

 Cities should have greater input into transit routes and timing. 

 One way to improve transit service it to streamline payment i.e. swipe cards, hop on/hop off in downtown 
areas, prepaid platforms for Rapid Transit. 

 It‘s important that the Region‘s transportation be able to respond to development in a timely manner.  For 
example, when a plan of subdivision in the approval process, on of the requirements should be to have the 
developer and the municipality produce a plan that incorporates the goal of reducing dependence on cars 
– on and off road cycling/walking paths that lead to desirable destinations, city amenities that include such 
things as parks, libraries and community centres, shopping opportunities and work from home alternatives, 
and good transit connections.  Then it is important that the region supply the transit connections as soon 
as the first few families take up residence.  The current practice is to wait until there‘s an identified need.  
This is a chicken and egg problem as new residents will buy a second car and get used to being 
dependent on it because the transit links are not available until years later.  The region needs to be more 
proactive and take the first step.  This could even be marketing tool for the developer as they advertise 
good transit service as part of the attraction to moving into their subdivision.  This could have the added 
benefit of attracting people to move to areas BECAUSE there is close and convenient alternate 
transportation supporting the move towards walkable communities. 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 An interactive website where people can sign on and find out when the bus will be arriving at their stop 
based on GPS data.  Also, like in Ottawa, it would be good to be able to enter your departure and 
destination addresses and be given a recommended bus route complete with schedule. 

 Zoning changes allowing for less parking where good bus connections exist. 

 13  I think that whatever transit that is put into place should be fast, efficient, convenient and affordable. 

 Buses and trains in other areas of the world give ridership confidence and pride in their area i.e. buses in 
England, trains in Germany, subways in Toronto. 

 I would like to see LRT link the cities either by ground, air or rail.  The less amount of ground interruption 
via cars pedestrians the better. 

 Right now to get to work via current transit it would take close to 1 hour and three transfers to get to my 
destination when it is only 15-20 minutes by car. 

   

 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes, No.  Why? 

 5  No expectations. 

 6  Yes.  A chance to voice my concerns and suggestions. 

 8  Yes.  Wide variety of people from different backgrounds – participating freely and cordially. 

 9  Yes. 

 10  The presentations were too long and not informative enough.  Too much talking at us.  Too much telling us 
what not to do in the discussion parts.  Facilitator (Leslie) interpreted and changed everything we said. 

 12  Yes. 

 13  Yes.  I am sure with all the files from the public input one great idea will arise to perhaps ease us into a 
more civilized form of public transport/transit. 
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Moving Forward 2031 - Region of Waterloo 

 
Public Comment Form Summary 

Workshop #1 – Feb 21.08 - Kitchener 
 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

 1  Zones, movement, slow down  

 Interaction between zones, between people  

 Hierarchy of roads – fast, mixed, slow 

 Eyes on the street (less need for ―policing‖ if more people are on the streets) 

 2  Arterial – bicycles, car, commercial, walk, no park 

 Collector – bicycles, cars, walk, park 

 Suburbs – bicycles, cars, parking, walk  

 3  Straight streets – not winding ones. This is better for transportation, etc. 

 Not all streets can be for pedestrians/cyclists – some main arteries 

 5  Limit to certain roads 

 Reduce speed on local roads 

 Landscaping/rest areas 

 One-way streets 

 Cycle lanes need to be safer 

 Maintain trails in the winter 

 Inground walkways 

 Separate lanes for trucks, cars, cyclists 

 6  Physically separated transit and bike right-of-way 

 8  Dedicated lanes for each of the above with barriers between them.  Where required, raised access to 
lanes for embarkation and debarkation ―clover leafs‖ 

 9  Attempt to separate sidewalk/bike lanes from roadway  
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Limit use/modes where necessary 

 12  Lower default speed limits for urban streets to make cyclist and pedestrians more comfortable  

 14  University Avenue – lights DANGEROUS, space – pedestrians DANGEROUS 

 15  Roads could accommodate various activities by creating a buffer between people and cars.  This allows 
people to feel safe and allow space for snow removal. 

 Roads should be designed for the primary user of the road and allowance for others.  If a road is a 
primarily pedestrian way the space should be designed around the requirements of pedestrians with 
allowance for cars. 

 If a speed road is mostly used by cars, the road should have the most consideration with a separate path 
for pedestrians and cyclists.   

 Alternating streets could be geared to different primary users, one street primarily cards, one for transit and 
pedestrian, one for cyclists and pedestrians, etc. 

   

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

 1  Start building our cities differently, urban densification  

 iXpress – a wonderful start 

 Central core, central services –arteries to filter to/from core 

 2  Get rid of central station downtown Kitchener 

 3  Good connections between inter city connections 

 Better connections in the suburbs 

 Incentive for employers to encourage transit passes and carpools 

 My vision: reduce daily commuting of cars DRAMATICALLY 

 Make the APIs for route availability  

 Public – the users will build trip planning 

 Make stops just outside the doors of malls (and have another stop at the terminal) 

 4  Make all modes of travel seamless for connections 

 Broaden design to include direct connections with intercity trains and bus 

 Universal pass – purchased by employers for employees – given free or pay – each ½ 

 5  Frequency – minimize walk time to bus stops 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Park and ride areas – free parking at satellite terminals 

 6  Good interfaces between transit to transit and bike/pedestrian to transit 

 7  More frequent – some smaller buses where appropriate – many shelters 

 Park and ride – wrap advertising obscures visibility for riders looking for destination signs. 

 Need larger street signs – do some education programs at seniors centres re giving up the car and using 
the bus 

 8  Fully accessible across the region  

 Direct routes for ground transit, dedicated lanes for commercial vehicles, dedicated lanes for private 
passenger vehicles 

 Free parking at transportation junctions or start points 

  Overhead transit that does not take up ground space  

 Free public transit – joined together communities 

 9   More personalized transit 

 Various size buses accommodate more frequency throughout all routes 

 10  No more than 5 minute walk and 5 minute wait for access to a transit vehicle 

 Transit trip time needs to be comparable to car travel time within urban area (e.g. no more than 50% 
longer) 

 Constant feedback on system load and efficiency so vehicle dispatch can competently address load 
balancing. 

 11  Promoting car pooling – existing carpool websites in place already…need more awareness 

 12  More service between midnight and 6:00am 

 Increase frequency to 15-20 minutes from half an hour, as ridership permits 

 13  Dedicated bike paths 

 14  User friendliness – schedules and maps 

 Newspaper schedules and times for events 

 Two lines at bus station – 1 for local travel, 1 for out of town travel 

 15  My vision for transit is to have the travel time on public transit faster than a cars travel time.  Transit should 
move toward a grid pattern designed around rapid transit nodes.   

 Transit stations should always be located at the front door of destinations e.g. Conestoga Mall the station 
is a major entrance. 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

   

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

 1  Continuity, consistency 

 Build recreational/institutional activities/resources along central cores/transportation lines 

 2  Quit building out in boondocks i.e. Kitchener‘s new train links 

 3  Improved lighting on streets 

 Straight streets 

 Showers at workplaces 

 Dedicated routes for school busy times 

 Better detection of bikes for traffic lights 

 Organize walking school buses 

 Right-of-way on trails 

 Pedestrian islands on busy streets 

 4  Smooth surfaces on all walkways – not bricks, etc that create a hazard 

 Better lighting for all streets – increase safety factor 

 5  Encourage employers to provide bus passes rather than employee parking 

 Year round maintenance on trails 

 Education in schools to promote walking – cycling 

 8  Underground walkways in town 

 Pleasant well lit, well decorated, policed, dedicated lanes or pathways with surfacing designed for specific 
use – walking/cycling 

 10  Increase number and quality of ―off road‖ trails (multi-use) 

 People will use more than street side; more enjoyable 

 11  Educate drivers about bikes on the road 

 12  Shovel, clear the bike rack in winter! 

 More places to securely lock bicycles generally 

 Re-educate drivers and cyclists about the rights and responsibilities of both 

 More placed for on-road cycling to reduce cyclist-pedestrian conflicts on mixed use trails. 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 13  Dedicated bike paths 

 14  University Ave – DANGEROUS 

 Highland – Dangerous 

 Lighting along pathway – Bankside to Highland 

 Walking programs in schools – reduce pick ups and drop offs 

 15  Opportunities could be improved by allowing businesses to reduce there parking space requirements for 
their property if they provide free public transit passes for there employees.   

 Density can be increased in core areas with distances between major business buildings being reduced.  A 
business would have an interest in providing free public transit passes because the building can cover 
more of the property instead of parking spaces.   People working in buildings make money for businesses 
not parking spaces.   

 Rapid transit should be required to be in a dedicated lane for the entire transit route so car traffic has no 
effect on the rapid transit speed. 

   

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

 1  Develop along transportation routs – infill along routes – core route 

 DENSE nodes – mixed use 

 Integrated development (not independent of one another)  

 Not responding/reacting to each other – developed together 

 2  By providing streetscaping concepts at different strategic locations at transit stops 

 3  Integrate modes of transportation 

 Mixed zone development – offices near, residentials for telecommuting, daycare 

 Using public buildings at night 

 More usage of buildings for common spaces 

 5  Commuter challenges (how many employees took the bus) 

 Transit support – sense of place 

 Destination defined 

 Corporate challenge 

 8  ―Arts‖, ―Gardens‖, ―Music‖ – no digital imagery 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Regular 24/7 route schedules in industrial parks 

 Regular operators 

 11  Pleasant places to wait for bus 

 12  More landscaping and attention to beauty at transit hubs 

 More sidewalks/attention to making neighbourhoods walkable. 

 14  Corporate challenges for walking and biking 

 Good signage to advertise trails 

 Advertising events with walking and biking routes and restaurants 

 MIXED USE ZONING – small local grocers 

 15  A sense of place in the region could be accomplished by creating outdoor pedestrian mall streets where 
there is only people and maybe public transit and service vehicles at restricted hours.  Downtown 
Kitchener and uptown Waterloo would be good candidates. 

   

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

 1  High income, employers 

 Public transit needs to be for the privileged too!! 

 2  Youth + ? neighbourhood associations 

 Aged, handicapped 

 3  People who don‘t have the option of driving (students, the poor), people who shouldn‘t be driving (seniors), 
suburbanites who might be inclined to take transit 

 Getting big employers on board 

  8  Challenged individuals or associations 

 9  Business within the given area 

 10  Seniors 

 Urban planners and other academics at our institutes of higher learning should be invited to participate in a 
strategic planning and design capacity 

 12  Universities and high schools - how do we keep young people engaged with transit and other 
transportation? 

 Employers – provide incentives for walking, biking, busing and carpooling. 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 14  Reporting license #‘s of offending vehicles and location police response 

 15  Stakeholders to be contacted should be any business which has a large parking lot.  A large parking lot 
suggests the location could be a transportation node. 

   

 Any other comments? 

 1  Transportation can‘t be developed in isolation or in total response to the way we have built our Region. 

 Future developments need to be developed in collaboration with one another, not in reaction to each other 
(will take a long time but still a good way to approach things!!) 

 2  Have a microphone available for comments and questions.  It was very hard to hear people speaking. 

 3  Taking surveys in December is lousy for gauging cycling habits 

 We don‘t have much context of transportation usage now 

 Why do none of the ―after‖ photos have street lamps? 

 The after pictures are not that good – instant big trees.  Razing buildings to put bigger ones? 

 4  Include all – allow for questions and discussion at all public meetings 

 8  Trees, trees, more trees 

 9  Priority lane concept would be disruptive to all traffic flow 

 10  Facilitator was very helpful but TOO CLOSE to the issues – seemed like he had an agenda or was leading 
the conversation to support his views (sometimes). 

 13  Would be great to have pedestrian-only areas like Sparks Street in Ottawa 

   

 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes, No.  Why? 

 2  Yes.  A lot of ideas from the different groups were more or less consistent 

 3  Yes.  Where are the under represented groups here? 

 5  Yes. 

 6  Yes. 

 8  Yes.  Too short, too fast. 

 10  Yes. 

 11  Yes.  Good discussion at tables. 

 12  Yes. 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 15  Yes.  This event met my expectations because it dealt with transportation on the overall scale. 
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Moving Forward 2031 - Region of Waterloo 
 

Public Comment Form Summary 
Workshop #1 – Feb 28.08 - Cambridge 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

 2  Winter maintenance of pedestrian and cycling facilities 

 Appropriate separation of facilities, i.e. encourage mixing of facilities (see Gas Town in Vancouver) in 
urban areas and separation in suburban areas. 

 Road Diet Strategies 

 4  Safety for pedestrians and cyclists – speed of autos key consideration  

 Route for trucks 

 5  Cycle pathways 

 Bridge crossovers need to be improved 

 Highway bypass for Hespler Road 

 8  Build rail spurs into new industrial areas 

 Encourage the development of a logistics centre/train load centre (rail to truck) and inter modal terminal. 

 Set aside road space for dedicated transit lanes on major roads by identifying major transit routes. 

   

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

 1  Work, entertainment 

 2  Focus on node-corridor strategy to provide more choice  

 Address marketing strategies 

 Encourage opportunities to innovate, try new things, set up a ―transit innovation fund. 

 3  Efficient, reliable routes connecting Cambridge to Waterloo – iXpress – good start 

 More frequent would be great 

 Higher order transit to make speed/efficiency 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 4  Fast, convenient and safe, attractive 

 Affordable – tax payers and users 

 Clear sidewalks of snow 

 5  GO transit is needed 

 Industrial areas need 24 hrs. 

 iXpress is great – which other routes could use this? 

 LRT is environmentally friendly and fast 

 Buses every 20 minutes 

 6  Frequency (high leadway) 

 Link the real-time transit information to the web – no need to download a pdf. – more easy to use web 
page 

 Make it easy to access 

 7  The Region should make GO transit to Cambridge a very high priority.  

 The Region should concentrate on rail service.  If rail service cannot be implemented immediately, GO bus 
service should be implemented for the next 1-2 years then implement the rail service. 

 The Region shouldn‘t give priority to GO rail service to Kitchener because VIA rail now services Kitchener 

 Also the Cambridge rail line is superior to the Kitchener rail line 

 8  Intercity rail connections to the east, south and west 

 One or two rapid transit routes on dedicated rights-of-way 

 A number of streetcar/express bus routes 

 A well designed feeder bus network 

 10 minute transit frequency on major routes, 15 minutes on other routes 

   

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

 1  Regional tax break on people who live and work in same community and take transit 

 3  Interconnectedness within system i.e. bike paths, walking, buses (both inter regional and intra regional) 

 CARPOOLING!!!  ROW specific on website for easy access! 

 4  Encourage people to work and live 

 Hear each other, convenient to each other, near public transportation 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Reduce requirement for parking with new development near transit 

 Encourage business to offer incentives for employees to take transit 

 5  Cycle pathways 

 Pedestrian only street in downtown 

 8  Develop transit hubs where different transit routes meet  

 Bike facilities at all transit terminals 

 Encourage more high density, mixed use development 

 Encourage the development of ―clean‖ industries in developed areas 

   

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

 1  Corporate sponsors – tied to community events – football games, hockey games, etc. 

 3  Incorporate art into the stations – use ―community‖ groups to take ownership at individual stations – 
develop uniqueness to each node  

 Tie transit into ―tourism‖ 

 4  Conserve built and natural heritage 

 Clean air 

 Clean water 

 Tourist destination strategy 

 Attract creative people to region 

 5  Bus or GO train to work creates a sense of community  

 Coupons for riding the bus 

   

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

 1  Large to midsize businesses, shopping malls, school boards 

 3  Physically challenged 

 Public health service providers i.e. access to health services 

 Community service providers i.e. access to social services 

 4  Heritage conservation groups – built and natural 
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 Ethnic groups – Portuguese, Newfies 

 Youth 

 5  Students 

 Shift workers 

 City employees (City hall) 

 Hospital employees 

 6  Talk to people who are very car oriented 

 We get to see their perspective and they will give new insight into why it may be or not be successful. 

 8  Trucking companies, railways (Canadian Pacific, Goderich and Exeter) 

 Metrolinx (for connections) to Toronto and Hamilton areas 

   

 Any other comments? 

 1  Consider transit times for meetings.  Meeting scheduled to finish at 9:00pm which means a lot of us wait 
for the next set of buses at 9:30pm. 

 3  Shannon was very comprehensive with her notes!!  Well done!   

 Perhaps dedicate ―time‖ allotments to each question to be sure opportunity to address all questions. 

 Good balance in our group of everyone having input!! 

 5  GO train for Cambridge! 

   

 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes, No.  Why? 

 1  Yes. 

 2  Yes. 

 4  No. Looking now for specifics to respond to 

 Looking now for ―examples‖ of what OUR future will look like – ―pictures, ―computer images‖ 

 5  Yes. 
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Moving Forward 2031 - Region of Waterloo 
 

Facilitator Discussion Notes 
Workshop #1 – Feb 20.08 - Waterloo 

 

Question 
# 

Response 

 Facilitator:  Brooke 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Connection to things roads, bike lanes, pedestrian traffic – take into account destinations, types of people (scenarios, 
students).   

  Combining modes (bikes on buses) 

  Plan/design for different seasons – all modes affected by falling leaves, snow build up, etc. 

  Not just a road, next to it, beside it 

  Retail shops attract 

  Points of interest on either end, but nothing in between – (RIM Park – nothing in between) 

  Difficult to design for all of them 

  Some roads can only accommodate certain elements 

  As many on a road as possible – have to make them wider 

  Hamilton – one way streets for heavier density – lanes for car pool, cycling and traffic 

  Some road cannot accommodate everything 

  Choose a few roads and focus on them (University Avenue) 

  Prioritize some things – bike paths on the street, more things along the way, density along corridors, mixed use 

  Bike lanes from destination to destination (University goes from nowhere to nowhere) it should connect to things 

  Barrier – to commute around city, you have to know the city – it is very difficult for newcomers 

  Roads for pedestrians – more greenery, wider sidewalks – makes you want to walk there 

  Safety on arterial roads – trees make it darker 

  Streetcars/trees – leaves fall onto roads 

  Transit – certain parts of streets you can‘t fit buses (pinch points between King and Erb – uptown Waterloo) 
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  RTF – transit priority, transit queuing – gives transit right-of-way 

  Can learn a lot from York Region – Viva – not like ours – they have many express routes 

  Accessibility – design measures to accommodate proper set up to get people on and off 

  Problem – centre median but once you are off in the middle of the road 

  Snow removal maintenance – have to plan for the weather 

  All are affected by snow – snow plow sidewalks 

  Bike racks on buses are great ideas 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  We should have a regional system that connects smaller communities as well as cities – Breslau, Elmira, St. Jacobs 

  Look at the non-traditional ways of transit – ―maxi-taxis‖ – smaller more frequent 

  Free transit for the region 

  Transit has to have priority!!  Faster, more frequent, comfortable, attractive – to make it more competitive – direct 

  Many express routes, cross town east/west not just north/south - #7 is actually faster than iXpress – Kitchener – 
Conestoga Mall 

  Accessible stops 

  Combinations of different types of transportation – park ‗n rides, cycling i.e. in Toronto (subway) – may not work with 
driving and buses 

  Light rail could change the ability of people to go to different communities. 

  Light rail is a good idea – people would want to take it to the various centres – make it quicker than a car! 

  Transit has to have priority! 

  Walk distance is too far  too inconvenient to get to transit 

  Stops system to have to have priority 

  Take transit right into buildings/malls 

  Short distance between stops 

  Direct routes, connections to important destinations 

  You cannot connect all destinations 

  Centralize with various connectors to other destinations 
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  Lots of growth – consultation with larger employers 

  Integrate large employers into the system 

  Partner with companies to provide transit routes between locations 

  More small communities connected to GRT 

  Townships, Vision, Breslau – Region transit – integration of entire region 

  Focus on ―non-traditional‖ public transit – Trinidad ―maxi taxi‖ – taxi ran on particular route, smaller, more frequent – 
more efficient in smaller communities.   

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Comfort for pedestrians and cycling – Safety, exhaust, etc. 

  Amenities – transit stops, places where people walk 

  Accessible locations that are near other things, not so spread out 

  Designated bike lanes that go to and from key points – connections 

  Facilities to keep/lock bicycles – only one place in all of Fairview Park Mall. 

  Connections for trails – get people away from exhaust – some people do not feel safe – people walk buses with diesel 

  Improvements of exhaust system – bus technology – hybrid alternative 

  Shelters comfortable – walking to transit 

I  In suburban communities lockers at stops – lock up so they can ride transit 

  Locate amenities (mixed use) near transit 

  Every street uniform – bike paths – right now you never know what you will get – creates interconnections as we 
progress with new. 

  Bus shelters don‘t have schedules – maps in buses!! 

  Making sure destinations are located in close proximity – cycling to groceries, etc, seasonal maintenance 

  No bus serves to Bingeman Park, Water, RIM Park – too cumbersome to walk 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Planning land use/zoning to create identity/theme areas/districts 
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  Bigger view of people‘s lives – activities – daily, weekly, monthly 

  Change perceptions of younger people that transit is okay – expand people‘s options – University accessibility 

  Free transit for all!! 

  What do you allow to get built or not built 

  Mixed use but with an identity or theme – become destinations 

  One stop shopping – concentrated 

  Belmont Village – street – more districts, too many plazas – not pedestrian friendly 

  Bigger picture –view of people‘s lives – daily activities 

  Design communities so that they can get to what they need to do easily – once a week, once a month – look at the 
number of times people go to places. 

  Transit helps build community 

  Public school passes – train younger generation that  form perception 

  Incentive for riding bus – free bus pass for entire region – up taxes, up service as well as capacity, cheaper transit 

  Car free core areas but free transit for all 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Seniors, students, large corporations, Field Naturalist Clubs (Hidden Valley), Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources, 
young families. 

  

  

 Facilitator: Blair 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Not just for cars – pedestrian friendly 

  Different types of roads handle this differently eg. Local residential roads easier to mix than major roads 

  No ambiance on roads being built 

  Buffer needed between pavement and sidewalk – middle area also since hard to cross – too many lanes, snow issues 
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  Countdown pedestrian signals 

  Trees can add beauty but also can create obstructions for emergency services 

  Sidewalks – be consistent and avoid gaps where they‘re missing – ensure a destination for them 

  Lack of mixed use development affects attractiveness of road for walking 

  More comfortable transit to overcome some lack of mixed use 

  Create transit nodes with free parking for transit users 

  Need to avoid creating terminals isolated from buildings 

  Reducing conflicts between cars and pedestrians (look at Europe) 

  Emergency services – need to move quickly and efficiently 

  Put pedestrians or cars underground – using a lot of land for roads – safety needs to be ensured – T.O. P.A.T.H. 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Bus from my house to work 

  Directness of travel 

  Frequency – 15 minutes not enough on main routes – Sunday‘s – 60 minutes (or nothing) not good enough 

  Connections better – wait too long for transfers 

  Information at each stop – paper, electronic (real time) 

  Electronic payment – debit, credit cards 

  Costs based on length of trip – could encourage short trips rather than use car 

  More of a grid system – not all buses need to go down to terminal 

  Far free transit? E.g. Milton – having private sector provide funding 

  Express routes – more, plan for key links, direct routing 

  Service to rural areas or other areas outside Kitchener, Waterloo and Cambridge 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Lots of areas still not safe to walk or bike e.g. Northfield by expressway 

  Improve highway crossings – more room on bridges for walking/biking lanes or separate bridges 
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  Problem that cars typically don‘t need to stop at these bridges 

  Shared/community bikes available for people to ride from one location to another 

  Trails (e.g. Iron Horse) – typically don‘t have a good crossing for it – cars don‘t have to stop 

  Trails – need better connecting trails 

  Keep in mixed uses that allow for people to do things along routes i.e. shop on route between work and home 

  Need to require trails to be included in new development 

  Get rid of big box development that encourage people to drive between stores 

  Make developers pay for these costs 

  More walkways connecting streets that are well-maintained 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Encourage better pedestrian areas as planned changes to King Street in Kitchener 

  Transportation system right to door instead of at the edge 

  Walkable streets, pedestrian malls, cafes, etc. 

  Canopies over streets to protect from the elements 

  Difference between uptown Waterloo and downtown Kitchener – hard to define or deal with differences 

  Transportation as destination as well as mode/function 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Large employers – Sunlife, RIM 

  Those with large parking lots 

  Universities, large malls, developers 

 Facilitator: Emily Schmidt 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Roadways with principle purpose** 
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  Dedicated inner-areas for pedestrians/cyclists 

  Will density accommodate? 

  Compliment area uses – integration/coordinated movement of people 

  Consider intense development in central areas and use for pedestrian/transit (King) and improving car traffic routes – 
segregate e.g. Weber as secondary artery 

  Each road has a main use with standard design elements integrated (i.e. transit lanes) 

  Boulevards to create nicer places and slow traffic and provide alternative rest/travel areas for pedestrians –must be 
comfortable – needs a real purpose or else dead space  

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Integrating suburbs 

  Frequency and connections 

  Smaller buses 

  Setting distance time goals comparing auto and transit – make taking either mode equal 

  Connections outside the region 

  Comfortable, easy to access 

  Adds to the beauty of the city – sound, design, smell/air emissions 

  Low impact – transparent, can see city around you 

  Convenient – not too much walking – relates to design of the city – integration 

  Stops act as a hub 

  Integration and facilitation of other modes of transit and transportation – to Toronto, cycling, walking 

  Comprehensive – e.g. route planning 

  Employer/employee incentives to use alternatives (especially transit) – lobbying, car pooling, subsidies, location of 
buildings. 

  Working with store owners (i.e. discount with ticket) i.e. ―parking validation‖ for transit, work with transit to have transit 
close 

  Accommodating people with accessibility issues – valet/taxi service from transit stops 

  Improved development would allow for improved accessibility – neighbourhood helpers – practicality issues, public 
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bicycles 

  Create opportunities  

  Localize parking away from main areas by connecting with shuttle/bus service 

  Need to work with characteristics of the area 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Train lines to improved cycling areas under used 

  Make bike trails nicer and more connected  

  Improve safety by segregating from traffic 

  East/west connections for cyclists (along highway) 

  Improved network – cycling maps, localized information maps 

  Local bike repair areas 

  Public/rentable bikes (with tracking/security) – bike share 

  Eyes on the street 

  Motor vehicle respect 

  Cycle/pedestrian priority areas 

  Mixed development – place work, shopping and living together 

  Encourage employers to locate in mixed use areas – break away from traditional uses especially in sub divisions 

  Centralize retail – incentives 

  Incorporation transit into development plans 

  LEED for neighbourhood development – mixing uses and people 

  Have services for people where they need them (by house or at transit hubs) – quickly 

  Safety, crossing busy roads and off/on ramps – possible vehicular lane realignment and reassignment 

  Bike lanes and alternate route – dedicated modes for each road 

  Buffers from fast moving traffic 

  Streetscaping – shade, benches, amusement along the way (i.e. public art) 

  To make people walk, make things close 

  Wider sidewalks – space 
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  Sidewalks in all residential areas 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Hubs could become ―places‖ in the community – places to go not just pass through 

  Add more hubs to each centre 

  Sense of place – development (purpose) 

  Organic element, start with existing and build on themes 

  Make hubs for driving hubs for transit/other i.e. Conestoga Mall transformed ex. Unique themes/artistic elements (i.e. 
stamped concretes, stones) 

  Resting places 

  Create a path that is traveled to attract new investment 

  See where transit is going and work with it  

  Unique purposes - interesting 

  Location vs. place – need to ―experience‖ something different by going to the place 

  Place must fulfill a need and be unique (functional) 

  Make places more convenient (i.e. time) 

  Need for more connections with nature well designed, integrating, spaces – GREEN 

  Green from pedestrian perspective – tranquility 

  Green in surrounding areas - preservation 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Knowledgeable experts on sustainability – professors and institutions 

  Businesses – how they feel they could help – major employers 

  Schools – school board, universities 

  Major destination owners 

  Major cultural centres 

  Those who are disadvantaged but are transit riders – those without other options 
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  Principal car drivers – those who don‘t care 

 Facilitator: Leslie Scott 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Narrow lanes/pavement area for cars; widen pedestrian right-of-ways and similar spaces 

   better snow removal 

  Widen the sidewalks and use for snow removal 

  ―stacked‖ routes – one level for cars, another for transit 

  Choice in terms of transit speed – i.e. express vs. start ‗n start 

  Provision for bike lanes 

   What can we do about delivery trucks?  Provide truck routes?  Identify specific timing for deliveries? 

  Landscaping 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Connect transit to airport 

  Focus on making it more attractive; i.e. frequency and speed 

  Need dedicated bus lanes 

  Need to address zoning/density/planning 

  Address accessibility issues 

  Use of former/existing rail routes eg. To new Walmart; coordinate with Ixpress 

  Connect business parks 

  Be mindful of rapid technological innovations (efficient fuels; flight/hover technologies, etc.) 

  Education on how to use transit – i.e. show people how to use it 

  Simplify transit routes – make as user friendly as possible 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  
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  Doing a good job with trails and bike lanes 

  Implement physical dividers between bike lanes and roadways – i.e. physically divide bike lanes 

  Linking of broken trails – link the trails in downtown Waterloo 

  Improved signage on trails 

  Separation of pedestrian and cycle lanes when multiple driveways 

   snow removal on bike lanes and sidewalks 

  Better and more bike racks and locking facilities 

   better signage/education for pedestrians at roundabouts i.e. for pedestrians crossing roundabouts 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Signage for tourist attractions 

  Higher density but don‘t remove heritage buildings to do so 

  People friendly zoning – eg. cafes 

  Keep heritage buildings/sites 

  Focus on existing corridor/nodes eg. King Street – build up existing nodes – don‘t create new ones 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  All neighbour community associations should be on the mailing list 

  Mennonite community – have to go to them 

  students 

 Facilitator: Becky Schlenvogt 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Transit in dedicated lanes 

  Dedicated cycling lanes 

  Concerns about vehicular pollution in proximity to pedestrians and cyclists along arterial roads.  A grid street system 
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would disperse traffic and related pollution and give pedestrians more options for where to walk. 

  Accesses across freeways, rivers, rapid transit are concerns.  Tunnels and bridges can be constructed to offer 
improved access. 

  Put sidewalks on both sides of every street 

  More pedestrian walkways to access subdivisions 

  To encourage walking and transit use, reduce speeds through different road designs and better development 

  Smaller roads can be a better option to encourage walking, cycling, transit 

  Transit is not coordinated will.  Transfers are difficult and time consuming. 

  Continuity of infrastructure is crucial – no dead-end sidewalks and cycling lanes 

  Consider solar and wind powered transit like in Calgary. 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Dedicated transit lanes and good connections are important 

  More direct transit routes are needed 

  Transit vehicles should be more punctual so that people can rely on it  

  Industrial areas should have better transit 

  Structure of transit is important – have a main corridor or line and smaller ones feeding into it. 

  Higher density makes land more valuable and parking more expensive, therefore transit becomes more attractive 

  Improve inter-city transit connections 

  Reduce the number of transfers necessary to make transit trips more convenient 

  More express bus route to reduce transit trip times 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Maintain bike lanes in regards to leaves, snow, grading to prevent puddles 

  Create more trails like the Iron Horse trail that are longer in distance and connect cities 

  Create new bile trips by offering cycling lanes and signage to destinations 

  Improved and more bike parking in visible areas at shops and employers 
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  Better design private parking lots (like big box and shopping malls) to accommodate pedestrians and cyclists 

  More closely spaced crosswalks on some roads so that people don‘t have to jaywalk  

 Make pedestrian signals longer (more time to cross) and more frequent 

  Offer more medians/islands and boulevards that would create pedestrian refuge midway across a street 

  More roundabouts – these are better for pedestrians because they slow traffic and give drivers a better chance of 
seeing pedestrians in the intersection 

  A grid street system is better for pedestrians 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  More secondary plans to identify land use improvements that are more pedestrian friendly and create a sense of place 
(this is from someone who attended the station area plan public meeting – she thinks that all areas should have similar 
plans) 

  Utilities should go underground to allow for trees to resolve the visual mess we have right now.  Hydro (electricity) lines 
do not create community.  This is well worth the expense - it is an investment. 

  Create visual interest and variety in buildings 

  Offer interesting public art, benches, shade public squares, parkettes 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Employees in industrial parks – work with unions, large employers to reach these people  

  The elderly and financially challenged 

  The disabled 

 Facilitator: Chris Hodgson 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Different roads need different requirements e.g. some require trucks, transit, on-street parking, some do not – the 
design of the road should reflect the function of the road 

  Use grid type system and make lengths of blocks shorter 
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  Ensure sidewalks are present and well maintained, both generally and winter, i.e. snow clearance 

  Restrict commercial vehicles i.e. trucks during peak times so that other transportation modes can utilize the roadway 
space – safer for other users, particularly on-road cyclists 

  More multi-use trails/surface systems within the right-of-way 

  Use HOV lanes 

  Segregate the various users such as pedestrians on sidewalks, cyclist in dedicated lanes, transit to be within their 
dedicated lanes 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Use east/west feeders to connect to the existing main spine of major transit routes – include the existing iXpress and 
the future Rapid Transit system 

  Grid type road system would help facilitate better transit use 

  More direct routes rather than circuitous ones, this would help reduce length of trip 

  Secondary system to the main feeder routes i.e. use smaller vehicles off peak when travel numbers are lower 

  Express version to existing routes e.g. every hour one bus would be a direct service to Conestoga Mall to Uptown 
Waterloo – no stops on route 

  Link frequent bus services to other transportation modes such as train station in Kitchener and Guelph as wll as the 
Regional airport in Breslau 

  Subsidized transit passes – target large/major companies such as Clarica, RIM – with Region of Waterloo to lead by 
example here.  These incentives would encourage employees (of the Region) to give up their parking spots. 

  Control parking - ensure the true cost of parking is known and make the end user pay, make if difficult to park by 
restricting spaces, increasing rates 

  Create high density around the transit routes, nodes - mixed use development 

  Make the actual transit trip experience better e.g. clean, friendly facilities, newspapers, make people want to get on the 
bus, train. 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  The Region should create a closer working relationship with the schools/school boards – should create a ―travel plan‖ to 
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encourage/force children to walk to school and create ways so that parents cannot drive them to school – e.g. restrict 
parking, better walking and cycling route to schools, walking school buses, etc. 

  Cycling would be promoted/encourage more by giving priority to cyclists at crossing locations – i.e. at crosswalks, 
intersections, rather than having to wait for so long.   

  Better use of land – particularly mixed use around communities, neighbourhoods.  Facilities to allow people to shop on 
their way home etc that are a short distance away only.  Ensure there are the facilities that link the land use i.e. 
sidewalks, trails etc that go directly to the destination rather than circuitous or those that are purely recreational that end 
up nowhere. 

  Sidewalks, trails and bicycles routes should be more than just for recreational purposes but should form part of the 
transportation system – more direct links/routes needed. 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Key locations should be linked by direct transit routes such as cultural, heritage, tourist, sporting venues/locations 

  Facilities such as the Iron Horse trail links communities and creates a pride of place – this could be duplicated in other 
routes. 

  ―Class Pass‖ – a transit initiative – great idea to give people a sense of place.  Example – family pass or school class 
can all go on transit to a library or museum and experience the event – can be linked to others (see above) 

  Better use of public space to help create the sense of community, use public squares such as the one planned for 
Waterloo. 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Schools, universities, education establishments – such as school boards (public, catholic, French public, French 
catholic) 

  BIA‘s 

  Major employee based companies such as Clarica, RIM 

  Companies/businesses specifically geared towards specialty modes of transport such as cycling, running, trail walking, 
hiking, etc. – the people who work in this line of business will hear about what works, what‘s needed, what doesn‘t work 
through interaction with runners, cyclists, etc. 
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  GRT drivers – a wealth of experience could be learned from them 

  GRT users – a wealth of experience could be learned from them. 

  Developers – they will know what their end-user wants. 
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Facilitator Discussion Notes 
Workshop #1 – Feb 21.08 - Kitchener 

 

Question 
# 

Response 

 Facilitator:  Nell 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Limit to certain modes 

  Reduce speeds on local roads 

  Landscaping/rest areas 

  One-way streets 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  More direct connections 

  More surveys 

  Later service 

  HOV lanes on Conestoga Parkway 

  Frequency – up 

  Clean buses 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Snow clearing 

  Bike racks (malls, offices) 

  Showers 

  Trees/shade 

  Bus‘n bike 
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  Trail connections 

  Priority  

  Education 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Gathering place 

  More comfortable for waiting 

  Walkability 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  GRAAC 

  University of Waterloo/Wilfred Laurier University 

  High schools 

  Employers (big/small) 

  Seniors 

  Churches 

  Early Years centres 

  High schools (driver‘s education) 

  GO Transit linkage 

 Facilitator: Leslie Scott 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Dedicated lanes for each of the above, plus barriers 

  Dedicated lanes at clover leafs/interchanges 

  Raised travel ways – cyclists and pedestrians 

  Underground walkways (e.g. PATH in Toronto) – in downtown only.  Need density for it also safety factor. 
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  Pleasant, well lit interesting decorated – policed 

  Make economically sustainable 

  Need densities to have underground walkways 

  Having separate lanes for everything only works where streets are already wide 

  Therefore – hierarchy for different types of streets and users 

  Provide appropriate surfaces for the use e.g. walkways – cycle paths and maintenance 

  When designing streets how do all uses interact/connect 

  Provide access to everyone 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Accessibility 

  Free parking at all terminals – at the perimeter not downtown 

  Within 20 minute walk to bus/transit 

  Mini buses where less riders – use phone service for transit use 

  Make transit part of new community design 

  Have solid interface between routings and types of transit – continuity  

  Minimize central transfer points 

  Provide frequent transit along direct routes which do not go to terminal – also on/off passes 

  Frequency – downtown 3 to 5 minutes (depends on density) iExpress – now 15 – 20 minutes 

  10 minutes would not need a schedule 

  For long routes – total time becomes the issue 

  Currently – several times longer than auto – needs to be approx same time 

  Mind set - FREE 

  As a senior – not enough bus shelters – needed at apartments and library 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Need continuity – continuous sidewalks – cycle path 
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# 

Response 

  Enjoy trails separated from roadway 

  Have completely separate pedestrian/cycle ways 

  Have segments already in place – but no continuous – but not seen as essential and therefore not maintained – should 
be 

  Need rest spots/benches at scenic locations 

  Make them pleasant, well lit, well policed, well decorated 

  Walkways from transit to popular destinations 

  Have lots of parkettes – but provide benches/bike racks, etc. 

  Everything has been put in place for car – now need to do this for pedestrians/cyclists, etc 

  Have cafés etc at critical point along walk/cycle ways 

  Make part of planning courses 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  At major transit node – have public open spaces surrounded by cafés/stores – i.e. places for people to wait for transit 

  Locate medical clinics, offices 

  When doing identification, make sure institutions locate along these corridors 

  Better communities if small schools 

  For transit – higher densities/mixed uses 

  Put are pieces out, community gardens (organic) 

  Regular or on-call transit for late night workers in industrial areas 

  Coordinate transit to industrial areas 

  Have consistent transit drivers so that riders get to know them (community factor; safety factor) 

  Special buses for special community events 

  Rather than underground parking – provide free transit to city core 

  King St. in uptown Waterloo – good example 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 
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  Low income people – difficulty getting to work in industrial parks 

  High income people 

  Challenged individuals and their associations 

  Major employers – e.g. RIM – cross section of income 

  Summary comments – people in cards to get them to use better modes such as PRT – urban design issue 

 Incentive to seniors, just in time connections, look to future and traveling walkways 

 Education  

 Economic education re using buses vs. car i.e. not losing independence.  

  Increase license to drive to 18 

 Facilitator: Emily Schmidt 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Straight streets to improve walking and cycling effectiveness but not thoroughfares (restricted entrances) 

  Cross walks, cross-throughs – shorter trips to transit stops 

  Streets with specific purpose (i.e. get traffic onto high volume streets) 

  Paving materials – bricks, heave and making walking dangerous/difficult 

  Clear pedestrian areas of snow and ice – plan for the seasons 

  Develop areas to facilitate walking 

  Improved cycling infrastructure – drains and pot holes – separate bikes from traffic – increase bike lane width 

  Licensing bicycles to ensure proper equipment (i.e. lights)  

  Education 

  Make outside lane wider 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Integrated services – connections between modes, city & intercity 

  Seamless connections 

  Vision: transfer commuting traffic to transit – convenience especially within Waterloo Region 
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  Confusion - learn how to use schedules 

  Advanced route planning based on phone numbers or other computerized information 

  Reliable service 

  Promotions – free ride week 

  Frequent rider reward/appreciation program 

  Universal passes bought by employers for employees, rather than investing in parking (50%) 

  Survey when businesses open/close 

  More late night loops (bar service) 

  Organized carpooling within workplaces – reduces traffic 

  Smaller buses and increased frequency/service area 

  Free shuttle buses in core areas and to events from parking areas – improved accessibility 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Expand walking/cycling trail network  

  Light tails and improved lighting on streets 

  Feeling of safety at night  

  Better bike parking (i.e. Conestoga Mall) – more secure 

  Straight, direct streets 

  Smooth sidewalks and ramps 

  Cycling infrastructure (i.e. outlets for electric bicycles in the future) 

  Dedicated areas and mobility buses 

  Shower facilities at workplaces and supportive facilities 

  Responsive street crossings – fast 

  Signage and road markings at intersections 

  Concern for pedestrians at round-a-bouts – education for pedestrians and drivers 

  Transit facilities to allow for shopping  

  Bigger signs for reserved seats on buses 

  Dedicated school routes 
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# 

Response 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Integrate all modes of transportation to integrate the community (door-to-door solutions) 

  Transit promoting safety (i.e. night request stops) 

  Make buses free – part of the community but still needs to be convenient 

  Providing information to people – iXpress 

  More mixed-zone developments especially in residential – centralized services – grocery stores 

  Mixed use office space – innovative spaces – flexibility and reducing divides (i.e. home based businesses) 

  Integration between community and schools using facilities that are under utilized in off house (classrooms for daycare 
and sports parks) 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Employers 

  Seniors (utilize transit systems) 

  Those who live in suburbs who may be inclined to use transit 

  Those who must use transit  - students, low income, seniors 

  More focused groups 

 Facilitator: John 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Pedestrian friendly crossings – use pedestrian islands (safety), special markings, dropped curbs 

  Loading areas – should be more accessible to delivery vehicles (off street), should not block pedestrian traffic – on 
street loading zones (designated areas). 

  Provide cycling lanes on major roads  

  Designate lanes specifically to transit (rapid) 

  HOV lanes 
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  Sidewalks (pedestrian friendly and manicured) 

  Safe transit stops 

  Safe separation between roads and sidewalks 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Frequency – 5 minute wait 

  Grid system for transit system 

  5 minute walk (400m) 

  Bus stop maintenance and shelters 

  Information books – easy to use and understand 

  Park and ride - ex. Malls (Fairview, Conestoga, etc.), multi modal station, stops in areas that are not in the core 
(surrounding communities) 

  Friendlier transit drivers (customer service) 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Bike racks 

  Green trail connections – connect with on street bike lanes – like Iron Horse trail 

  More bike lanes (marked) – wider bike lanes on major routes or separated on high speed roads 

  Trail maintenance (all seasons) 

  Aim for sidewalks on both sides with boulevards (urban areas) 

  Landscaping – sustainable (ex. Permeable surfaces) 

  Lighting for pedestrians and vehicles 

  Transit oriented development – higher densities (residential) – land use specific (more businesses) 

  Pedestrian scale urban design (trees, lighting, buildings, safety) 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 
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  Land use planning (urban context) – higher density, mixed use 

  Streetscaping to give a sense of place and sustainability 

  Pedestrian scale – lighting, storefront design, trees 

  Transit connectivity booklet (pocket size) 

  Guaranteed transportation system (no strikes) 

  Proper signage for accessibility 

  Information link for transit users 

  Information link for closures and interruptions 

  ―Real time‖ info 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Stakeholders – university, college and high school students 

  Businesses on transit routes 

  Residents – all – in particular those around major transit nodes 

  Regional and City Councillors 

  Land use planners at city and regional levels 

  Developers 

  Seniors (go to them) 

 Facilitator: Peter 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Cycle lanes nee to be safer, on boulevard, too close to traffic 

  Lanes for transit 

  Safer for scooters/wheelchairs 

  Rough sidewalks – cracks and joints 

  Improved lighting  

  Separation of vehicles and pedestrians 
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  Shorter pedestrian crossings at intersections 

  Longer signal timing for pedestrians 

  Adjust priorities – reduce for vehicles – higher for pedestrians/cyclists 

  Educate drivers – pedestrians have priority! (or should have) 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  More detailed schedules  

  Times for transfers 

  Mark stops on maps and bus station maps 

  Bus may be early  - ½ hour to next bus – get ahead of schedule 

  Increase frequency of service 

  Night service – 45 minutes 

  Publish schedules in newspaper for major destinations/events 

  Official Planning Policy to encourage north/south transit corridor – east/west corridor 

  Transponders on bus to trigger signs at bus stops (arrival time of next bus) 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Improved crossings for trails at major roads, i.e. tunnels 

  Signage on trails – distance to destinations 

  Pedestrian priority on roads 

  Pedestrian islands 

  Shorter crossing distances 

  Year round maintenance (snow, cracks) 

  Better lighting 

  Links to neighbourhoods 

  Walkways not lit (should be) 

  Destination to ―walk to‖ 
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  Public education 

  Programs in school to promote walking, cycling 

  Regional support of walking buddy, walking school bus 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Challenges – business to business – competition – commuter challenge – extend beyond one week 

  Large corporations to encourage employees to carpool, cycle, use transit (Sun Life, University of Waterloo, Wilfred 
Laurier University, Manulife, Grand River Hospital, St Mary‘s Hospital) 

  Complete missing links in trail system 

  Pave for year round use (or limestone) 

  Grading and drainage important  

  Better signage 

  Peer pressure to use trails 

  Make people aware that trails exist 

  Adventure 

  Coffee shops en route 

  Connectivity – GRT and inter-city transit 

  Make stations more attractive 

  Customer services 

  Separate inter-city customer services (ticket sales) from GRT sales 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  GRAAC 

  Neighbourhood associations 

  Driver training agencies (watch for wheel chairs, pedestrians) 

  GRT driver sensitivities for disabled, visually impaired (more training needed) 

  Reporting telephone to report vehicle infractions 
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  Better response from enforcement agencies – by-law, police 

  Database of offenders 

  Parents, teachers, libraries 

 Facilitator: Becky Schlenvogt 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Create three types of roads:  1) Arterials and 2) Collectors that will carry buses, pedestrians, and commercial vehicles 
and 3) Suburban roads that will carry cyclists and cars 

  Pedestrians and cyclists could share a facility that is not on a road, but separate from the road.  This is how it‘s done in 
the Netherlands.  Another option expressed on this point was that a bicycle is a vehicle and should use the road, but 
that cycling lanes could be better marked, perhaps with rumble strips instead of just paint.  Overall, these differing 
opinions highlight the difference in needs and comfort levels of cyclists. 

  There should be more markings and signage for cycling lanes 

  Design roads for slower speeds 

  Consider using new types of road materials, as they are developed 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Have more transit ―substations‖ for transfers – to make trips more direct, more convenient 

  Have more routes and more frequent service (buses every 10 – 15 minutes) and offer service 24 hours per day so that 
shift workers can use transit. 

  Use smaller buses as a way to increase frequency and number of bus routes.  Some expressed concern with the cost 
of doing this. 

 

  Offer incentives to take transit, like discounts.  Use disincentives for those that use cars. 
 

  Educate people on how transit ridership impacts air quality and incorporate this impact into both the cost of using transit 
and the cost of driving a car.  

  Stop school trips by car for school children. 
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3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Build recreational facilities in more central areas where there is better transit, instead of on the edge of our cities 

  Have more density and mixed uses in central areas close to better transit service. 

  Employers can provide transit passes instead of free parking for employees 

  Employers can organize their own private transit or carpools for employees to get to and from work. 

  Concentrate employment through land use policies 

  Construct more and connect existing cycling and walking trails. 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Concentrate origins and destinations (trip generators) and develop each node with a unique character 

  Build new development around the existing transportation system 

  Highlight pedestrian and cycling use 

  Blend transportation into the landscape – use streetscaping 

  Use green transportation 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Businesses, employers, property owners, students and youth, councilors, older folks, disabled, media 
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Moving Forward 2031 - Region of Waterloo 
 

Facilitator Discussion Notes 
Workshop #1 – Feb 28.08 - Cambridge 

 

Question 
# 

Response 

 Facilitator:  Becky Schlenvogt 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Cycling lanes are safer 

  Different needs/comfort levels of various cyclists 

  Separate cycling lanes with curb, no just paint 

  Separate facility for cyclists 

  Challenging with existing road width freeway is barrier for pedestrians/cyclists 

  Snow clearing is an issue for pedestrians/cyclists 

  Bridges are dangerous for pedestrians/cyclists 

  Use separate facility/separate lanes on bridges 

  Pedestrian only bridges are good 

  New roads should be boulevards with sidewalks set away from traffic 

  Issues with pedestrians/cyclists sharing same facility – should they be separate 

  Divide same facility with different colour paint 

  Policy to add pedestrian/cycling facilities at every opportunity – no ―opt out‖ for developers  

  Make developments more pedestrian friendly – public and private development 

  Cambridge bypass for all vehicles (not sure if this is the answer) especially commercial vehicles that don‘t need to be 
downtown 

  Focus commercial trucks through industrial areas 

  Change to use roads in city centres 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 
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  Better accommodate shift workers – industry, hospitals – run transit 24 hours/day 

  Region could better examine employee transit needs better 

  Ask people to leave cars at home and then ask them about difficulties using transit  

  More transit surveys 

  Fewer transfers, better connections, faster trip time 

  More frequent service – every 15 minutes, every 8 minutes, peak, 20 minutes to being in the near term 

  Funding for new, innovative things experiment with new ideas 

  Dedicated bus lanes – separate from congestion 

  Need GO service to Cambridge – Region needs to advocate more for this 

  Extend GO from Milton – could alleviate some traffic on 401 

  Establish zones for frequency and fares higher density =  frequency and  fares 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  We are too accommodating of cars – too much parking – charge for parking – it would be bad for business 

  Tax on parking spaces 

  Ask people for suggestions to improve 

  Improve lighting along roads for pedestrians 

  Financial incentives for shorter trips, using transit 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Consider some pedestrian only streets 

  More on street parking for traffic calming – could be dangerous for cyclists 

  Ride GO train for sense of community – carpool to station – take iXpress 

  Fewer singles, detached, cul-de-sacs 

  Carbon tax for residential developments – low density 

  Waive development charge for higher density 

  Coupons for free stuff from corporations if they use transit - lottery 
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5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Large-mid size businesses GO 

  School boards 

  Focus on those most likely to use transit 

  University and college students 

  Transit riders, cyclists (cycle shops) 

  Barrier free group 

  Environmental groups 

  Planning school 

  City hall staff 

  Low income seniors 

  Drivers at gas stations 

  Hospitals 

 Facilitator: Shannon 

1 Roads accommodate a variety of uses.  A road is made up of everything from the sidewalks and auto lanes to the 
utilities and landscaping.  How could roads be designed to accommodate all of the activities (autos, commercial 
vehicles, transit, pedestrians, cyclists, parking, etc.) that occur within them? 

  Separate uses – cyclists, walking 

  Cycling lanes 

  Transit arms to stop for pedestrians 

  New roads in subdivisions should accommodate all – but older roads may not 

  We need to figure out how to accommodate on older roads 

  Connections for cycling 

  Safety – slow down – closer to cyclists – greater separation – greater auto speed 

  Bike storage/safe 

  Bikes for rent in different stations (RT) – more options – free bikes in Netherlands 

  Set aside space for dedicated lane in important transit corridors 
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  Multi-use corridors 

  More cycling paths around – to residents, universities – comprehensive network 

  Streetscaping – pedestrian friendly – attracts more people, landscaping/lighting 

  Reroute large commercial vehicles out of beautiful areas 

  Need expressway around Cambridge 

  Intercity transit – linkages – Toronto/London/Hamilton/Brantford 

  Transit Kitchener to Guelph with good connections 

  Rail spurs to industrial 

  

2 What is your vision for transit in the Waterloo Region?  What changes would you make to the system to make it 
more convenient for more people to use? i.e. attract even more riders! 

  Higher order – fast than bust LRT – fast, efficient, reliable, sexy – to get people to ride – lots of agreement, dedicated 
lane – no interference, inter-modal connections 

  BRT can leave RT route – more opportunities for less transfers 

  LRT – more intensification/development opportunities 

  Short intervals 

  Safe – waiting for it and riding it 

  Well maintained, look good, better choice 

  Affordable – for users/taxpayers/can‘t rely on – so rubber tire more affordable 

  Need to see good examples of BRT 

  Car will become less affordable 

  Frequency – 10 minutes on major, 15 minutes on any other route, better routing – more direct 

  Connections between city and Greyhound 

  Extended hours – 24 hours main routes 

  Less frequent in off hours available 

  Cabs available after buses stop 

  Shopping hours 

  Bus needs to take a all forms to connect – mobility hubs 

  Pedestrian system must compliment bus system 
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  Sidewalks plowed within 24 hours 

  Canadian winter issues 

  Real time bus times – add sound for visually impaired – all accessibility – touch system 

  

3 What could the Region do to improve opportunities for people to walk and cycle to get to work, shopping and 
recreational activities?  

  Build up downtown Gals 

  Pedestrian only Main Street 

  Need to consider ambulance/emergency response times 

  Less parking needed if good transit connections 

  Restaurants onto street 

  Ainslie – not Regional should be local road – mainstreet instead of main 

  Sun vs. shade 

  This would move trucks – should move to Water Street 

  Township transit access 

  Region should encourage people to live and work near each other live near transit 

  Telecommuting with RIM – better/internet connections 

  Fare book carpooling 

  Tax deduction 

  

4 How can we use our transportation system to create a greater sense of “place” in our community?  What non-
transportation initiatives would create a greater sense of community? 

  Natural/built heritage 

  Cleaner air/water 

  Tourist destination strategy 

  Attract creative people 

  Many activities – parks/civic square 

  Cultural hub – markets open after, international/youth, theatre, etc. 

  Destination – near transit 
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  Need support from Council 

  Market/supermarket/near transit/daycare 

  

5 When we are conducting our Public Involvement Program, are there specific groups, individuals or stakeholders 
that you feel it is important to consult with? 

  Access to hospitals – physically challenged 

  Public health service providers – community reps 

  Social services – community groups 

  Transit tickets to challenges 

  Old order Mennonites – go to them they will respond 

  Culvert under road for buggies  

  Unwell seniors 73 average age of disabled – go to them 

  High school students 

  Universities – not through admin. Through affordable housing residents 

  Ethnic – Newfie, Portuguese, Muslim 

  Natural/built heritage 

  Commercial trucking firms 
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APPENDIX C: Public Workshop #2 
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Regional Transportation Master Plan  

Public Information Centre #2  

Public Comment Form 

 

Public consultation is an essential and ongoing part of the Regional Transportation 
Master Plan. Please take a moment to share your ideas on the questions below. If you 
would like to take a bit more time to think about your responses, feel free to send us your 
comments via our online comment form or by e-mail, fax or mail by December 12, 2008. 

 

Thank you for participating in the community conversation. 
 
The Moving Forward Team - Region of Waterloo 
150 Frederick Street, 8th Floor 
Kitchener, Ontario  N2G 4J3 
Phone: 519-575-4572 
Fax: 519-575-4449 
e-mail: movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca 
website: www.movingforward2031.ca 
 
 

The Current Network/System 

Based on our preliminary technical work we have provided a brief summary of the 
existing transportation system, highlighted many improvements that have occurred since 
completion of our last Transportation Master Plan, and identified a number of current 
problem areas in the transportation network.   

 

1. Beyond those identified in the presentation material, what are any additional 
transportation-related problem areas or network ‗hotspots‘ in the Region of 
Waterloo? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Goals, Principles and Objectives 

 

mailto:movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca
http://www.movingforward2031.ca/
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Using your feedback to date, we have developed some goals and objectives to define 
the vision for the next RTMP. While some of these goals and objectives may be more 
important than others, they will all serve as the foundation for the Plan.  The future 
transportation policies, priorities and programs developed in the RTMP will help us meet 
theses goals and objectives, and shape the future of our community. 

 

2. What is your view of the goals, principles and objectives? (do you have any additions 
or refinements)? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. How would you prioritize the objectives?  

 

What are the most important to you?   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What are the least important to you? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transportation Demand Management (TDM) 

The Region of Waterloo has implemented a number of TDM measures to enhance the 
transportation choices available to residents.  The presentation material highlights a 
number of new TDM ideas that could be used to build upon recent successes and 
further encourage residents to use alternative transportation modes, make fewer trips, or 
to drive more efficiently.   Some of these ideas could be implemented now, while others 
may require more study or further consultation in the community.  
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4. Beyond the ideas identified in the presentation, what additional TDM initiatives 
should the Region of Waterloo consider as part of its expanded program? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Of which ideas for expanding the Region‘s TDM program are you most supportive? 
Why? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. Of which ideas for expanding the Region‘s TDM program are you least supportive? 
Why? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Which TDM initiatives do you think are likely to work best in the Region of Waterloo 
— which have the best immediate chance of increasing the number of walking, 
cycling or transit trips you take? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Other comments 

 

8. Additional comments? 
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9. Did this event meet your expectations? Yes □  No   □ 

Please tell us why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tell us how you heard about this project (check all that apply): 

   Newspaper Article   

-mail   /Family 

  

 

Name:   ______________________________________________________________  

Address:  ______________________________________________________________  

Email:   ______________________________________________________________  

Organization:(if applicable)  ________________________________________________  

 

Thank you for your participation in this important project! 

 

Collection Notice:  Personal information requested on this form is collected under the authority of the 
Municipal Act and will be used to assist the Region of Waterloo in making decisions on this project.  Any 
personal information such as name, address, telephone number, and property location included in a 
submission from the public may become part of the public record file for this matter. Questions regarding this 
collection should be forwarded to the staff member indicated above. 
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PIC#2 – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

 

Public Comment Form Summary 

Cambridge - November 18, 2008  

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 Beyond those identified in the presentation material, what are any additional transportation–related problem areas 
or network “hotspots” in the Region of Waterloo? 

 2 
 Doon  

 West side of Homer Watson - large community, newly constructed. 

 3 
 Pave transit stops so passengers don‘t stand in mud 

 Clear snow from transit stops 

   

2 What is your view of the goals, principles and objectives? (do you have any additions or refinements)? 

 2 
 Excellent set of priorities and principles.  Not necessarily in order. 

 3 
 Excellent 

   

3 How would you prioritize the objectives?  What are the most important to you?  What are the least important to 
you?  
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4 Beyond the ideas identified in the presentation, what additional TDM initiatives should the Region of Waterloo 
consider as part of its expanded program? 

 2 
 All excellent ideas given at presentation. 

 3 
 Provide sidewalks so that customers can get to and from stops without walking on roads 

 Clear sidewalks of snow and ice 

   

5 Of which ideas for expanding the Region’s TDM program are you most supportive? Why? 

   

6 Of which ideas for expanding the Region’s TDM program are you least supportive? Why? 

   

7 Which TDM initiatives do you think are like to work best in the Region of Waterloo – which have the best 
immediate change of increasing the number of walking, cycling or transit trips you take? 

   

8 Additional comments? 

 3 
 Allow dogs at stations and on buses 

  
  

9 Did this event meet your expectations? Yes or No.  Please tell us why? 
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Note: Three (3) public comment forms were received.  
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PIC#2 – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

 

Public Comment Form Summary 

Kitchener - November 19, 2008 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 Beyond those identified in the presentation material, what are any additional transportation–related problem areas 
or network “hotspots” in the Region of Waterloo? 

 1 
 Bike lanes are a good improvement.  The merging traffic is difficult for cyclists e.g. Sportsworld Drive – 

cars coming off of Hwy 8 

 Having UAW represent the bus drivers is a conflict of interest.  The powerful UAW will always be on the 
side of Auto Workers – not bus drivers 

 Lack of information – semi annual report from GRT 

 Annual report on the airport with statistics 

 2 
 Allow private alternatives 

 3 
 I think the presentation covers larger areas of interest and concerns 

 Additional problem areas (hotspots) I see consideration of age groups (i.e. students, elderly) and disabled 
people 

 Region airport (providing transportation to and from the airport) 

 4 
 Emphasis should be given to balance of means while some should be suppressed and others promoted. 

 There are some initiatives to be appreciated while new ones need to be factored 

 5 
 Aside from the urban congestion ―hotspots‖ there needs to be attention paid to rural ―hotspots‖.  

Countryside areas face increasing traffic to/from distant commuters, people skirting around the urban 
congestion in town. 

 Some areas like the Wilmot Line and ESL areas need to be protected and traffic discouraged in these 
sensitive areas. 
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 Rural roads need to be prioritized for horse and buggies, farm machines and local traffic not urban traffic 

 More inter-city transit options – Guelph, Brantford, Toronto, etc. 

 High speed Bullet Train – Windsor, Detroit, London, Kitchener-Waterloo, Toronto, Montreal - ASAP 

   

2 What is your view of the goals, principles and objectives? (Do you have any additions or refinements)? 

 2 
 Allow (and if necessary, facilitate by removal of restrictive laws) private shuttles, jitneys, etc 

 Zoning of a grocery shopping within walking distance of every subdivision 

 3 
 I think providing some examples would explain and clarify goals and objectives in more efficient way 

 4 
 They appear to be too widely specified at this time 

 5 
 Good – in particular Goal D – sustainable choices so essential for the future 

 Still need more coordination – Region, Province, Municipalities, Communities, Neighbourhoods 

 More study/familiarity of other transit systems – Japan, Germany, China, Netherlands, Spain, Scotland, 
Greece 

   

3 How would you prioritize the objectives?  What are the most important to you?  What are the least important to 
you?  

 1 
 Seamless transportation 

 Promoting alternatives to the automobile 

 3 
 Fill the gaps, consider life cycle costs associated with operating, maintaining, etc of all existing 

transportation infrastructure 

 4 
 Options in the transportation means and individual citizens self sufficiency  

 Collective (community) priorities should be highlighted over priorities of individuals 

 5 
 Goals D – prioritize more – look at total systems – i.e. install wind turbines to power new LRT system – 

complete system 
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 Communication – need great marketing/set community expectations – national and global leadership – self 
fulfilling? – people will live up test 

 All important – must be integrated to be successful 

   

4 Beyond the ideas identified in the presentation, what additional TDM initiatives should the Region of Waterloo 
consider as part of its expanded program? 

 2 
 Rather than ―require‖ businesses to do things – introduce award programs which employees can nominate 

their companies as good transportation partners 

 4 
 This is a challenging balancing act which has to be encouraged in transition period 

 5 
 Need to think out of the box – encourage/reward people for using transit – make it fun, provide free coffee, 

donuts, cookies, WIFI on transit vs cars lining up at Tim Horton‘s. 

 Make transit as comfortable as your car – cleaner, nicer the system the more its used i.e. Heathrow 
Express in London has even the rich and famous riding the deluxe trains to the airport 

 Why are roads free and buses cost $??  If we want to encourage transit use shouldn‘t it be the other way 
around? 

   

5 Of which ideas for expanding the Region’s TDM program are you most supportive? Why? 

 3 
 Land use and transportation integration providing necessary facilities to provide more convenient and 

accessible ways to pedestrians, cyclists and transit riders 

 4 
 Incentives through employers and/or retailers 

 5 
 Education; promotion, creative thinking 

 More use of technology – EZ go, satellite tracked buses (Barrow, Alaska), computerized signaling 

 More encouraging of working from home, change rooms/showers at work, more bike parking – public bike 
use program like Montreal 
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 Work with developers on innovative ideas – really push boundaries! 

 Bring in best practices from other areas – be bold – leadership here will be rewarded by usage in the 
community 

   

6 Of which ideas for expanding the Region’s TDM program are you least supportive? Why? 

 4 
 Activities leading to economical growth should have priority over recreational and other means 

 5 
 Parking barriers, limited parking spots, etc.  Money and incentives have always worked better than vinegar 

and punishment 

   

7 Which TDM initiatives do you think are like to work best in the Region of Waterloo – which have the best 
immediate change of increasing the number of walking, cycling or transit trips you take? 

 1 
 Free transit pass for all urban municipal employees – Region staff get free parking 

 4 
 Car drive is a necessity, not a perk.  Therefore during this transition period Region should facilitate, not 

disadvantage other means 

 5 
 The most progressive and bold will work best here! Be innovative and radical – you will be surprised at the 

results 

 Ensure LRT happens 

 Bring GO trains with at least 3 area stations 

 Factor in High Speed Bullet train – Federal system 

 Ensure easy connections between Regional and Provincial transit 

   

8 Additional comments? 
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 1 
 The site for the inter-modal station conference centre was given away with suspicious lack of information 

 4 
 This is a broad and wide take on the problem 

 I believe technology is great means and we have to utilize it to maximum 

 5 
 Be more bold and visionary – BE the world‘s most intelligent community 

 Why should Europe and Japan always have the most progressive systems 

 Be bold, be visionary – the public is looking for leadership 

 In favour of what the Region is doing in TDM today  

 More employers should provide free passes instead of free parking 

 Consider real-time tracking of buses/trains 

 Need more cycling trails in green spaces – i.e. ride along Grand River or Lurel Creek to get to work – 
Appealing! Better than busy road! 

 Bring zip cars and others here too 

 Possible ideas to expand TDM would be to work with developers at onset to design better, more 
leading/transit friendly designs 

 Put WIFI on transit vehicles 

 Use incentives not punishment 

 Build communities in communities – Belmont Village like areas in new subdivisions 

 Better planning, more local services to walk to – have big box more pedestrian/cycle friendly 

 Charge fees to developers for pedestrian and cycling facilities and improved transit 

 Far more landscaping required – make sidewalks, cycle routes more appealing, attractive – cool shade vs. 
barren concrete 

 Build park‘n‘ride facilities particularly for rural residents/suburbs 

 Consider plowing bike paths – students, others will ride all year long 

 Use Google tools and really push technology to reach students, etc. 

 Walking bus is great – should be all schools, every day – not just Wednesdays 

 At a minimum consider debit/visa/cellular payment or eliminate fares all together 

 Annual iXpress fares = $100,000/week or $5M/year – the cost of one small road project – Franklin Blvd - 
$16M, Erb St. - $9M, Hwy 7 - $75M – therefore free transit nothing compared to some road projects 
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 Build transit passes into property taxes like passes are included into student fees.  Do anything to increase 
ridership.  More users = more success and ultimately better facilities/services 

   

9 Did this event meet your expectations? Yes or No.  Please tell us why? 

 1 
 Yes and No.  There needs to be opportunity for group discussion so an idea can have legs 

 Lots of opportunity to look at many issues 

 2 
 Yes.  Discussion process makes it easier to absorb the idea. 

 4 
 Yes.  I was hoping for more futuristic insight, although current situation has to be dealt with day to day 

 5 
 Yes.  Too transit focused, wanted to know more of the Regional road plans/network for 2031. 

 Need to have balance 

 Also more emphasis on intra city Regional transit – Guelph, Brantford, Stratford, Milton, Toronto, Markham 

 Look at more credits for good behaviour rather than penalties 

 Make transit more appealing in winter – heated bus shelters, comfortable stations 

 They would be nicer if the entire population used them.  Build it and they will come.  Why don‘t bus stations 
and public transit areas look like airline lounges?  If Aeroplan can do it why isn‘t the Region?  Be truly 
world-class and visioning  

 

Note: Five (5) public comment forms were received.  
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PIC#2 – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

 

Public Comment Form Summary 

Waterloo - November 27, 2008  

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 Beyond those identified in the presentation material, what are any additional transportation–related problem areas 
or network “hotspots” in the Region of Waterloo? 

 1 
 None 

 2 
 Albert Street between University Ave and Bridgeport Road 

 Dangerous for cyclists during peak periods 

 Ottawa Street between Fischer-Hallman and Homer-Watson 

 3 
 Given the huge forecasted growth/development in the region, I think that future development must take 

into consideration transit in the new areas to be developed:  west, east, north 

 4 
 Create an integrated cycling/pedestrian network SEPARATE from traffic. 

 The word ―TRANSPORTATION‖ is too ―motorized vehicle oriented‖; Why not: Regional MOBILITY Master 
Plan 

 5 
 Lousy connection between GRT and VIA rail station 

 Iron Horse trail crossing at Victoria 

 I agree goals should learn from international examples 

 6 
 Bridge St bridge and intersection 

 7  
 How will the new Kitchener/Guelph highway change traffic patterns in KW? 

 9 
 Caroline St pedestrian crossing (there is none). 

 It is very dangerous to get from Garden District to Uptown 
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 10 
 Albert and Park St are being used as an alternate to King and are not designed for that 

 11 
 Highland Road is another overloaded hot spot 

 Need more bus nodes 

 Currently to travel to Cambridge from South Kitchener you need to back track to Charles St. terminal from 
my area 

 12 
 Intersection of Park, Caroline, Bridgeport and Erb is gridlock at 5pm and a bottle neck at other times 

 13 
 Roundabouts are not always friendly for pedestrians or cyclists 

 More extensive bike lanes are needed 

 Roads that suddenly end, then resume later, are a problem 

   

2 What is your view of the goals, principles and objectives? (Do you have any additions or refinements)? 

 1 
 To build transit must have a reliable system.  Therefore strikes must be avoided.  If they occur the service 

should be considered as essential so that part of the system is maintained rather than community held 
hostage to poor management or union groups. 

 3 
 The 4 goals seem defined and certainly relevant.  I would add a 5th goal of somehow integrating the rapid 

rail and GO train initiative with this plan. 

 4 
 Focus more on international benchmarks and actively research international excellence 

 5 
 Refinement – emphasize effective rail for transportation of goods – don‘t rely on trucking 

 Transportation for seniors – walkability 

 Dealing with salting of roads 

 Make better connections from suburbs to corridors 

 The goals are pretty non-specific 

 Have competition for intercity routes (not monopolies for Greyhound) 

 Allow electric bikes on roads 
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 6 
 Overall good, but general and sometimes vague as to how they can be accomplished 

 7 
 Look good (ideas with table facilitator) 

 11 
 I would like to see more focus on pedestrians and cyclists transit focus is excellent however, you still need 

to get to and from transit. 

 13 
 They look good. 

   

3 How would you prioritize the objectives?  What are the most important to you?  What are the least important to 
you?  

 4 
 Create a sustainable plan that taps into people‘s desires for comfort, efficiency, etc.  Don‘t focus on 

disincentives (taxes, etc) 

 5 
 A:  Optimizing the transportation system 

 C:  Fostering a strong economy 

 6 
 Most important - A: 1, 2, 3; B: 3, 4;  C: 5; D: 8, 11 

 Least important – A 8, 6; B: 7; C: 6; D:6 

 7 
 Most important – D#2 and B#11 

 11 
 My most important objective is to have a system that is friendly to alternative transit.  I would like to see a 

region in which urban residents do not feel the need to have cars or use them for daily commuting. 

 Least important is cost.  I feel strongly enough that I would not mind higher taxes. 

 13 
 Most important: 

o Those that are environmentally sensitive 
o Those that recognize financial affordability when it comes to people using transit 
o Those that encourage modal-interconnectedness – i.e. waling, cycling, driving, etc 

 Least important: 
o Those that stress economic viability only i.e. putting big corporation‘s needs first. 
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4 Beyond the ideas identified in the presentation, what additional TDM initiatives should the Region of Waterloo 
consider as part of its expanded program? 

 1 
 Improving winter maintenance 

 Separate bike lanes from roads – make them next to sidewalk 

 4 
 Legislate that parking goes behind retail (so retail abuts the sidewalk) 

 Create ―complete streets‖ 

 Recognize that urban form can determine transit habits 

 5 
 Improve connections from suburbs to corridors 

 Promoting short distance telecommuting options 

 Eliminate parking fees for carpoolers 

 Giving transit incentives for carpoolers 

 No highway capacity without mass transit along side 

 More comfortable bus shelters 

 Reduce parking minimums 

 Reduce senior‘s age to 55? 

 7 
 With Facilitator 

 11 
 Advertising and aesthetics make it attractive and easy for people to walk, bike and bus.  Promote it as a 

good thing rather that using scare tactics.  More people using alternative transportation makes things 
faster and less crowded for drivers too! 

 13 
 Provide one day a month where transit is free for all riders; co-ordinate with that extensive public 

awareness campaign! 

   

5 Of which ideas for expanding the Region’s TDM program are you most supportive? Why? 
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 4 
 Make sustainable transit desirable 

 5 
 Grid streets for all future development 

 No highway capacity without mass transit along side it 

 Showers at workplaces 

 More multi-use zoning (home-based business) 

 More flex time promotion 

 GRT corporate pass promotion 

 6 
 5, 7, 10, 11, 17, 35, 33, 41, 45, 46 

 7 
 #45 Smart card - #21, #25 – encouraging less car reliance 

 10 
 #25 – bike and walking paths.  Cycling on roads is scary and walking is loud.  Dedicated bike and 

walkways do much more to encourage active transportation 

 #14 – Good planning and land use make cities more usable 

 11 
 Expanding our walking/cycling network and transit making paths that link areas together so we can avoid 

major streets and connect communities.  Anything that makes buses easier to use or faster.  All programs 
for trip planning – real time, bus arrivals, schedules and readouts at stops, digital displays at major stops 
not just iXpress, standard schedules at all stops. 

 13 
 Those ideas that promote subsidized use of transit, to encourage ridership 

   

6 Of which ideas for expanding the Region’s TDM program are you least supportive? Why? 

 5 
 Wiring all homes for internet – okay but not needed 

 Maximums for parking spaces – really unpopular 

 Forcing local businesses in neighbourhoods – this will fail but more mixed zoning can grow organically 

 Implementing bike sharing – not so necessary 

 I don‘t like auto free zones – then people won‘t go down town! 
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 6 
 49, 37, 30, 27 

 10 
 45 – RFID smart cards can compromise user privacy 

 49 – why not free transit then? 

 11 
 Disincentives – this tends to drive a wedge between car users and alternative transit 

 12 
 Punishing bad behaviour does not create goodwill.  Promote incentives instead! 

 13 
 Those that increase taxes (property) significantly.  Why? Because residents won‘t go for it! 

   

7 Which TDM initiatives do you think are like to work best in the Region of Waterloo – which have the best 
immediate change of increasing the number of walking, cycling or transit trips you take? 

 2 
 Provide tax incentives for transit, housing, disincentives for auto usage 

 5 
 Reducing trip times 

 Promote zoning flexibility and flex time 

 Promote corporate GRT pass 

 6 
 41, 5, 17 

 10 
 39 – 40:  Make transit date available to the public – use services like Google Transit  

 29: Sidewalk clearing is crucial to walkability and pedestrian safety 

 11 
 Buses need to be either speed or cost competitive with driving.  Right now it is cheaper and faster to drive 

which is not a good incentive to ride.  Expand shelters and signage. 

 12 
 Route-finding software for walking, cycling, etc. 

 Maintain pathways in winter! 

 13 
 More bike lock stations/bike lockers 
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8 Additional comments? 

 1 
 I tried to look up program before session but could not find on Region‘s website – a search of ―Moving 

Forward‖ just led to old documents 

 4 
 Appeal to people‘s desires.  Make sustainable transport beautiful, comfortable, etc. 

 Extend Iron Horse trail 

 5 
 I appreciate cookies and juice 

 Dot macracy was interesting but I don‘t like putting objectives against each other 

 We don‘t‘ get a lot of  commuters and car lovers at these meetings – this is not a representative sample 

 Small numbers of dots DOES NOT indicate lack of interest but rather lack of favorite priority 

 8 
 Should provide bus tickets to get to and from these events 

 11 
 Need to make sure bus schedules line up intelligently for example the three closest bus lines tend to all 

come at the same time.  Remove on-street parking on King Street especially uptown. 

 12 
 Traffic calming!  Bike highways (see Portland, Oregon) 

 Improved signage and documentation for walking and cycling 

 How to implement TDM#2?  Fiber tails in new home construction? 

 13 
 Goal is to take cars off the road.  We can do that by encouraging transit use, walking, bicycling, etc.  

 We can encourage that by providing incentives for people to do those activities.  So, provide subsidized 
transit passes, promote healthy living, etc. 

   

9 Did this event meet your expectations? Yes or No.  Please tell us why? 

 1 
 Yes.  Good facilitator 

 4 
 Yes 
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 5 
 Yes.  My expectations were not so high.  I don‘t know how much this I‘ll have. 

 6 
 Yes. 

 9 
 This is the 4th Regional Transportation forum this year (2 LRT, 2 Master Plan) and it is too general and high 

level. 

 11 
 Yes. Liked seeing what direction the Region is expanding.  Liked the group discussions and the dots! 

 12 
 Yes.  Great discussion and feedback.  Great job on discussion facilitators. 

 13 
 Yes. Like focus group format. 

   

  Emailed comment – Received December 11, 2008 

  
 Feeling secure on public transit should not be minimized.  A secure feeling is important for present users.  

However, new non-riders are not as comfortable in a public environment and require but a much higher 
level of feeling secure than the level required for present users. 

 The attitude change towards a preference for public transit parallels the attitude shift away from drinking 
and driving.  Many of the same tools can be utilized, that is, public conscience, peer pressure, etc. 

 The KW area is characterized by its high energy work and life style.  This level of energy plays a large part 
in keeping the area competitive in the global market place.  For the public to switch to the present fixed 
routing transit system, instead of the flexible private auto, would cost two hours of productivity per person 
in an average day.  The related attitude adjustment could also have a negative effect on productivity.  
While it is not desirable to force a major shift towards transit use at this time, the future does show 
potential for change.  Public transit will become the preferred mode when travel times are competitive with 
the private auto. 

 The public transit service of the future will come close to providing individualized personal service that will 
minimize the riders time spent in transit.  Public transit of the future will be characterized by its flexibility.  
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The technology that will be required is not off in the cloudy future.  The technology is here and available 
now.  Public transit will evolve as this technology falls into place and becomes part of the transit system. 

 The key to an efficient transit system of the future will be flexibility.  The present road system is the most 
flexible transit medium available.  The efficient public transit system of the future will need to have the 
roads adapted so that public transit has priority and its travel time is minimized.  Capital expenditures used 
to modify the present road system, to be more public transit efficient, will be money well spent for both 
present and future transit needs.  When evaluating present options with an eye to the future, you probably 
can not go wrong by choosing the most flexible option. 

Note: Thirteen (13) public comment forms were received.  
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Region of Waterloo – PIC #2 

Facilitator Discussion Notes 

Cambridge – November 18, 2008 

 

 

Question 
# 

Response 

 Facilitator:  Mark Vidler 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

3  Flexibility -  want to see a long term view of transit taken, allowing for technologies that don't currently exist  

 Cost - want to see a commitment to providing low-cost tickets for those who need them 

4  B 3. (ticket office relocation)  

 C 3. Transportation to new and developing areas  

 Encourage higher density  

 Make transit more time-competitive with auto trips (more investment)  

 Improve inter-city transit even if it costs more  

 Expand transit hours of service (later and Sunday service) 

 TDM 

5  Improve transit frequency and expand service  

 Improve mode integration 

6  1. Provide immediate transit  

 21. Buses every 10-15 minutes  

 10. Shops, services, and job integrated into neighbourhoods 

7  49. GRT passes for each residence 
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8  20. Park 'n Ride  

 21. 10-15 minute service  

 31. Corporate Travelwise  

 33. Corporate GRT pass program  

 41. Real-time schedule info  

 38. Expanding school education programs 

 Facilitator:  Tara De Souza 

 TDM 

5 
 Land Use: parking lots where one can leave one‘s car for the day and then walk/bike around town (could be parking lots 

of businesses that are closed) 

 #19 – add ―arts & cultural amenities‖ along the way for bikers as well 

 Supply: increase the number of places to obtain bus passes and stickers and increase their hours of service (this may 
be part of the ―smart card‖ item) 

 Supply:  have self-serve ticketing machines for bus tickets 

 Education – Promotion, Outreach: increase the education surrounding the use of the bus bike racks to ensure people 
know how to use them & know they are there‘ 

 #36 – add: ensure people understand the legalities of ride-sharing and that it is legal 

6  Transit at early stages of development (this is sort of #1, although not necessarily including the funded by developers 
idea) 

 #41 – expanding real-time capabilities and information for buses 

 #45 – smart card 

 #19 – but add ‗arts and culture‖ 

7  Items that require further development charges or charges to the developer (#1, 16) 

 #47 tax reduction/credit tied to reduced vehicle ownership 

8  #45 smart card 

 Free bus pass (I believe this would be #49) 

 Carpooling (#31, 35, 36) 
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Region of Waterloo – PIC #2 

Facilitator Discussion Notes 

November 19, 2008 - Kitchener 

 

Question 
# 

Response 

 Facilitator:  Becky Schlenvogt 

 Goals, Principles, and Objectives 

 General Comments 

2  Carpooling – insurance issues (is a private vehicle considered a commercial vehicle when passengers chip in for gas 
money?) 

 Jitneys – can this be considered – permit and investigate implications 

 Plant trees everywhere as means of offsetting carbon emissions 

 Support car shares 

 Connect bike trails and pedestrian trails, use signage – maintain trails in winter 

 More direct, frequent bus routes 

 Stop iXpress at Kitchener Market on Sundays 

 Remove institutional barriers to move innovative solutions ahead 

 Rapid transit stations 1-2 blocks from King Street are good to get people walking (good for health) 

 Encourage improvements to VIA rail service – more trips each day 

 Improve intermodal connections to get outside the Region 

 TDM 

 General Comments 

4  GRT – Smart Promoting: no car ads on buses – advertise transit, such as save XX$ per year by taking transit 

 Advertise GRT ridership 
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 Use REX magazine, etc. to educate businesses about TDM 

 Teach school children how to use transit an they will spread the word 

 Look at NJ transit – benefits for transit users – If businesses give discounts to those who show transit pass, they would 
recognize how many customers get to them via transit. 

7  Promote the Corporate pass 

 Allow people to log kms for the commuter challenge, even if they are not working 

 #10 – Make sure shops and services are located in all neighbourhoods 

 Promote benefits to those who do not use a car 

 #17 – Government offices should have TDM programs 

 Free transit passes to municipal employees 

 #41 – Expand transit schedule information 

 Co-ordinate locations of new public schools with public transit – high schools in particular 

 Facilitator:  Mark Vidler 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

 General Comments 

2  It‘s good to combine services i.e. one ticket for GRT, Greyhound, VIA, GO, TTC 

 Should consider the priorities and use all available technologies to achieve goals 

 G, P, O promote a change in lifestyle, which is a good thing 

 Good to start people walking – more communication‘ 

 Early availability of transit and getting people in from bedroom communities is a key 

 Goal D is the most important 

 Consider the practical issues 

 More cooperation between pedestrians and drivers 

 There is a lack of communication and interest in the downtown areas 

 Additions 
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  Eliminate emissions 

 Make our transportation system and the ROW world class – sustainable power for RT (wind turbines at landfill), build 
convention centre and /or new Aud downtown 

 Coordinate between the Region, province, and neighbourhoods 

 Make sure ROW staff are well educated in latest trends and technologies – do not skimp on training and conferences 

 Add a marketing campaign to make sure people are aware of all that the ROW is doing 

 TDM 

4  There is a crisis in SOV use which will push us to use TDM measures 

 Put an emphasis on low-tech information systems 

 Create vehicle prohibition zones 

 Reduce insurance for people with fewer vehicles 

 Do large-scale planning – downtown convention centre 

5  More carrot, less stick 

 Provide education for adults 

 #33 - Corporate GRT Pass Program 

 #39 – Web based planning – use existing technology like Google‘s real time geo planner 

7  #1 -  Provide immediate transit 

 #21 – Buses every 10-15 minutes 

 #49 – GRT passes for each resident 

 All of the initiatives that target employers and developers 

8  20. Park 'n Ride  

 21. 10-15 minute service  

 31. Corporate Travelwise  

 33. Corporate GRT pass program  

 41. Real-time schedule info  

 38. Expanding school education programs 

 Facilitator: John Hill 
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 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

2 
 Change the order of the Goals: Goal D (first), Goal C (second), Goal A (third), Goal B (fourth)  

 Like the goals  

 Goals are reasonably attainable 

3  Like that walking is priority number one (D2)  

 Objective Missing: Provide suburban connections to trials and other amenities for children, pedestrians and cyclists  

 Transit should address needs of shift workers and students  

 Most important objectives: Goal A = 3, 4, 6, 7;  

 TDM 

4  Seniors free during off-peak hours  

 Adjusting schedules to better serve students leaving class between 9:40 and 10:00 PM 

5  1. Provide immediate transit  

 10. Shops, services, and job integrated into neighbourhoods  

 20. Build park 'n' ride facilities  

 29. Establish winter and general maintenance standards  

 45. Start a smart card program  

 48. Road tolls 

6  No more taxes 

 Facilitator:  Heather Holbrook 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

2  The objectives are in line with what we hoped for and expected 

 Believe a proactive approach to transportation planning is better than a reactive approach 

 In general agreement with a multi-modal approach, the shift of priorities from car-oriented to transportation choice is a 
positive change 
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 Agree that single occupancy vehicles have a place but that we need to rethink their priority 

 Some curiosity around the transit ridership data presented – belief that student population may skew transit ridership 

 The timeline to 2031 is too long of a planning horizon. We need to know that there is some consideration of the short 
term needs/priorities as well. 

 Advertising and public outreach should be a priority; spreading the word about programs and services will help make 
transit a more competitive mode of transportation 

3  A1 – filling the gaps – increase/improve continuity and address disconnects and interruptions 

 A9 – agree that a proactive approach is preferable over ad-hoc approach 

 D2 – reprioritizing modes positive 

 C4/B3 – improving intercity transit is important – loss/decrease of Greyhound service at Charles Street terminal cited as 
a negative example 

 B8 – look for opportunities for implementing future Rapid Transit lines (over and above the alignment being considered 
for the RT EA) – King Street in Kitchener cited as an example  

 B9- safety and convenience for pedestrians and cyclists 

 Flexibility is key 

 Many of these programs and ideas do not work and are not appropriate in rural area 

4  One-way couplets for improving efficiency in traffic flow and/or to create transit priority in either or both directions  

 Consider rewording #5 to remove ―all‖ – too restrictive and not appropriate at all workplaces 

 Support UPass and Senior Programs, but believe there should be programs developed to target other populations, such 
as high school students 

5  #2 – fully wire new homes with wireless – if not already in place it should be! 

 #6 – ―Adopt a bus stop‖ 0 foster some sense of ownership over bus stops to ensure that they are maintained and safe.  
Not necessarily a private company, could be a community group or neighbourhood group 

 #9 – a good idea though not feasible for many locations 

 #14 – grid patterns improve mobility for pedestrians, cyclists and transit users as well as single occupancy vehicles 

 #25 – filling the gaps and finding connections should be a priority 

 #27 – efficiency should be a priority for high school transit users, however, special programs should also be introduced 
to make transit a more competitive choice for these users 

 #29 – strong emphasis that transit stations, cycle and pathways should receive the same priority in terms of snow 
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Response 

clearance for safety, accessibility reasons as well as aesthetic reasons 

 #45 – smart cards a good idea, though would like to see it linked to debit cards or credit cards for convenience sake 

 
 More small communities connected to GRT 

 
 Townships, Vision, Breslau – Region transit – integration of entire region 

 
 Focus on ―non-traditional‖ public transit – Trinidad ―maxi taxi‖ – taxi ran on particular route, smaller, more frequent – 

more efficient in smaller communities.   

 Facilitator:  Kelly Pardy 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

2  Overall very satisfied 

 Feels they provide good base to developing a plan 

 There is some repetition of objectives between goals – should give some thought to the best place for them and keep 
them under one goal only  

3  Goal A – Objective 1: fill in the gaps 
o Adding the linkages and connections within existing system will not only lessen the need for further 

infrastructure but will create new opportunities 
o Also fill in the non-physical gaps – like making sure the rules are the same across the Region for things like 

cycling 

 
 Goal B – Objective 1: provide reasonable access to variety of modes 

o Illumination on paths to promote walking and cycling at all times 
o Sidewalks in new subdivisions 
o Streetscaping to promote walking  
o Universal rules 
o Subsidizing transit passes 

 
 Goal B – Objective 2: new and innovative approaches to expand existing transit system 

o Smart card 
o More direct routes 
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# 

Response 

o Newer subdivisions need transit sooner 

 
 Goal B – Objective 9: safe, convenient well integrated bicycle and pedestrian networks  

o Illumination 

 
 Goal B – Objective 11: personal security needs 

 
 Goal C – Objective 3: service to new and developing areas 

o ―Build it and they will come‖ approach 
o Sidewalks need to be incorporated early 
o Subdivision designs need to take into account transit, walking, cycling and driving 

 
 Goal D – Objective 8: new and redevelopment support greater levels of non-car use 

o Early sidewalks 
o Early transit routes and stops – gets people using right away instead of having to use their car first and then 

change the habit – changing a habit is much harder to do then starting a habit 

 
 Goal D – Objective 10: opportunities for cyclists, transit and pedestrians to cross natural or man made features 

 TDM 

4  Design separation between pedestrian, cyclists and vehicles 

 
 Provide more direct transit routes 

5  #3 – change rooms and showers 

 #5 – bike parking at workplaces, schools & commercial centres 

 #14 – road networks to be transit friendly (grid system needed!) 

 #16 – walking and cycling for all developments 

 #19 – streetscaping to promote walking 

 #25 – plan for and expand bike paths and pedestrian walkways 

 #29 – winter maintenance standards 

 #30 - #44 – education should always be priority and ongoing 

 #45 – smart card program 
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 #47 – property tax reduction or credit tied to reduce vehicle ownership 

7  Providing more direct transit routes 

 All educational initiatives 

 #45 – smart card program 

 #47 – property tax reduction or credit tied to reduced vehicle ownership 
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Region of Waterloo – PIC #2 

Facilitator Discussion Notes 

November 27, 2008 - Waterloo 

 

Question 
# 

Response 

 Facilitator:  Neil Malcolm 

 Goals, Principles, and Objectives 

2  Comprehensive list of goals / objectives  

 Definite focus on the environment  

 Need to focus on Goal A and provide more education to the public on how to better use existing infrastructure  

 With the goals and objectives in place (taken too long to get here), we need to move ahead more quickly.  

 Goals are great, but how much will it cost (and how much money do we really have) to implement all of these 
objectives.    

 The plan will take time and lots of money to implement.  

 With new development transit service needs to be provided as early as possible 

 Additions 

 
 Education is the key ... better need to have a better understanding of how to use existing infrastructure (transit, cycling, 

etc) 

 Improved advertising and education on how to use transit is important 

 TDM 

 General Comments 

4  How do we fund all of these initiatives?  

 Need to continue to improve transit frequency and hours of service.  

 Need more real time passenger information on bus routes / schedules.  
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# 

Response 

 Access to bus passes and tickets must be more convenient and readily available. 

 Additions 

  There needs to be improved education on the actual costs of car ownership versus alternative modes of travel (transit, 
cycling, etc).  People do not really understand how much it costs to own/drive a car other than paying for gas. 

5  Smart Card Program - convenient and flexible.  

 Forcing developers to create and implement a TDM plan for new developments.  This should include transit amenities 
at stops (shelters, etc).  

 Provide more trip planning (transit and cycling) information.  Can trip planning be provided at bus stops through 
information 

portals (wireless touch screens)?  

 Increase the provision of real time transit information.  

 More employer subsidized GRT pass programs 

7  Increase the provision of real time transit information.  

 Buses every 10-15 minutes and later night service  

 More customer amenities at transit stops (benches, shelters, etc)  

 More bike racks at bus stops and other key destinations. 

 Facilitator:  Cushla Matthews 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

2  Integration 

 Accessibility 

 Relatively attainable 

 Convenience 

 Feet first priority 

 Do easy goals first (e.g. fill in gaps) 

 Increase connectivity between subdivisions 
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 Tax parking lots differently than other land uses to discourage driving BUT make sure services are in place first 

 Make use of under used corridors (e.g. Regina Street) 

 Add acknowledgement of community building, particularly if people are going to be out of their cars and interacting 
more on the streets 

 TDM 

4  Tax homeowners according to the distance from work (i.e. those homeowners that live further way from their place of 
employment would have higher property taxes) 

 Included indoor bike facilities in the park ‘n‘ ride locations 

 Connect bike trails 

 Use streets parallel to major streets for bike lanes 

 Elevated bike lanes 

 Increase security measures for walker, particularly on trails/more enforcement/snow removal/lighting 

5  #5, 15 – agree with mandating bike facilities at places of employment 

 #29 – agree with winter maintenance, but when removing snow from sidewalks, make sure that this snow does not just 
end up in the bike lanes 

 #45 – smart cards would be extremely convenient 

 #41 – like concept of real time; need to calibrate better 

 #39 – Make real time transit data available so users can use their own web-based computer applications (e.g. Google) 

7  #21 – like 10-15 minute frequency, could have 3 minute frequency during peak hours on high frequency routes 

 #33 – corporate passes 

 #18 – with the amount of population growth projected for this region, it makes sense to charge fees to developers 

 #10 – mixed use; live, workplace in close proximity 

8  20. Park 'n Ride  

 21. 10-15 minute service  

 31. Corporate Travelwise  

 33. Corporate GRT pass program  

 41. Real-time schedule info  

 38. Expanding school education programs 
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# 

Response 

 Facilitator: Paula Neto 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

2  Commendable and practical although the process to shift to different modes seems daunting 

 The best option is to get people to shift to transit 

 Use the words ―flow‖ and ―integrated‖ in Goal A/Objective #2 (i.e. improve the way that the components (i.e. traffic 
signals,..) flow together as an integrated system to reduce delays and best use available capacity. 

 Use the word ―safe‖ throughout Goal D/Objective 2 (i.e. safe walking, safe cycling) 

 
   

 TDM 

4  Regulatory changes to allow electric scooters/segways, etc. 

 Stagger mainline bus lines because the road system is clogged when schools let out (i.e. 3:15pm) 

 Charge parking at large parking lots such a Wal-Mart.  The money could be used for transit and pedestrian facility 
development (TDM#18) 

5  #45, 10, 1, 25, 21 – with no specific reasons noted 

7 
 #21 – focus on filling gaps in the current system 

 #45 – monthly pass is too costly for some and individual tickets are inconvenient. Smart card allows a person to fill the 
card when needed.  Unless you use a bus pass often, the money spent is not worth it. 

 Facilitator:  Kiersten Allore 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

 
 The goals and objectives are on track 

 They seem to make sense 

 Too general 

 In general support of reprioritizing modes 
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 Goal A: Filling the gaps 

 Need linkages between modes 

 Intercity connections 

 Pedestrian – transit connections 

 *However* connecting discontinuous streets can result in thoroughfares where they are not wanted/appropriate (i.e. 
through residential neighbourhoods) 

 Need emphasis on education and information dissemination, i.e. how to use roundabouts 

 Need to align land use planning with transportation planning, i.e. heritage designation – stable neighbourhoods may not 
be appropriate for transit 

 To achieve pedestrianism, need commitment for government in terms of fiscal commitment 

 To make transit truly competitive – need to look at reliability and adjust the cost 

 Fostering partnerships important – if ROW and the cities are not moving in the same direction – you will have issues 

 Goal D4 – important to preserve cultural/heritage resources 

 Goal D2 – in ranking modes, cycling and pedestrians should be considered together 

 ACCESSIBILITY – incorporate this into all transportation plans 

 TDM 

 
 Focus on what is essential 

 Support a 24 hour city providing safe, reliable and flexible transit options 

 Encourage telework and other ―from home‖ operations i.e. order groceries  

 Promote buy local 

 Providing a bus pass – will increase ridership, better for the environment, be wary of student vs. tax payer conflicts 

 Explore smaller bus options, double-decker and tandem bussing in an effort to move more people with a smaller 
ecological footprint 

 Partnerships with local communities to determine need/use 

 Investigate 24 hour routes in major areas for student and shift workers etc. 

 Real time displays and GPS in the bus so those waiting for the bus are informed about the status of the bus 

 
 Higher quality maintenance of sidewalks, bus stations and steps 

 Consistency of sidewalks and lighting 
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 #10 – Working close to living area 

 #11 – Parking lot safety 

 Provide storage on busses for sports equipment 

 #47 – Incentives to take transit – discounts on transit if needed  

 Improve cycling infrastructure 

 #3 – need for change room/shower areas in workplace to encourage biking/walking 

 LEED designation – require it in new buildings or in renovations 

 Provide more bike racks – make it easier than finding a parking space 

 #41 – real time route information 

 Bike sharing initiatives won‘t work in this climate 

 Focus more on moving people than goods 

 Facilitator Notes:  Richard Parent 

 Goals Principles and Objectives 

 Goal D 

 Have GRT buses lead by example by turning off their engines and stop idling 

 More bike racks on buses 

 Better driver training 

 Add the words ―active and non-active choices‖ in goal title 

 Add the words ―walking, cycling and transit‖ in goal title 

 See priority to active modes in title also 

 Put ―healthy community‖ in goal title 

 Reduce 400m walking distance as standard 

 Make transit more convenient for seniors i.e. pricing 

 Question was asked ―where is mobility plus in all of this?‖ 

 Reduce access for vehicles – priority to pedestrians/cyclists 

 Make transit service better for existing users 
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 Separate cards from pedestrians/cyclists/rail 

 Car free zones in the downtowns – more accessible by other modes than the car 

 Goal A 

 Customized transportation/transit methods for large employers i.e. Toyota 

 Provide a special shuttle to from transit terminals for great connections 

 Educate public about transit technology 

 Goal B 

 Make better transit/inner city connections 

 Do a better job at snow clearing at stops/shelters 

 TDM 

 
 Free bus passes to seniors 

 Impose a vehicle tax for each vehicle in a home, or create an incentive to 1 car families 

 Close the downtowns to cars 

 Lower the age for a seniors pass to 65 to more accurately reflect the age of seniors retiring today (65 was the old 
standard) 

 Create bus pass program like the UPASS for Conestoga College and high schools 

 Make a bus pass an option as a benefit like massage therapy, eye glasses, braces, etc. 

 Implement bus service when a subdivision is newly created, not after it‘s been completed and residents have 
established their travel patterns – create an incentive to developers for fronting these costs  

 Small shuttle-like buses circulating through the downtowns 

 Facilitator:  John Hill 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

2 
 Yes, generally supportive.  Goals are very broad, but they don‘t hold a lot of weight.  Want to see a change but they are 

skeptical. 
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 Guarantee of transit service is essential.  It should be made an essential service that is not allowed to strike. 

 Road safety for cyclist and pedestrians.  D2 needs to be stronger.  Priority should be given to pedestrian crossings. 

 New objective: better information is needed on cycling patterns 

 Goal:  Stop building car oriented communities 

4  Address transit challenge in suburban neighbourhoods – combine more smaller vehicles with larger vehicles 

 Offices for rent in neighbourhood areas, telecommute but not from your house 

 Eliminate parking fees for carpoolers/transit for carpoolers ** Policy that ties new roads to provision of new mass 
transit** 

 No new roads without higher order transit  

5  Land use:  1, 3, 5 (indoor where possible) 

  8, 10 (local services a component of walkable communities) 

 14 (huge priority), 16, 17 

 Supply: 25 (addition, recreational paths should lead somewhere so they can also be used for commuting) 

 29 (huge priority, pedestrians should have the same priority as roads) 

 Education:  31, 32, 33, 35, 39 

 Incentives and Disincentives: 45 (privacy is a huge issue.  Needs to be a swipe card not inscription.  Too much 
information is available to anyone with a reader) 

7  Next 18 months 

 Land use:  8, 13, 17, 19 

 Supply: 25 (start creating more paths of the road network), 29 

 Education: 32, 33, 35, 39 (Google can do this, why would we bother doing our own.  They make multimodal trip 
planners for other cities, may also be free.) 

 Facilitator:  Mark Vidler 

 Goals, Principles and Objectives 

2 Section A 

 There is a lack of pedestrian priority 
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 A lot of good points are captured 

 Need to increase population density 

 Better coordination of bus schedules 

 These are functional, not visionary 

 Use the best international examples to guide our choices 

 Section B 

 We need complete streets – promote pedestrian and cycling movement  

 Make sure cycling and pedestrian facilities are maintained in the winter 

 Better integration of pedestrians and cyclists with transit 

 Make shelters larger and more attractive 

 Create a marketing campaign to make people more aware of options 

 Section C 

 Better aesthetics will help the economy 

 Use rail lines more 

 Promote choice with businesses (have them adopt TDM measures) 

 Section D 

 Provide something to walk to  

 Transit needs to be perceived as a clean choice from an emissions standpoint 

 Use electric buses 

 Educate people on ROW plans 

 Focus on pedestrians and cyclists a priority at all times (D2) 

 TDM 

4  Free transit in core areas 

 Create vehicle prohibition zones 

 Stress benefit to auto travel if TDM measures are implemented 
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 Show the impact on the community and person savings 

 Make it a Mobility Plan instead of a Transportation Plan 

 Cultivate desire, resist disincentives  

 Promote walk-ins at all buildings 

 Build buildings to the street 

 Install more shelters and lighting 

5  20 – Park ‗n Ride 

 33 - GRT Corporate passes 

 21 – at least 20 minute service on popular routes 

 32 – flexible hours 

 29 – winter maintenance for pedestrians 

 14 – build streets in a grid pattern 

 5 – more bike parking 

 19 – more trees 

 25 – expand bike path system 

7  22 – bike racks 

 29 – winter maintenance for pedestrians 

 25 – expand bike path system 

 6 – partner with private companies for shelters 

 10 – put shops and services in neighbourhoods 

 19 – more trees 

8  Electric busses will generate good PR 

 Partner with Google for bus, pedestrian and cycling routes 

 Use more traffic calming measures 

 Build more community trails and install more signs pointing them out 
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APPENDIX D: Public Workshop #3 
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Regional Transportation Master Plan  

Workshop #3 

Public Comment Form 

 

Public consultation is an essential and ongoing part of the Regional Transportation 
Master Plan. Please take a moment to share your ideas on the questions below. If you 
would like to take a bit more time to think about your responses, feel free to send us your 
comments via our online comment form or by e-mail, fax or mail by July 10, 2009. 
 
Thank you for participating in the community conversation. 
 
The Moving Forward Team - Region of Waterloo 
150 Frederick Street, 8th Floor 
Kitchener, Ontario  N2G 4J3 
Phone: 519-575-4572 
Fax: 519-575-4449 
e-mail: movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca 
website: www.movingforward2031.ca 
 
 

Accommodating Future Travel Demands 
 
Transit and road network improvements, beyond what is already planned, are required to 
address capacity constraints and congestion in the Region. A transit orientated solution 
generates a transportation network that supports all modes of transportation, uses 
technology and policies to encourage change in behaviors and results in lower demands 
on the existing network.  
 
1. What comments, if any, do you have on the analysis done to date and the directions 

in which the project is headed — that is, a focus on: a transit oriented network with 
strategic road improvements, and establishing and achieving Transit Mode Share 
targets? 

 
 
 

Transit Ridership Targets 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

mailto:movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca
http://www.movingforward2031.ca/
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Rather than set transit usage targets on a region wide basis, setting these targets on a 
corridor basis allows for a more focused, measurable look at future transit ridership and 
will help us determine the type of transit service and the location of strategic road 
improvements needed. Achieving these transit ridership targets will not eliminate the 
need for road improvements, but will reduce the amount of road construction required to 
accommodate future travel demands.  
 
2. In your view, what needs to happen to achieve the level of transit use identified? 

What is most essential?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transit Oriented Network Alternatives 
 
Three preliminary network alternatives were developed for the north and south portions 
of the urbanized area of the region, along with one sub area, which contains four 
alternatives to improve Highway 401 access in South West Kitchener. Each alternative 
uses the Rapid Transit system as a basis, along with key high frequency transit corridors 
and strategic road improvements.  
 
3. In considering the ‗North Network Alternatives‘ as a group:  

a. What do you like most and/or least about the components of this set of 
alternatives? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
b. What additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you suggest?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
4. In considering the ‗South Network Alternatives‘ as a group:  
 

a. What do you like most and/or least about the components of this set of 
alternatives? 
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b. What additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you suggest?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

System Evaluation Criteria  
 
The goals, principles and objectives identified in earlier stages of the study were used to 
generate criteria to evaluate each of the proposed networks and identify a preferred 
alternative which best matches them.  
5. What additions, deletions or refinements, if any, would you suggest to the proposed 

criteria for selecting a preferred transportation system alternative?  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
6. To what degree do the proposed criteria capture the factors and considerations that 

are important in selecting a preferred transportation system alternative? What makes 
you say that? 
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Other comments  
 
7. Additional comments?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
8. Did this event meet your expectations? Yes □ No □  
 
Please tell us why?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tell us how you heard about this project (check all that apply): 

   Newspaper Article   

-mail   /Family 

  

 

Name:   ______________________________________________________________  

Address:  ______________________________________________________________  

Email:   ______________________________________________________________  

Organization:(if applicable)  ________________________________________________  

 

Thank you for your participation in this important project! 

 

Collection Notice:  Personal information requested on this form is collected under the authority of the 
Municipal Act and will be used to assist the Region of Waterloo in making decisions on this project.  Any 
personal information such as name, address, telephone number, and property location included in a 
submission from the public may become part of the public record file for this matter. Questions regarding this 
collection should be forwarded to the staff member indicated above. 
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PIC#3 – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

Public Comment Form Summary 

June 9, 2009 - Cambridge 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 What comments, if any, do you have on the analysis done to date and the directions the project is headed – that is, 
a focus on: a transit oriented network with strategic road improvements, and establishing and achieving Transit 
Mode Share targets? 

 1 
 Could look more at economic development  

 Benefit cards e.g. Portland, OR 

   

2 Do you think the transit mode targets are realistic? Yes or No? (Too high, Too Low) Please tell us why? 

 1 
 Yes 

   

3 In considering the “North Network Alternatives” as a group: a) what do you like most and/or least about the 
components of this set of alternatives? b) What additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you 
suggest?  

 1 
 a) Regarding rapid transit – they seem the same 

 b) More rapid transit close to dense areas 

   

4 Beyond the ideas identified in the presentation, what additional TDM initiatives should the Region of Waterloo 
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Form # 

Response 

consider as part of its expanded program? c) What do you like most and/or least about the components of this set 
of alternatives?  d) What additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you suggest? 

 1 
 c) Regarding rapid transit – they seem the same 

 d) More rapid transit close to dense areas 

   

5 Of which ideas for expanding the Region’s TDM program are you most supportive? Why? 

 1 
 Economic Development and compare to US cities, e.g. Galveston, Kenosha, Little Rock, New Orleans, 

Portland, Seattle, etc. 

   

6 To what degree do the proposed criteria capture the factors and considerations that are important in selecting a 
preferred transportation system alternative?  Why? 

 1 
 What about economic development?  Doom and gloom regarding congestion is not enough 

   

7 Additional comments? 

 1 
 Light rail is much better than BRT 

   

8 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes or No?  Please tell us why? 

 1 
 Yes 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 
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PIC#3 – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

Public Comment Form Summary 

June 11, 2009 - Kitchener 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 What comments, if any, do you have on the analysis done to date and the directions the project is headed – that is, 
a focus on: a transit oriented network with strategic road improvements, and establishing and achieving Transit 
Mode Share targets? 

 1 
 Are cycling targets a part of the Transportation Mode Shares?  It is important to make cycling accessible to 

take some car traffic onto trails. 

 2 
 Very supportive of concept of transit mode share targets!  It will save money in the future while providing 

clear objective data along the way. 

 Although the workshops are great, there are detractors speaking at Council and writing letters to the paper 
who seem to think that there has not been enough information sharing.  Perhaps you can put in newspaper 
articles to reach these and win their support. 

 4 
 Move forward with clearer vision of the needs 

 6 
 If you are going to attempt and cover the region then do it completely both North/South and East/West.  

Doing it partially is plain stupid 

 I also think this community is not ready or large enough for this version of transportation – get smaller 
buses that run more frequently will serve the travelling public better  

 *Elmira to Cambridge 

 **Breslau to New Hamburg and in between Township communities 

 Also keep in mind the industrial business (or what is left of it) 

 7 
 Transit share 
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2 In your view, what needs to happen to achieve the level of transit use identified?  What is most essential? 

 2 
 The most essential component is construction of light rail transit and the restructuring of the LRT system to 

complement this 

 Winter maintenance also needs priority 

 3 
 Standard schedule for ridership (i.e. every 15 minutes all day) with extra coverage during peak times 

 Incentive for ridership (i.e. free use for 6-12 months) 

 East/West links to North/South = simplicity 

 4 
 Cost prohibited 

 Accessibility – seamless 

 Tax incentive for MP riders as well as regular transit 

 5 
 The higher target the better. 

 6 
 Better cross town busing to mainline which are sadly lacking at present and in particular since GRT and 

now considering reducing routes rather than increasing them.  

 Large urban malls are poorly served so what happens is cars, cars, cars and more parking lot needs 

 Unless you track those needs you will never get rid of cars and urban gridlock and in my view a light rail 
system is not the answer, now or in the foreseeable future 

 7 
 Cost effective 

 Perspective 

   

3 What types of transit service or service improvements are required to achieve the level of transit use identified? 

 1 
 Easy web-based tools to plan your trip (i.e. Winnipeg‘s estimates time from door to door) 

 2 
 Will need good connections to rapid transit.   

 Need sidewalks on all major streets (ex. Victoria St.) 

 Need good road connections to walking paths like Iron Horse Trail 
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 Enhanced stops, more shelters, benches, schedules 

 Expanded bike lane 

 3 
 LRT on King St 

 Link to KW airport 

 Dedicated lane for BRT 

 4 
 Cost 

 Priority for work 

 6 
 Better cross town connections 

 Better communication with the employment – shift worker after midnight service which is ―nil‖ at present 

 7 
 Convenient 

 Fast 

   

4 In considering the “North Network Alternatives” as a group: a) what do you like most and/or least about the 
components of this set of alternatives? b) What additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you 
suggest?  

 2 
 a) Prefer Bridgeport/Northfield 

 Improves access to industry without impacting pedestrians as much since that is not used as much by 
them 

 University & Columbia are used to cross, priority there should be to transit/cycling 

 4 
 a) Do not widen Fairway Rd 

 b) Ottawa – eliminate the disconnect Ottawa from Sunrise to Lackwer 

 6 
 a) Looking a t the plans ―quickly‖ there is too much offered to make a reasonable recommendation whether 

it be North or South 

 b) Would have to study this in a more leisurely time frame to make any recommendation 

 7 
 a) Need transit connection to Breslau 

 Priority to transit in widening roads 

 Bus lanes/bus turn lanes etc. 
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 Carpool 

   

5 In considering the “South Network Alternatives” as a group: c) what do you like most and/or least about the 
components of this set of alternatives? d) what additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you 
suggest? 

 1 
 c) Alt. 3 – the southern connecting road between KW and south boundary looks like it cuts through 

undeveloped lands.  This will attract more sprawl and hurt transit potential.  Bad idea! 

 2 
 c) Alt 3 – Cambridge should be made a priority 

 It has more room to grow within the boundary 

 Lengthening Homer and Watson makes sense.  It is a good road with room for expansion before it 
becomes congested. 

 Good foresight! 

 Also from Alt. 1 extension of Fairview Road will shorten road trip and link the Region better 

 d) Improve intra-city before 401 

 Improve community connects first 

 6 
 c) Refer to 4 above – same point of view 

 d) Same as ―4b‖ above 

 Some consideration in the future should include realistic commute to the Stratford area in the west and 
Fergus in the north and east which some day may well be a part of a mega city as they build across 
regional boundaries. Anything is possible. 

 7 
 c) South Alternative 3 does not support transit priority (Homer Watson connection around south end) 

   

6 What additions, deletions or refinements, if any would you suggest to the proposed criteria for selecting a 
preferred transportation system alternative? 
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 1 
 What about socio-economic equity?  E.g. low income communities have equal priority for improvements as 

higher income 

 2 
 Along with new roads improvements need to be made to our multi-use trail system 

 The Iron Horse Trail is wonderful and would be even better with improved road crossings 

 Finish Walter Bain Trail please 

 3 
 Provide clarity surrounding definition of ―road improvement‖ – LRT? BRT? Auto Access? 

 4 
 How does the light rail effect Mobility Plus scheduling and access 

 Access to GO and VIA – Breslau Airport 

 6 
 I favour express buses to light rail.  If we had tons of money, which we DO NOT a mono rail system would 

be my choice 

   

7 To what degree do the proposed criteria capture the factors and considerations that are important in selecting a 
preferred transportation system alternative?  Why? 

 2 
 The criteria do seem to be comprehensive on paper although not all of them are covered in workshops 

 3 
 Simplicity of links between North/South and East/West for transport across the entire grid 

 4 
 Criteria fleshing out helps – visualize the changes 

 6 
 Have to study the Master Plan in more detail before offering comment 

 I may well take a copy of this home and make further comments via email 

 7 
 Criteria looks good – concern is that the big money might win out over environmental initiatives 

   

8 Additional comments? 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 1 
 Car sharing is an emerging form of transportation.  Making that possible will help support transit.  Ask for 

Grand River Car Share‘s input. 

 2 
 Great Job 

 3 
 Please consider dedicated lanes for buses on BRT routes 

 Use LRT with car traffic 

 Link rapid transit to the Kitchener airport 

 4 
 Sidewalk transitions that are smooth allow easier and safer crossing particularly at multi lane (Homer 

Watson Ottawa) plus prevents damage to mobility devices 

 There are still a number of none cut away sidewalks ends  

 Poor sidewalks make bus access difficult particularly in the winter months 

 6 
 For me – I am not in favour of the light rail system at all 

 I feel we have been ―brainwashed‖ politically toward this goal 

 Fixed/permanent type transportation modes are ―to inflexible‖ in view of potential regional growth, there 
good busing routes can be altered to accommodate needs as they evolve 

   

9 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes or No?  Please tell us why? 

 2 
 Yes. Very informative 

 3 
 Yes. I was able to take a ―Wish List‖ approach with my feedback 

 4 
 Yes. The discussions focused on the issues 

 5 
 Crossing main roads solutions wrong existing practice for cycling and walking!!! 

 Mistaking base for future! (individual  transport preferred) 

 Flat ground solutions not sufficient go in 3D necessity! 

 Horrible lack of bridges and multi level interference free intersections (splitting traffic streams) 

 Through transport express around region – ring express 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
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 LRT must be a real rapid system therefore not mixed with existing traffic – under and over ground lines – 
on the ground exclusive 

 6 
 No.  Came late 

 The venue is poor as voice is severely distorted due to poor acoustics 

 7 
 Yes.  Good expected it to be about Rapid Transit, but this was interesting 
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PIC#3 – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

Public Comment Form Summary 

June 16, 2009 - Waterloo 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 What comments, if any, do you have on the analysis done to date and the directions the project is headed – that is, 
a focus on: a transit oriented network with strategic road improvements, and establishing and achieving Transit 
Mode Share targets? 

 1 
 Please respect the environment 

 Don‘t pave Hidden Valley 

 2 
 The analysis does not seem to have taken into account where in the region the predicted 200,000 growth 

in population will find housing 

 The routes and transit improvements must happen in coordination with plans for housing development 

 3 
 I feel that the increased focus on transit is great 

 I would support more focus as well 

 4 
 Broaden the focus on transit oriented network to include safe bicycling and walking 

 This plan must be integrated 

 Strategic road improvements should come last 

 5 
 I‘d like to hear more about making transit easier to use 

 Smaller buses 

 Park and ride opportunities are almost non-existent 

 Service for people who cannot or should not drive (e.g. aged) 

 Peak hour spreading could be done with fee changes 

 6 
 Widen Fischer Hallman Rd north of Columbia – soon 

 Good bus system on Fischer Hallman 

 Frequent buses on University – East/West 

 Frequent buses on Columbia – East/West 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 
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 Erb St – East/West 

 7 
 Better bus service on Weber Street on Sunday 

 Light rail has to be faster than driving a car 

 8 
 I think that a transit-oriented network is a good idea  

 Strategic roads cannot be emphasized or transit will falter 

 If people can drive they will.  They are not as open to change as we would like them to be 

 9 
 Few screenline counts but no real analysis present 

 Transit in obj 11/21 

 Local/traffic 5/21 

 Mode share targets unrealistic 

 Go from 3-4% transit mode today to ? looks like 10 – 12% all day? 

 10 
 I think you‘re on the right track 

  11 
 Ensure that transit is considered an essential service so that strikes cannot shut down complete system 

   

2 In your view, what needs to happen to achieve the level of transit use identified?  What is most essential? 

 1 
 Better transit scheduling, reliable connections 

 Greater transit coverage throughout the Region of Waterloo, i.e. airport  

 Less/reduce travel times 

 2 
 The most essential goal is to change people‘s attitudes and habits about travel, not just to build additional 

capacity 

 People are wedded to cars from a lifetime of habit, and it will take a significant, sustained PR effort to get 
people out of their cars and actually use all these great new transit facilities being proposed 

 Is PR part of the plan? 

 3 
 Maximize the use of a grid system to reduce transfers and make trips more direct and faster 

 Minimize transit nodes because it maximizes transfers and indirect trips 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 4 
 Get businesses to include transit passes as part of their employee compensation plans 

 Offer day passes 

 Coordinate bus times 

 5 
 Motivate people to use what we have now! 

 Lower fares 

 Easier routes to use now! + time-economy 

 Provide park and ride spots for all the major lines 

 6 
 Need to service the outlying areas better 

 Smaller buses are needed at low peak times 

 Smaller buses in the subdivisions with narrow streets 

 8 
 Transit needs to position themselves as a viable option to the car 

 If I can‘t get to and from work on a bus I will do it in a car 

 Most important – the tree cities need to be connected throughout – service on a Sunday KW is segregated 
from Cambridge completely 

 9 
 Do not try to do the impossible especially when electric cars by 2031 will be MORE ENERGY EFFICIENT 

THAN TRANSIT 

 10 
 Convenient, frequent, affordable transit with good connections.  

 Transit promotion 

 Allow roads to become congested 

 Transit first when developing or re-developing 

 Most essential – shorten trip times 

 11 
 Provide core routes with smaller vehicles to serve lower density areas 

   

3 What types of transit service or service improvements are required to achieve the level of transit use identified? 

 1 
 Service to surrounding communities 

 Zone fares 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Reliability, comfort, efficient, cost, convenience 

 Out of town connections 

 2 
 You must redesign the bus routes from scratch 

 Aim for more of a grid system rather than a pretzel system 

 Example: scratch Route 8 entirely and replace it with 5 routes dedicated to Westmount Rd, University Rd, 
Weber, Belmont and Highland 

 Right now there is (amazingly) no bus line that traverses Westmount in its entirety. 

 3 
 Eliminate or reduce dramatically trip pauses at places like Charles Street Station 

 4 
 Less circuitous routes to popular destinations 

 5 
 Frequency on main routes 

 Efficiency (#12 winds in and out of too many neighbourhoods) 

 Park and ride opportunities for 7, 8, 5 

 6 
 Need more parking areas near the transit 

 7 
 Sunday service on Weber St 

 Extended hours 

 Mini buses 

 8 
 Connectivity to Cambridge (not run as 2 systems) 

 Hours of operation reflective of when people work – if I finish work in Waterloo at midnight, it is a $20 cab 
ride home from work – 12:30) 

 When my office moves to a new are service ends at 6:30pm Monday to Sunday 

 9 
 40 – 50 million subsidy/year 

 10 
 Third level of service between RT and neighbourhoods – express buses that crisscross region on major 

roads 

 Transit waits if necessary at end of line not mid trip 

 Easier streamlined way to pay i.e. smart cards – being able to get tickets, passes, put money on cards, etc 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

at major stops or transfer points 

 11 
 Intercity connections via transit important also 

   

4 In considering the “North Network Alternatives” as a group: a) what do you like most and/or least about the 
components of this set of alternatives? b) What additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you 
suggest?  

 1 
 a)  No ―new‖ Highway #7 

 Let‘s have transit to the airport 

 b)  Transit to the airport 

 2 
 a)  Most:  LRT 

 Least: No proposed improvements for Westmount!   

 There is a massive bottleneck at Westmount and Glasglow at rush hour 

 b)  Extend the LRT line farther north than Conestoga Mall 

 Waterloo does not end there!  A spur out of RIM park would be useful 

 A bus line along Erbsville Rd is essential to serve the new development around Laurelwood and          
Erbsville near Sir John A. Macdonald High School 

 4 
 a)  These maps/text were poorly designed – hard to read, hard to compare, focused almost exclusively on 

road widening 

 None are practice due to physical constraints 

 5 
 a) Too hard to evaluate 

 I hate to see 6 lanes on University or on Erb 

 b) Safer bike lanes 

 8 
 a) Like bus service on Northfield enhanced 

 Liked Old King as a rapid transit corridor 

 Creates connection to Cambridge 

 b) Enhanced transit corridor might be good on Old King but lanes would need extension between Deer 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

Ridge-Fairway 

 9 
 a) No delays  

 Costs, etc provided so has to do 

 10 
 a) this was hard to compare – need more information including costs and rational for each alternative 

 all alternatives are missing another crossing of the Grand which is needed in or near north Waterloo 

 Especially need trail crossing of Grand in north 

 b) Regarding enhanced transit – a good idea but some routes missing – i.e. up and down Westmount Rd  

 Would prefer more of a grid system, no looping 

 11 
 a) Very difficult to compare routes 

 b) Important to have efficient core routes 

   

5 In considering the “South Network Alternatives” as a group: c) what do you like most and/or least about the 
components of this set of alternatives? d) what additions or refinements/enhancements, if any, would you 
suggest? 

 1 
 c)  Trussler/401 makes sense 

 2 
 c)  Most:  the additional connections to 401 and Hwy 8 

      Least: alternative 1 cuts through wetlands with a proposed road widening.  This must not happen. 

 10 
 c) Can‘t really comment except to say discard alternative 1 as it puts a road through Hidden Valley 

 I like the idea of Alternative 3‘s western loop but don‘t know if there are environmental constraints or how 
Cambridge residents feel about it 

 11 
 c) Locate 401 connections to keep development concentrated rather than encouraging urban sprawl – 

Route #3 

   

6 What additions, deletions or refinements, if any would you suggest to the proposed criteria for selecting a 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

preferred transportation system alternative? 

 1 
 Less windy transit routes 

 Synchronized traffic lights to get traffic flowing 

 2 
 The bread and butter of any transit system is getting people to work and getting kids to school 

 Your first criteria should center on ―what streamlines commuting the most?‖ and focus on less connecting 
to shopping centres such as Fairview/Conestoga malls 

 5 
 Creativity is lacking at Grand River Transit 

 Example: Events at the Aud or Centre in the Square or Rim Park could be targets for special bus service 
or (cynically) is the city interested in collecting parking fees? 

 7 
 Travel time and convenience 

 9 
 Energy use 

 Delay/travel time 

 Cost/capita 

 Growth change with less 

 See to have only 1 obj 

 More transit – no real social outputs 

 10 
 Natural environment affects economic and social 

 There should be green, blue and red dots as well as yellow 

 For example potential effects on the air quality directly affects communities and attracts employers and 
employees to the region 

 Economic criteria needs point on attracting business 

 Include improved health as a social criteria 

 11 
 Put environment first other issues will follow 

 Sustainable development over other goals 

   

7 To what degree do the proposed criteria capture the factors and considerations that are important in selecting a 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

preferred transportation system alternative?  Why? 

 1 
 Transit scheduling needs to be improved to provide reliable connections 

 3 
 On page 10, box #4 it cites ―average number of transfers‖ as a measure of convenience of travel 

 Add to this ―average wait time of transfers‖ 

 A 15 minute transfer time between buses (i.e. from Route 8 to Route 5) is unacceptable and is one reason 
more people don‘t use buses 

 5 
 I don‘t know 

 10 
 Well done 

 Covers just about every aspect of making the region transit oriented 

  
 Criteria looks good – concern is that the big money might win out over environmental initiatives 

   

8 Additional comments? 

 1 
 I would like to see transit service to small communities – Breslau, Mankiem, Bloomingdale 

 2 
 Rent-a-bike facilities!  The do this in Amsterdam to great effect. 

 Campaign for tax exemptions for purchases of bicycles and bike accessories, hybrid/electric cars 

 Bike lanes on every multilane road, for the entire length of the road 

 3 
 I just want to emphasize that in order to make transit competitive in the area of travel time we need to have 

a shift away from nodes and to maximize the grid system in order to reduce transfers 

 5 
 Connection to inter-city buses and trains needs to be improved 

 6 
 Need dedicated lanes for buses 

 The system must be efficient! 

 The interaction between patrons and the bus system‘s electronic data (i.e. what time is the bus arriving at 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

a certain stop?) – must be precise! 

 Use an up to date computer system – developed by smart people at U of W computer school to help 
identify the buses and where they are at any given time 

 Hook this up to the phone fro the patrons to use efficiently 

 8 
 Transit needs must be addressed to create transit users 

 People count the days until they can stop riding the bus if service doesn‘t meet their needs 

 9 
 Object to objective of more transit rather than energy, travel times, air quality, safety, cost, convenience, 

etc 

 Ottawa CBD in 1974 WAY LARGER THAN KW NOW – NOT A realistic comparsion 

   

9 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes or No?  Please tell us why? 

 1 
 No.  Where to?   

 How will my participation be used?  Never discussed 

 2 
 Yes.  The small table discussion was excellent.  Much better than a single moderator at the front. 

 3 
 Yes. 

 4 
 No. 

 Planning needs to be much more integrated 

 Separating factors out to be considered separately should not occur  

 5 
 Yes.  

 Lots of ideas 

 Not sufficiently specific choices clarified but I enjoyed it very much! 

 7 
 Yes. 

 It was good to see that people are planning for more transit for the future 

 8 
 Yes 

 It was good meeting and discussing with Urban Planners to discuss transportation future 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 
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 9 
 Yes 

 Expected meaningless pie in the sky whitewash and you delivered 

 10 
 Yes 

 Well done, good information, well run 

 11 
 Yes 

 Good interaction – well facilitated 
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Regional Transportation Master Plan  

Public Consultation Centre 

Public Comment Form 

 

Public consultation is an essential and ongoing part of the Regional Transportation 
Master Plan. Please take a moment to share your ideas on the questions below. If you 
would like to take a bit more time to think about your responses, feel free to send us your 
comments via our online comment form or by e-mail, fax or mail by May 7, 2010. 
 
Thank you for participating in the community conversation. 
 
The Moving Forward Team - Region of Waterloo 
150 Frederick Street, 8th Floor 
Kitchener, Ontario  N2G 4J3 
Phone: 519-575-4572 
Fax: 519-575-4449 
e-mail: movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca 
website: www.movingforward2031.ca 
 
 
1. What are the strengths of the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation 

Master Plan? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2. How would you improve the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation 
Master Plan? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

3. Additional comments? 
 

 

 

mailto:movingforward@region.waterloo.on.ca
http://www.movingforward2031.ca/
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4. Did this event meet your expectations? Yes □  No   □ 
 
Please tell us why? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Tell us how you heard about this project (check all that apply): 

   Newspaper Article   

-mail   /Family 

  

 

Name:   ______________________________________________________________  

Address:  ______________________________________________________________  

Email:   ______________________________________________________________  

Organization:(if applicable)  ________________________________________________  

 

Thank you for your participation in this important project! 

 

Collection Notice:  Personal information requested on this form is collected under the authority of the 
Municipal Act and will be used to assist the Region of Waterloo in making decisions on this project.  Any 
personal information such as name, address, telephone number, and property location included in a 
submission from the public may become part of the public record file for this matter. Questions regarding this 
collection should be forwarded to the staff member indicated above. 
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PCC – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

Public Comment Form Summary – Regional Transportation Master Plan 

April 8, 2010 - Cambridge 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 What are the strengths of the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation Master Plan? 

 1 
 Funding to cycling facilities 

 2 
 Keep up the good work 

   

2 How would you improve the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation Master Plan? 

  
  

   

3 Additional Comments 

 1  Get a hold of parking mins and eliminate the over supply 

   

4 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes or No.  Please tell us why. 

 1 Yes, Pretty typical PC 
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PCC – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

Public Comment Form Summary – Regional Transportation Master Plan 

April 13, 2010 - Kitchener 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 What are the strengths of the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation Master Plan? 

 1 
 Incorporation and focus on active transit. 

 2 
 The Alternative C is best – short wait times, fewer transfers, integrate systems, etc. 

 It will attract riders and allow communities to grow and thrive near the hubs. 

 The solutions look attractive and I believe it will create a buzz around taking transit and make it much more 
reliable, clean and efficient. 

 4 
 Caters to people who are interested primarily in the freedom of using their cars, people who are not 

interested in active transportation, and obviously slower change and therefore slower impact on people‘s 
wallets. 

 What I do not understand is why everyone is worried about paying taxes to support their own communities 
and yet so many governments, companies and individuals constantly go into debt because they cannot 
count and spend any of their savings and beyond.  Just an aside, probably irrelevant. 

   

2 How would you improve the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation Master Plan? 

 1 
 There are ways to make it happen before 2031. 

 2 
 More direct bus routes – i.e. straight along major arteries such as Victoria, Weber, University, etc. and 

integrated with FREQUENT GO/VIA transit to London and Toronto and points further east. 

 Better and more sidewalks. 

 Better pedestrian friendly crosswalks 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

 Priority for pedestrians at traffic intersections so that when a pedestrian presses the button, the signal 
changes quickly. 

 As many bike lanes as possible. 

 Mandatory bike parking facilities at all major buildings and in downtown areas. 

 3 
 Free transit for seniors!  (get us off the road) 

 4 
 For each improvement in the road network, there should be an equal improvement in the transit, walking or 

bicycling network, starting immediately. 

 Coming from Europe where transit, walking and bicycling networks are so well established and part of 
everyone‘s life and convenient, I do not understand people‘s resistance to transit other than cars. 

 Bus and future train stops should not be as close to each other as they are today. People will get more 
exercise and the buses won‘t have to stop as often and thus transport people faster.  Not to mention 
reduced carbon emissions from less stop and go efforts by buses. 

 200m or 300m is not an inconvenient distance between stops. 

 Every new major road, such as Maple Grove Road, should have bicycle lanes.  Also, there should be 
buffers between bicycle lanes and cars just like there are buffers for pedestrians. 

 A bicycle rider is closer in speed and nature to a pedestrian than a car.  Separate bike lanes, buffered in 
some way from traffic is the norm in Europe.  No offence but Europe has the transit system down pretty 
well – learn from it and implement. 

 Canada is about safety – well here is safety for bicyclists. 

 People will use buffered bicycle lanes more than unbuffered ones because they will feel safer. 

   

3 Additional Comments 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

   

4 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes or No.  Please tell us why. 

 1  No.  Finding a working pen 

 2  Yes. Excellent presentation, well informed and friendly representatives. 

 6  Yes.  It is good that we have individuals at the Region, like John Hill, who drive this process.  I understand 

all the reasoning and want to support this planning process.   

 This event allowed me to give my small input. 
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PCC – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

Public Comment Form Summary – Regional Transportation Master Plan 

April 15, 2010 - Waterloo 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 What are the strengths of the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation Master Plan? 

 3 
 Relatively well placed express bus corridors 

 A BRT routes in west of Region, Cambridge 

 4 
 Good ideas to a point if you live and work in the core 

 At least you‘re thinking ahead 

 If Waterloo has no more room to expand, why is the LRT needed? 

 More buses and more service frequency is a good idea. 

 5 
 Balance of all stakeholders 

 Good economic use of money 

 Strategic improvement of transit 

 7 
 Reducing the number of cars will result in less greenhouse gas emissions.   

 Increased buses are also beneficial to people that don‘t own cars 

 8 
 One strength stands out – recognizing the growing problem 

 I was an electrical inspector overseeing safe installation and safe equipment 1984-1986 for the Vancouver 
LRT.  I would like to offer my experience. 

 9 
 Good to see a focus on cyclists and pedestrians 

 Trail map is a good idea 

 Good to see frequent service and more buses in Route C 

 Good to have routes with stops closer together 

 10 
 Seems to be a good balance between necessary tax increases to implement plan and the desired time line 

for completion. 

 Let‘s hope that the government funding becomes available to allow the rapid transit component to proceed 
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Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

as planned. 

 11 
 It is excellent to see the city promoting sustainability and reduction of emissions.  The direction of this 

project is encouraging and I like (very much) the inclusion of public consensus by way of open events such 
as tonight. 

 12 
 Creates a strong central alignment along an existing corridor 

 Allows development in stages, spreading cost over time 

 Increases overall capacity while (hopefully) decreasing ride times. 

 Overall the plan is very well thought out. 

   

2 How would you improve the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation Master Plan? 

 1 
 When some of the existing problems have been fixed, then it will be great to put the grand master plan into 

action!! 

 3 
 Keep frequent service on King Street between uptown and Conestoga Mall.  Explosion of new 

development on King north of University, plus traffic from WLU. 

 Question need for high frequency route on Weber between King and Northfield questionable; less than 
1km to rapid transit, low density 

 4 
 Omit the LRT – I can only see it creating problems for drivers, cyclists and pedestrians. 

 Years ago an expressway was planned for the west side.  Whatever happened to that? 

 Hate the roundabouts 

 Need another fast route to 401 

 A monorail would be ideal – no added buses/LRT on roads or hold ups for traffic, clean running 

 5 
 More attention to bike lanes, i.e. show strategies to allow people use bike lanes on less travelled roads as 

an alternative.  Do it sooner. 

 7 
 Extend the hour of service (the last bus that goes from the U Waterloo to uptown for Bus 7 is 7:00pm.  This 

is not desirable for university students. 

 Greater security in parks during the night (i.e. lights that sense people and goes on to increase security but 
keep the energy cost at minimum, and emergency call poles like in the university might also be helpful. 
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# 

Comment 
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 Also a lot of bikers are not obeying traffic rules i.e. riding on sidewalks and at crosswalks  

 For safer environment, pedestrians and bikers are required to know the law (greater fines should be 
placed!) 

 8 
 More attention to high traffic rush hour being carried by light rapid transit. 

 Consider connection points at: 
o CNR terminal – Kitchener 
o CPR terminal – Cambridge 
o Waterloo Region air terminal – Cambridge 
o Toyota Manufacturing and other manufacturers nearby 
o University of Waterloo 
o Conestoga College – Kitchener 
o RIM Park facility 
o Kitchener-Waterloo Memorial Auditorium 
o Use LRT to move traffic to and from high use facilities 
o Move Kitchener-Waterloo City Hall to LRTS terminal 

 9 
 A priority should be to increase bus service at night – for those who work night shifts, and do not have a 

choice of hours. 

 Need better snow clearing along bus routes, snow banks are dangerous. 

 Need better signage, posting schedules at bus stops, should have GPS on buses, don‘t assume that all 
passengers have a cell phone 

 The plan seems to target those who choose to take the bus (but still own cars).  It should be designed with 
those who don‘t own cars in mind. 

 11 
 Car pool lanes? 

 The university areas could use more frequent public transit. 

 12 
 Some diagrams regarding road corridors and classification are difficult to interpret. 

   

3 Additional Comments 
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 1  Please consider fixing existing problems before spending millions on new plans 

 A bus route to Bingemans has been needed for a very long time.  There are a great many public events that 

take place there and no way of getter there!! 

 I AM A TAXPAYER – not poor or a student! 

 2  I commute to Guelph everyday and would love to leave my car at home but there are no good alternatives in 

your plan for commuters to surrounding cities (Guelph, Cambridge, etc.) 

 Plus more regular trains to Toronto please! 

 3  LRT stop placing does not meet express bus corridors/cross corridors.  Transfers need to happen at the same 

location. 

 Detours to UW, Davis and Ontario Streets largely unnecessary for express and high-frequency routes.  

Route splits also unnecessary; more complicated transfers and crush conditions between station on cross-

corridor routes 

 Increased safety lights on Iron Horse/Waterloo Spurline Trails 

 4  The last time I used the bus, over 20 years ago, my husband had to drive me to a stop in the morning and 

pick me up after work at the office.  We still don’t have bus service.  I can’t imagine when I’d use public 

transit. 

 When I lived in Toronto, I used the subway and buses all the time, didn’t own a car.  Our cities are spread 

out not really great for a transit system like LRT. 

 5  It’s worth the tax increase 

 6  Please continue to consider the needs of emergency services – particularly fire – to use our streets to 

provide safe and efficient (timely) services (response) to our community. 

 8  City Planners – putting housing in one area then work facilities in across town area responsible for traffic 

 9  The plan for transportation networks shows road widening, but not transit networks. 

 More bike racks on buses 

 Bus schedule info in multiple languages, because the region’s new immigrant population is projected to 
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# 
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grow and newcomers don’t have cars (the TTC has bus info in many languages). 

 11  As per pedestrian/bicycle paths such as the Iron Horse Trail 

o When looking at details, it would be helpful if perhaps some sort of safety system were installed for 

those who would like to use the trails at night.  Currently, the bush enshrouded areas are potentially 

unsafe and susceptible to particular crime. 

o A low emissions solution could perhaps be accommodated by way of solar powered light standards 

or a safety system similar to that at Laurier, which ahs emergency stations in vulnerable areas.  

These provided at intervals along the trail could improve safety. 

 12  Level of detail provided to residents and public consultants are appreciated. 

   

4 Did this event meet your expectations?  Yes or No.  Please tell us why. 

 2  Yes 

 3  Yes.  Very informative. 

 4  Somewhat found things rather confusing. 

 5  Yes.  Detailed information, organized to tell the story well. 

 6  Yes. 

 7  I was expecting a meeting/panel discussion type of meeting so I am not too sure. 

 8  No.  A lot of time and work has gone into treating the symptom rather than attacking the cause. 

 9  No.  Lots of jargon, inaccessible language and format – and we are graduates of Environmental Studies at 
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UWaterloo. 

 10  Yes.  A comprehensive plan for a growing region appears financially viable but needs government support 

to fully implement. 

 11  Yes.  Good information provided; excellent readability; the video is a nice touch 

 The availability of Region of Waterloo project members to address questions, concerns, and provide other 

useful, helpful information. 

 12  Yes.  Strong information. 
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PCC – Waterloo Transportation Master Plan 

Public Comment Form Summary – Regional Transportation Master Plan 

Emailed Comments 

 

Question 
# 

Comment 
Form # 

Response 

1 What are the strengths of the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation Master Plan? 

 1 
 Overall I think the recommendations lead the region in the right direction, and I quite liked some of the 

proposed policy support, especially the points about parking. I would suggest also the consideration of a 
region-wide parking authority to deal with all public parking, demand pricing, and TDM. 

 2 
  The strength of the Regional Transportation Master Plan is that people can choose how they travel, all 

modes of transportation are considered a part of the plan.  If the public transit has a higher frequency 
people will be more interested in using it. 

 I think the plan has been thought through quite well by concentrating on public transit rather than widening 
roads. 

   

2 How would you improve the Preferred Alternative for the Regional Transportation Master Plan? 

 1 
 I don't think the modified alternative C is the way to go, as it puts off some of the most important spending 

for later. The benefits of an improved transportation system can snowball, so it makes sense to invest 
more now. 

 Another difficulty with the recommendation is that some years down the road the yearly cost increase is to 
ramp up, and I think this can be problematic and potentially result in political trouble for the implementation 
of the RTMP. If going with this kind of route, I think it would make more sense to fix a steady percentage 
increase, e.g. 1.4%, and to use any "extra" for more operations. 

 4 
 Our clients own lands referred to as Area A located in Kitchener‘s Westside. 

 Area 2, together with other lands south of Bleams Road are located within the designated City Urban Area.  
The City of Kitchener is undertaking studies with the objective of finalizing land use designations by June, 
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2011.   

 Designated lands south of Bleams Road in combination with existing/approved development on the north 
side of Bleams road result in anticipated need to upgrade Bleams Road, between Trussler Road and 
Fischer Hallman Road.  Please accept this letter as a formal request to amend the RTMP to identify this 
section of Bleams Road as a road to be widened / upgraded. 

 As you are aware, Trussler Road connects to the Conestoga Parkway and the interchange with Trussler 
Road / Ira Needles Boulevard.  Trussler Road, south of Bleams Road, has and will continue to experience 
increased traffic.  Huron Road directly connects to the interchange with Homer Watson Boulevard as well 
as the planned extension of Fischer Hallman Road to Highway 401.  We ask that the RTMP make 
provision for road upgrades for the portion of Trussler Road from Bleams Road to Huron Road and Huron 
Road from Trussler Road to Fischer Hallman Road. 

 Finally, we ask that the Transit Service Map and / or related policies contemplate the expansion of transit 
service connecting Laurentian West Community to the north and the future community to the south of 
Bleams Road.   

 5 
 I am concerned that the RTMP does not identify any improvement of Bleams Road between Fischer-

Hallman and Trussler within the 20 year forecast.  As you are aware, there are already applications filed in 
what the City has identified as Trussler Northeast (southwest quadrant of FH/Bleams), forthcoming 
applications on the gravel pit lands south of Bleams and ongoing development of the Eby Estates 
subdivision north of Bleams as part of the builtout of the Laurentian West community.  I am rather 
surprised that this section of Bleams Road is not a corridor that warrants inclusion in your forecast.  I know 
that a full rebuild wasn‘t identified in the last DC background study, but there were sidewalk and left turn 
projects identified.  It seem short sighted not to identify this corridor in your plan when so much is going on 
either side of the roadway and the important role that it does play and will play in the future. 

   

3 Additional Comments 

 1 
 I would like to see Regional Council presented with choice in how to fund Alternative C, whether it's a 

steady 1.4% increase, the modified alternative C, or unmodified alternative C. It should be explicitly up to 
them to decide whether the quicker short-term pain of higher increases is worth the benefits in an 
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improved transportation system. 

 One more point, and I'm not sure whether this fits under the RTMP, but I would like the Region to 
reconsider its use of one-way arterial roads -- in particular, Erb Street and Bridgeport / Caroline Streets in 
Waterloo. These are some of the largest barriers to walking and cycling in Waterloo: both in terms of 
crossing and in walking or cycling along them; they also make an Erb Street bus impossible. Essentially 
they are highways through the downtown that encourage inattentive driving and that make for a 
streetscape hostile to active transportation modes. 

 2 
 My additional comments are that the master plan should continue to consider all modes of transportation.  

Have various districts throughout the city which concentrate on particular modes of transportation creating 
communities that people can choose to live in.  The region should have various roads that are designed for 
speeds appropriate to the area the road travels through eg. highways high speed, feeder roads moderate 
speeds, residential slow speeds. 

 3 
 I am not able to support the Region's plan to move forward with the proposed LRT as part of your Regional 

Transportation Master Plan. 

 I believe that we do have some traffic problems that need addressing in some form, but do not agree with 
the presentation of facts by the Region to support LRT. I feel that many of the considerations are 
overstated and inaccurate and there are many areas that I still have concern about. Some of these are 
ridership projections; the effect on existing businesses during construction; the route through the core; the 
projected costs and the need to finance any overages with long- term debt; the effect on the future 
infrastructure needs of our Region with the strain on our budgets that already exist and that will only get 
worse with this debt. 

 I have already covered some of my concerns with you in person and have many more concerns that were 
not discussed. The MAE is a document that to me seems to have many holes and is based on many 
assumptions and soft data related to social factors. These have been weighted in the same way as 
economic and other hard data and I find this unwise when making such a large decision. 

 It is my hope that the Region will be open to listening more carefully to a larger cross-section of the 
population that had input in the first public meetings. I do apologize that I did not attend those and was 
largely unaware until last May that this project was seriously being considered. Even then, my opinion was 
that it might be a good plan. As I did more research, I became convinced that this was a terrible decision 
and would negatively impact our region for generations to come. If I am wrong, I will be the first to admit it.  
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However, if the Region is wrong in moving ahead with this, we will all be paying dearly for a mistake that 
will not be easily rectified. 

 I would strongly urge caution before moving forward. This is very likely to become an issue when the fall 
election comes around as I know I will be asking candidates for council their stance on this project before 
voting. As I talk with people in the Region, I find that as they learn that the project has indeed been 
approved at Regional Council level, they are alarmed and overwhelmingly against this major expenditure. 
(9+ out of 10 people from a sampling of over 75 of my contacts within the past two months). 
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Comment: Show the extension of Strasburg Road to connect with New Dundee 

Road. 

Response: The City of Kitchener is undertaking a Class EA for the extension of 

Strasburg Road which will determine the final alignment to New Dundee Road.  A 

reference to this study will be made in the RTMP. 

 

Comment:  Revise the transit service map for transit routes in the Doon South Area to 

reflect roads that will be closed. 

Response: The transit routes identified on the Transit Service Map are conceptual 

only.  The detailed transit route planning for the Doon South Area will be undertaken 

prior to implementation and will take into account the scenic road designations, 

contemplated road closures and the overall collector network approved for the Doon 

South Community. 

 

Comment: Improve the east-west linkages on the west side of Kitchener (i.e. Bleams 

Road and Huron Road from Fischer-Hallman Road to Trussler Road) 

Response: The RTMP did not identify the need to widen Bleams Road or Huron 

Road within the 20 year time frame. Both roads are on the edge of the urban area and 

there is no demand generated from west of Trussler Road. The developments on the 

north and south side of Bleams Road both have direct access to Fischer Hallman Road 

that allows for good trip distribution. The need for widening will be reviewed during the 

next scheduled update of the RTMP. We will recommend that the road allowance for 

Bleams Road, from Trussler Road to Fischer Hallman Road, be increased to 35 m from 

30.5 m, to protect for potential, long term widening.  Bleams Road is scheduled for 

reconstruction in the Transportation Capital Program for 2014, subject to budget 

approval.  Any shorter term operational improvements will be considered as part of the 

reconstruction project. 

 

The City of Kitchener is conducting their Transportation Master Plan and the Southwest 

Kitchener Study which will identify operational improvements required as a result of the 
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development on the south side of Huron Road.  Regional staff is participating in this 

study and will raise this issue with the City of Kitchener through this process.  

 

Comment: Revisit the RTMP after the completion of the Kitchener Transportation 

Study 

Response: The RTMP will be updated on a 5 year cycle.  The results from the 

Southwest Kitchener Transportation Study will be incorporated during the next 

scheduled RTMP update.  Regional staff are participating on the project team for the 

Southwest Kitchener Transportation Study. 

 

Comment: Support unmodified Alternative C, do more, sooner. 

Response: With Alternative C, an annual tax increase of more than 3 per cent per 

year in the first five years is required to quickly expand the transit network and increase 

route frequencies.  The aggressive implementation of conventional transit service in the 

first five years would help build a stable foundation for achieving the 17.3% transit modal 

shares (by share of motorized trips) targeted for 2031 and reduce the amount of new 

road network capacity improvements that would otherwise be required. This alternative 

would provide residents a competitive transportation choice in the short term thus 

promoting the development of a transit culture and influencing lifestyle decisions 

including where to live and work and the need to purchase a first or second vehicle.  

According to the Canadian Automobile Association, the cost of owning and operating a 

car is in the range of $8000 per year; hence for those individuals who can avoid 

purchasing a vehicle, the personal cost savings would exceed the property tax increase 

associated with Alternative C. The rapid expansion of the transit service will put 

considerable pressure on transit operations with the need to hire drivers and mechanics, 

build facilities, etc.   

 

Recognizing that for the average resident, the impact of Alternative C on the tax burden 

in the first five years of the plan would be significant, staff proposed a modified financial 

plan (Modified Alternative C) with a lesser impact.  This plan will still provide the same 
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transit service levels by 2031, however congestion in the interim years will be greater 

and some road projects would need to be advanced.  Modified Alternative C presents a 

plan that is affordable and can realistically be implemented. 

   

Comment: Place more emphasis on Active Transportation (walking and cycling). 

Response: An increase in active transportation mode share from 7.9 to 12 % in the 

PMPH is targeted for 2031.  This translates to an 89 % increase in the number of 

walking trips and a 555% increase in cycling trips during the pm peak hour.  These are 

ambitious, yet achievable targets which will be reviewed during updates of the RTMP. 

 

Comment: Freeze the number of auto trips at current levels. 

Response: Along with an increase in the percentage of active transportation trips, a 

decrease in the percentage of auto driver trips from 69.6 to 58.0% in the pm peak hour is 

targeted for 2031.  This translates to a 25% increase in the number of auto driver trips 

and 55780 fewer auto trips on the road network during this period and is a significant 

reduction in mode share. The cost of implementing the transit service associated with a 

further reduction in the number of auto driver trips would have significant short term 

impacts on the tax levy. 

 

Comment: Consider high speed passenger rail 

Response: There is an ongoing joint high speed rail feasibility study for the Quebec 

City to Windsor Corridor being undertaken by the Province of Ontario, Province of 

Quebec and the federal government.  In the short term, the Region is committed to 

continuing to work with the Province, Metrolinx, GO Transit and VIA Rail to pursue 

improved inter-regional transit connections. The Region is also committed to working 

with the Ministry of Transportation to investigate opportunities to implement transit and 

transportation demand management improvements on the corridor between the Region 

and the Greater Toronto Area (GTA). 
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Comment: Include fostering active communities as a stated objective 

Response: The RTMP study was directed by four goals, two of which are supported 

by objectives that specifically identify active transportation.  The goal Promote 

Transportation Choice includes the objectives: 

 Provide reasonable access to a variety of transportation modes; 

 Develop safe, convenient and well-integrated bicycle and pedestrian networks 

and facilities that link key activity nodes within the Region; and 

 When designing and operating the transportation system, consider the personal 

security need of users so as not to limit their choice of transportation mode. 

 

The goal Support Sustainable Development includes the objective to ensure that the 

health and social benefits of an active lifestyle direct transportation planning and design 

decisions. Generally priority will be given in the following order:  

- Walking; 

- Cycling; 

- Public transit; 

- Carpooling and other smart commute strategies; and 

- Single occupant vehicles. 

However, local context will influence transportation design choices. 

 

Providing transportation choice and supporting sustainable development will foster 

active communities. Although supported within a number of objectives, it was felt that 

including this specific objective would give more emphasis to the concept. 

 

Comment: Provide paved multi use trails outside of urban areas (Waterloo to St. 

Jacobs). 
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Response: There are a number of existing multi use trails in the rural areas that 

connect communities including the Kissing Bridge Trailway connecting Guelph to 

Millbank through Elmira and the Health Valley Trail connecting St. Jacobs and 

Conestogo which is also part of the trail system that connects Waterloo to St. Jacobs.  

There is often limited road allowance on the rural road to accommodate multi use trail, 

mainly resulting from the ditch/drainage requirements.  Staff will continue to collaborate 

with the Area Municipalities through the Cycling Master Plan update to identify off road 

and on road opportunities.   

 

Comment: Use grade separated roundabouts to facilitate cycling and pedestrian 

activity. (i.e. Homer Watson/ Block Line) 

Response: The grade separated roundabout is an innovative approach to address 

pedestrian and cycling movements at busy intersections, although its high cost and large 

land requirements make it rather restrictive as a design alternative.  This concept can be 

considered during the update of the Cycling Master Plan.  The suitability of this approach 

for the Homer Watson / Block Line intersection was considered during the design 

process for this intersection and it was determined that the cost and land requirement 

was too great. 

 

Comment: Emphasize intercity rail passenger service (more grade separations on 

North Mainline) 

Response: The Region is currently undertaking an Environmental Assessment for 

Weber Street, from Victoria Street to Guelph Street, including a grade separation that is 

scheduled for construction by 2017.  Regional Council previously approved a partial 

grade separation (Rapid transit only), at King Street. There may be a need to revisit this 

location once details of the future rapid transit station and integration with GO Transit 

and VIA Rail are finalized. The Region will continue to work with GO Transit, VIA Rail 

and Goderich Exeter Railway to determine the need for grade separations on the North 

Mainline.   
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Other Comments Received 

Following the Public Input Meeting additional comments were received and responses 

prepared. 

Comment: Construct the Trussler Road interchange with Highway 401 sooner than 

20+ time frame 

Response: The project team reviewed the need for improved/new access to Highway 

401 west of Homer Watson Boulevard.  Currently there is a need for one interchange 

based on operational limitations at Homer Watson and the need to improve accessibility 

to the area north of Highway 401.  From a network perspective, a connection to the 

current Cedar Creek / Highway 401 interchange would provide the greatest benefit.  It is 

recommended that an Environmental Assessment be initiated in 2011 to investigate a 

new access to Highway 401 west of Homer Watson Boulevard.  This Environmental 

Assessment will be required to consider planning alternatives including Trussler Road 

and the extension of Fischer Hallman Road to connect with the Cedar Creek interchange 

by assessing the social, environmental, economical and transportation impacts of each 

corridor. This study will be carried out as a Schedule ―C‖ study under the Environmental 

Assessment Act and will include an extensive public and stakeholder consultation 

component. 

 

It is also recommended that the need for a second Highway 401 interchange be 

reviewed during the next scheduled update of the RTMP. 

 

Comment:  How do we continue with greenfield development and how do we 

recognize the intensification targets? Will people be convinced we are making a 

change? 

Response: Currently, there is a 10 year supply of greenfield land in the Region that 

translates to a population of about 90,000 people. There are intensification targets that 

are legislated by the province and they are included in the new Regional Official Plan. 

These new greenfield areas will also be required to have minimum densities and 

designed to be more transit supportive. It will be important to provide transit service to 
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these areas early to establish transportation patterns that will minimize the pressure on 

the road network. Supportive community planning and policy combined with the 

implementation of infrastructure to encourage transportation choice will help 

demonstrate to the community that there are legitimate options for the way we travel. 

 

Comment: How will the conventional system be integrated with the Rapid Transit 

system (feeders)? 

Response: The new rapid transit system will essentially replace the current iXpress 

route, however new high frequency bus service like iXpress will be introduced on other 

routes.  The proposed rapid transit system is based on rapid transit and conventional 

bus service working together. There will be bus stops in between and at the rapid transit 

stops along the central transit corridor. Conventional bus service will remain necessary 

along the central transit corridor to provide frequent stops at intermediate locations, 

allowing rapid transit to stop only at key locations and offer a faster travel option. New 

iXpress-style routes and cross-town routes will create a comprehensive and integrated 

Regional transit system, both feeding to rapid transit and serving destinations outside of 

the CTC.  

 

Comment: Will the plan be flexible to adapt to a changing environment? 

Response: The RTMP has recommended a number of action items and processes to 

be able to adjust the plan to respond to changes including: 

1. Monitor key performance indicators and prepare annual reports regarding the 

Region‘s progress towards achieving  the RTMP goals; 

2. The RTMP will be updated on a 5 year cycle to permit adjustments to targets and 

priorities; 

3. A Business Plan will be prepared every 4 years  for Grand River Transit; 

4. A Business Plan will be prepared every 3 years for the TravelWise program to 

identify priority initiatives; and, 
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5. Funding and priorities for transportation infrastructure and priorities will be 

considered through the annual budget process. 

 

Road improvement projects identified in this plan will also be implemented through the 

undertaking of project specific Environmental Assessment (EA) studies.  During the EA 

process, flexibility exists to incorporate new or updated information to reconfirm the 

recommended solution or consider other appropriate alternatives. 

 

Comment: What are the implications for the RTMP if funding is not received for the 

Rapid Transit project? 

Response: The Region of Waterloo is required to plan for higher order transit in 

accordance with the Provincial Places to Grow Growth Plan for the Greater Golden 

Horseshoe Area.  The fundamental direction in the RTMP is to create greater 

transportation choice by investing in transit and active transportation modes.  The RTMP 

has integrated rapid transit as a feature of the plan. If implementation of the RT is 

delayed, the plan can be adjusted through greater investment in conventional transit in 

the short term to help build ridership and develop integration with the iXpress service in 

the Central Transit Corridor. In fact, the first five years of the RTMP are founded on both 

a gradually increasing investment in conventional transit and a strategic roads program. 

  

The finalization of a new RTMP is very important from a number of perspectives. The 

current RTMP is over 10 years old and is becoming obsolete with the significant growth 

and policy changes that have occurred in this time period. Delaying the investment in 

conventional transit will result in increasing congestion and lost opportunities. There are 

also a number of initiatives that are relying on an approved RTMP to set the context for 

localized issues, including: 

1. Southwest Kitchener: Plans of subdivision in this area are awaiting the outcome 

of the RTMP to finalize the land use and required road network.  

2. East Side: Development of the east side lands in Cambridge (north of Maple 

Grove Road, east and west of Fountain Street) are moving forward and the 
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RTMP is required to plan the transit service and road requirements.  The RTMP 

also identifies road corridors in the area that need to be protected for future 

growth. 

3. North Waterloo: Northwest Waterloo is one of the last areas for greenfield 

development in Waterloo.  The area is developing quickly and increasing 

pressure to provide the transportation infrastructure and service. The RTMP 

identifies the required transit service and road projects to meet future demands. 

4. Fischer Hallman Road (south of Bleams Road): The traffic analysis for Fischer 

Hallman Road at Ottawa Street and Westmount Road identified high motorist 

delays. A six-lane cross section on Fischer Hallman Road was tested as part of 

the Environmental Assessment Study and didn‘t resolve the issues on its own.  

The RTMP investigated broader network solutions and is recommending high 

quality express transit along Fischer Hallman Road to help service this area. The 

development in the greenfield areas south of Bleams Road is being planned as 

transit oriented development and will anchor this future transit service. The 

Environmental Assessment for this road requires approval of the RTMP in order 

to proceed.   

 


